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{Prologue}

This is the 8th part of the
“Markenstein Legend”, the following
events took place in between 2059 &
2069 after a lot of catastrophic events…

In 2059, things were VERY bad in
“USA”, struggles between mutants and
humans never stopped and humans
hated the mutants because of their
abilities and gifts and considered them
threats; in return, mutants used to
defend themselves and fightback, this
made the enemy brothers unite once
again and agreed to launch the world’s
largest revolution asking for mutants’
rights by FORCE…
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{The Reunion}

In 2059, “Magnet” was living in
“Washington DC”-“USA”, he wasn’t
married but he had a girlfriend;
although he was 48 that time,
“Achilles” & “Eve” were in “London”
with their father, that time “Frank” &
“Rose” moved from “Swansea” after
being flooded; the family’s museum
was flooded too but “Frank” intended
to leave ‘everything from the past’
behind…By that time, “Frank” & “Rose”
made a new company for hired
security members, it was the only thing
they knew about very well, it was
established in 2046 already and
became a huge company fast…“Wolf”
was around but he refused to manage
his father’s company and worked on
hunting demons and witches around
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“England”, that time; things were
affected by the time travelling
“Achilles” & “Wolf” did in 2022,
“Frank” took care of “Wolf” and gave
him more time and obvious care, this
made him stay with them in the
mansion till the flood, in return; he
never met “Karen” or anyone of those
he met in “USA”, that time “Karen”
was in “Mexico” and never went
anywhere else…“Ercole” travelled to
“Germany” and worked as an engineer
and he was very clever, “Ai” married
“Tane” and lived in “Las
Vegas”-“USA”, they didn’t seem
mutants and they didn’t intend to use
their powers but that wasn’t enough,
one day the mutant sensors detected
them and they were attacked, “Tane”
died during the attack but “Ai” could
escape and found “Magnet” later on
and they decided to travel to “London”,
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despite being despised by humans
everywhere; but nowhere was more
dangerous than “USA”, no one heard
from “Kun” that time, even when they
saw him later; they didn’t know him,
“Katie’s” body couldn’t endure her
several implanted powers and her
brain got fried but nobody knew about
that…

By that time, “England” was getting
weaker but “Germany” was getting
stronger, the German Chancellor asked
the European countries to unite in a
full unity to solve their common
problems and issues, some countries
agreed and others didn’t; later all
countries in “Europe” and “Russia”
joined the union and called it “The
Human Side”…Since 2057, “Germany”
& “China” were leading the world of
industry and robotics, that time;
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“Japan” got flooded and disappeared
from existence, there were very few
Japanese people living in “China” and
they had their role in robotics and
cybernetic industries…It was available
for anyone to use bionic limbs because
a lot of people lost limbs due to the
flood incidents and during wars
allover the world, these people with
cybernetics were called “Augmented”
people or just “Augs”…The “Augs” were
everywhere in the world and in “USA”
as well, they were politicians,
journalists, businessmen, employees,
sportsmen, actors & actresses, cops and
soldiers, the augmented soldiers were
used when a mutant is to be hunted,
“Angela” used to live in “Brazil”
among plants and forests, “Victor”
lived in “Egypt” and ruled north
“Africa”, “North Sudan”, “Israel” &
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“Jordan”; the Pharaohs empire was
untouchable that time…

“Frank” helped “Magnet” & “Ai” to
travel to “London” and asked “Rose” to
call all his sons to come for a big
meeting…The meeting between “Magnet”
& “Achilles” started with a fight, later
“Wolf” joined that fight and they were
blaming each other for everything that
happened to them and to the world,
“Eve” & “Ai” couldn’t contain them,
“Angela” didn’t come but “Ercole” was
there, “Eve” commented on “Ercole’s”
bald head, “Rose” & “Frank” came and
calmed the situation; “Frank” said
“Are you done playing? Good, as you
can see; the world hates you now,
there’s no more Mark V and no more
mutants in official forces, putting a
mark on your backs is a big mistake I
know, but that doesn’t mean that
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killing humans will give you any
peace…” he was talking to “Magnet”
who mentioned it earlier while he was
fighting with “Wolf” & “Achilles”,
“Frank” continued “Maybe your
actions in the future are gonna state
your intentions, just keep a low profile
and don’t use your powers for any
reason and let’s watch what’s gonna
happen the next few months” “Magnet”
said “When will you figure it out?
Humans kill people like us because we
are mutants, these Augmented soldiers
and robots are made specially to hunt
us down, Tane is dead; who else should
die till you understand that humans
are bad species?!” “Rose” said “Don’t
forget that Frank and I are humans,
Magnet”, that time she didn’t know
that he was “Death War”, he was
getting old and his hair was getting
white, later he realized that his
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human nature was getting old; but his
demon form was immortal…When the
meeting was over, [Magnet, Wolf &
Achilles] spoke together privately and
agreed on one thing; launching war on
humans using their abilities and the
abilities of every living mutant on
Earth, but gathering everyone was no
easy task and needed time…
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{The Orphans Empire}

“Eve” saw that her brothers lost
their minds, but they told her that
“Magnet’s” opinion was right and that
their father was talking about
principles in an ideal world that
doesn’t exist anymore, after some
pressure from “Achilles”; “Eve” &
“Ercole” agreed to join them in
whatever they were intending to do,
that was a fatal mistake…The “Isaacs”
travelled to “Washington DC” and
decided to hunt mutants and convince
them to join them, this wasn’t so easy
but “Magnet” told them that he could
do it…“Ercole” had one of those sensors
used by the humans to identify
mutants and aliens and went looking
for mutants, “Rose” had a feeling that
they were up to something and asked
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“Henley” to keep tabs on them, she
asked “Frank” why did he let them
leave, he replied “They’re grownups,
they’re free to make their own choices”
this wasn’t comforting to “Rose”, that
time “Konrad” was 15…

“Eve” used to stay in touch with
“Rose” from time to time, but suddenly
no one heard from her or any of them,
this was worrying but “Frank” was sure
that his kids could handle anything,
“Henley” told “Rose” that satellites
couldn’t detect them anymore; maybe
“Ercole” found a way to hide from
satellite imagining or sensors, later
“Henley’s” men in “USA” were reported
dead brutally as if an animal attacked
them, it was “Wolf’s” act of course, they
knew that they were followed and they
didn’t like that, later on; “Angela”
joined them when she was told that
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they were gonna do something
insane…In 6 months of preparations;
“Magnet” could gather almost every
mutant in east “North America”, they
were using their own methods of
communications; no “Darknet”[1] or
phone calls to avoid being traced by
humans, in 2060, “Magnet” appeared
on “Washington’s” broadcast and
announced taking over “USA” &
“Mexico” by killing their presidents
live and destroying all known human
weapons which were all made of
metals in an action resembling his
earlier action when “Elohim”
convinced him to destroy everything of
the modern civilization in order to get
rid of “Cyborg’s” assailant robots, but
this time “Magnet” was more powerful
and could target only the weapons in
the American continents, with
“Angela’s” help; controlling
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everywhere at once was like walking in
a park next to “Achilles” of course and
“Wolf’s” management of the mutant
infantries with “Ai”, “Ercole’s”
experience with electronics and
robotics helped much, they called
themselves “The Orphans”; referring to
the fact that they had no supporters in
the world, that was the public reason;
but the secret one was because they
were real orphans without mothers
and their father let them down and
didn’t support them, “Konrad” saw
that and could never forget what he
saw or knew, in other words; there has
been a crack between him and his
brothers since that time, but when he
grew up; he had to let that go, for his
own tranquility…“Ercole” managed
stealing “Cathy’s” matrix remotely
from “USA”, he took her from his
father secretly and made her hack his
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systems in “London” to keep him under
their eyes secretly, they were expecting
a move from him or “Victor” at any
moment, it wasn’t too long till it was
reported that the British king and his
family were killed by mutants and
security wasn’t enough to save
them…Months later, “Ercole” made a
new robot for “Cathy” to make a
physical existence for her and he
uploaded her matrix to it and she
liked it, the American resistance was
savage and a war like this involved
civilians, at the beginning; “Eve”
refused to get involved in killing
humans saying “This is madness, I
won’t be a part of human annihilation
and none of you should be a part of this”
“Magnet” said “The discussion time
has passed, we’re all wanted and we’re
in the same corner now, either you’re
with us or against us, Psychic”
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“Achilles” stood in front of him with
amazement and asked “Are you gonna
kill us now?!” “Wolf” got in between
before a fight starts and said “This is
not the right time to fight, humans are
still fighting and we need to keep our
focus, our people in the west are facing
stubborn resistance and we need both
of you there” to “Magnet” & “Achilles”,
then they went to “Las Vegas”-which
was 15 miles away from the west coast
that time after “California’s” flood-in
2 hours the fight was over and humans
gave up after hours of siege…The
“Orphans” created a flag for their
empire, it had to represent the 3 main
members of the “Isaac” family, the logo
on it was a dragon with 3 heads
representing [Magnet, Achilles & Wolf],
“Magnet” was getting more terrifying
than he used to be and his girlfriend
left him and disappeared, this made
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him more aggressive towards humans
and killing became a sport to him,
“Wolf” was killing humans wildly, in
cold blood; but no one could say
anything, “Ai” was the one who
proposed the idea of the 3 headed
dragon, she knew about the “Zmey
Gorynych” statue in “Russia” and she
had the idea from it, later “Achilles”
used his power and brought that giant
statue from “Russia” to “USA” in an
impressive way; the statue never faced
any damages all these years and it
turned to be the slogan of the “Orphans’”
empire…On July 16th 2060, the
“Orphans” took control over “USA” and
whole “North America”, this was more
than enough to make all countries of
“Europe” agree to unite in one unity
and they agreed to make “Berlin” its
capital, robots and machines were
useless against “Magnet” & “Achilles”;
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there had to be another way to fight the
“Orphans”…Someone had a mad idea
and the government agreed to initiate
working on it but that was a top secret
project…

By the end of the year, “South
America” was seized too and humans
there were already poor and
surrendered easily, “Magnet” saw that
they seized control over both continents
but threats from the humans in
“Europe” & “Asia” started to become
more serious, sending troops by
“Europe” ended in a devastating event
and about a million fighter died in
that battle from both sides, so “Achilles”
had an idea and told “Magnet” about it
and he agreed to start moving, they
intended to create a barrier between
themselves and the humans from the
east and the west, this required a huge
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barrier of metal and things IN the
“Atlantic” & “Pacific” oceans, this was
legendary and no man on Earth
expected this, then both of them started
gathering all metals and anything else
from [underwater, Europe, Africa &
Asia] in an impressive way and
everyone saw the ‘walls’ being created
on the “Atlantic” & “Pacific” oceans
and in 3 hours; the walls were created
and it was indestructible, this
prevented any ship or submarine from
passing and any jet or plane won’t be a
trouble, there were several mutants
and harpies who could fly and destroy
anything flying; even if the jet was
transparent or off the grid…
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{Hail #1}

In 2061, things were very bad in the
American continents, humans were
driven into brutal slavery,
“Magnet”-who called himself
“Markenstein”-joined “Achilles” and
their men and built their own city and
the capital of their giant empire,
“Golem” city, and they located it in the
middle of “USA”, west of “Kansas”,
later
“Markenstein”-“Mark”-announced
his new empire and forced the world to
recognize the new state and ceasefire
for the sake of humanity but the
humans didn’t accept this and they
kept torturing mutants in “Europe” &
“Asia”…Later “Germany” asked for
those humans in the “Markenstein”
empire but “Mark” didn’t accept; he
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described those humans as ‘slaves’ and
he needed them to work everywhere
around the empire…

“Eve” tried to contact “Frank”, he
was in “London” and he knew that he
was watched by his kids but he didn’t
care, he saw that “Mark” had to be
stopped but his relationship with
“Victor” was over and “Frank” didn’t
intend to call him, “Rose” thought that
this might hurt her son later on, so she
took a jet and travelled to her father in
“Egypt”, “Seshafi” welcomed her and
she didn’t age a day, but “Zena” was
dead, that time; “Victor” had about 20
child from both women but “Seshafi”
had more kids and her eldest child was
the 2nd man in “Victor’s” kingdom, the
kid’s name was “Khyan”, that time
“Victor” was in the Eastern desert and
found out that his second ‘eye of sight’
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was there, it was hidden from him
with his old lance, “Victor” thought of
taking it and adding his original
power to the eyes of “Horus”, it took
him months there looking for it, so
“Rose” had to talk to “Seshafi” as an
old friend, “Seshafi” said “Horus won’t
fall in a face to face struggle with Mark
and his cousins, but we can guarantee
to you that we won’t get involved in any
war against humans” “Rose” said
“Then why did my father build that
sand wall in south Spain? And what’s
the point of invading your neighboring
lands??” “Seshafi” said “Simply,
because we’re Pharaohs and we don’t
trust anyone” “Rose” didn’t reply, she
didn’t expect much help from “Victor”
but she didn’t have any other
option…“Rumple” was alive that time,
he used to live in “Moscow” but after
the war between the humans and
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mutants; he moved to “Golem” city and
kept a low profile, he knew that the
“Orphans” would ask him to join them
later on, but he intended to keep
watching the situation for
sometime…“Rose” had an idea,
“Jenny’s” body was still frozen in
“London” and kept in a place known to
“Henley”, “Rose” told her to transport
“Jenny” to “Berlin” somewhere she
knew, she wasn’t sure if she was gonna
need “Jenny” or not, later she knew…

In 2064, humans in the American
continents started to get tired; they
started to return back to God and the
old ones from them started to pray
again after a long time of forgetting God
and ignoring Him, it’s been years; but
old people didn’t stop praying, and God
never forgot them and listened to their
pain, by that time; the “Horsemen of
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Peace” appeared in “Mexico” city, then
the angel appeared to them and told
them the situation and they knew that
their enemy here was a whole species,
their task wasn’t to fight this time; but
to guide someone too old to gather all
humans and take them out of the
American continents, “Light” asked
“We can do that! Why use someone else?”
the angel replied “Because to humans,
you are mutants, not angels” “Rayne”
asked about the guy they were gonna
deal with and where he was, the angel
told them that he was in “Egypt” and
told them to follow a star in the sky to
reach his exact location, then the angel
disappeared and the star appeared
shining in the sky, “Light” brought a
cloud and flew with his friends to
“Egypt”…That threat was the final
threat they were gonna stand against,
after that they were gonna die and
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someone else was gonna take the mantle
from them afterwards, someone
unexpected…In “Kansas” city, one of
the humans was hard to deal with and
caused a lot of troubles, the mutants
made the humans work on building
everything destroyed during the war,
then one of the humans saw one of the
mutant soldiers beating a little girl, she
was hungry; so she took the mutant’s
sandwich from his pocket and ran
away, but not for long obviously; he
caught her and kept beating her
brutally, the human was big and
strong and was lifting heavy loads but
when he saw that footage; he left his
work and attacked the mutant and
beat him badly, when other mutants
noticed; they tried to interfere but the
human could beat them in an
impressive way and he seemed very
strong and fast with fighting skills,
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later he was caught and placed in a
solitary cell somewhere far, “Wolf” was
told and he went to see him but seeing
that big ugly guy wasn’t pleasant at all,
“Wolf” was intending to talk to him but
he changed his mind and told the
guards to torture him for a week or so
and he’d come back to check him out,
but “Wolf” forgot about him later on…
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{God Send}

In “Egypt”, there were some thick
sand somewhere abandoned in “Cairo”,
somewhere away from people; the sand
started to shack and suddenly a
human hand punched out of the sand,
after a lot of effort; someone came out
and struggled to stand up and could
stand hardly, he looked well and
seemed amazed by himself and how he
looked, then he asked “Where am I?
What is this??” then a tree next to him
went on flames and a rough voice said
“A lot of things changed, what’s the last
thing you remember?” the man was
“ISAAC”, he was shocked and replied
after a while “I was with my
grandchildren, telling them about my
days during the WWII, it was January
2004” the rough voice was God’s voice,
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He said “It’s 2064 now, I took you from
them that time and raised you now;
after 60 years, to save humanity, MY
HUMANITY” “Isaac” was young and
seemed powerful like he used to be
during WWII, he agreed to be God’s
servant and agreed to do anything,
then the “Horsemen” arrived the given
coordinates by God’s star, they didn’t
know who he was, God told them what
to do, He told them to lead an exodus in
“North America”, He told them to work
on convincing humans in the “Human
Side” to deliver all mutants they
captured in return of all humans in
the American continents, this was a
task to be accomplished only by a
human, because humans in the
“Human Side” won’t accept the
“Horsemen’s” request and the humans
in the American continents won’t
listen to them, so a man who never
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doubted God was needed, there was
only one way to strip the humans of the
“Human Side” from their power,
something by the name of
“Neuropozyne” or “Nu-Poz”…

In the “Human Side”, humans were
working on developing their robots and
“Augs”, all Augmented people needed a
drug to make their cells, tissues and
organs accept their augmentations and
bionic limbs, there were special clinics
selling this drug specially, the “LIMB”
clinics, and the drug was called
“Neuropozyne”, it had to be
manufactured in huge amounts, there
were 2 giant factories responsible of
manufacturing this drug, one was in
“Berlin” and the other was in
“Moscow”, the “Orphans” didn’t know
about that drug or where it was
manufactured or stored; but they were
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told by “Ercole” that to make the “Augs”
effective they must be using a special
drug to reduce the pain and make the
augmentations under full control of
the human brain and nervous system,
“Isaac” & the “Horsemen” were told
about that drug and the factories’
locations by God, “Isaac” & “Light”
agreed to destroy one of the factories; a
lack in the drug will destroy the
humans’ hopes to stand against the
“Markenstein” empire, maybe then
they’ll agree to negotiate…

The “Horsemen” & “Isaac” travelled
to “Moscow” and found the factory,
they chose to attack this factory because
“Berlin” was more protected and
nearly no one could commit any crime
there, “Moscow” was an easier
target…The “Horsemen” could be
detected by the mutants sensors, so they
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had to hide and “Isaac” had to move in
on his own, it was a mission like 100s
of missions he’s been through in the
very far past, “Moscow” was completely
different than the last time “Isaac”
visited it, he covered his face and
moved in with something “Heat” made
for him; he made a fire cuboid and
“Light” cooled it up and it turned to a
bomb in “Heat’s” control, “Colossus”
plated it with metal, whenever “Heat”
wanted to blow it; he was gonna do it
using his power, all “Isaac” had to do;
was to plant the bomb inside; close to
the stocks store, no easy task…“Rayne”
told “Isaac” everything he needed to
know to avoid the heavy security
inside, the security system was made by
“Frank’s” company and security
members were hired by the company
too, “Isaac” didn’t need anyone to tell
him how to deal with the human
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security members, but he needed to be
careful with the drones and robots
inside; next to motion sensors and
lasers…In “Egypt”, “Victor” found his
second eye of sight and placed it
instead of his left eye and he became
more powerful, his monster form
became a big golden lion with gold
wings, once he had his eye; he felt that
something was wrong, as if a very old
unique thing raised from the dead; but
neither a demon nor a regular human,
for some reason “Victor” didn’t care;
thinking that he was confused or just
exhausted but actually; God covered
“Isaac” from “Victor’s” eye temporary…

By that time, some kind mutants
started to help those poor humans in
“USA”, whoever was caught aiding the
humans; got killed with no mercy, one
of those mutants who were helping
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secretly was “Eve”, there was a young
mutant girl helping too; because her
parents were humans, her name was
“Paula”…In “Russia”, “Isaac” was
ready to sneak in the “Nu-Poz” factory
and plant the bomb, without this drug;
augmented people will face aug
rejection and this might make them
violent instead of weak, but “Isaac”
didn’t know about that…After a long
exciting adventure in the factory and
meeting some security, “Isaac” planted
the bomb and made it out then he took
a colored stone out of his pocket and
said “Fire in the hole”, “Light” gave it
to him and told him to tell them when
he’s safely out, then suddenly fire
alarms went on, this made the security
evacuate the place, within minutes;
the place was empty and firetrucks
came expecting a giant fire but there
was nothing, then suddenly fire
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expanded in the factory and destroyed
everything and burnt all samples of
“Nu-Poz”, 100s of tons of the drug
were destroyed, then “Light” took
“Isaac” and the others to “USA”…The
“Nu-Poz” destruction in “Russia”
made serious disturbance in the
“Human Side”, all “Augs” started to
feel worried, in weeks; “Augs” started to
notice the drug’s shortage in the “LIMB”
clinics and several violent incidents
took place in “Russia” and in several
other places in east “Europe”, later the
violation increased and humans
started to protest and asked their
government to exile all violent “Augs”,
specially the soldiers and cops who
went out of control…A month and a
half later, in “Berlin”, augmented
suspects were attacked by the “Public
Eye”; which was representing the
police force that time, soon many other
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“Augs” got involved to help the
attacked “Augs” and more officers were
involved and a huge fight took place,
this incident killed at least a 100
person between human and augmented
with much more fatal injuries, this
forced the government’s hand to banish
all “Augs” out of the “Human Side”
territories, what happened that day
became a global accident known as
“The Incident”…No one was happy
with that more than the “Orphans”;
but the humans had something else
hidden for the mutants, something
more devastating than regular
weapons…“Cezar” was considered an
augmented cop but his metal arms
didn’t save him on the day of the
“Incident” and died, “Frank’s”
company was locked down by the
government’s orders and all his
resources and company properties were
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reserved because the “Nu-Poz” factory
in “Moscow” was protected by his men
and equipment; the “Public Eye’s”
investigations revealed that a break in
happened and “Frank” was accused of
either involvement or disregard, for
“Rose’s” sake; no one arrested “Frank”,
this wasn’t accepted by “Rose” and she
worked so hard with “Henley” to solve
this problem with the authorities but
“Frank” didn’t see it profitable, he left
all his money under “Rose’s” control;
for their son’s sake, then he left to
“Spain” which was a place for the
Cartels and all kinds of human
criminals, to “Frank” they were
nothing; but it was the only place
without heavy surveillance and nearly
no “Public Eye” control, he intended to
leave everything behind because he
saw that he wasn’t needed anymore
and he felt that “Rose” wasn’t in need
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for him, he bought a “Chrysler” limo
and worked as a hired driver there,
waiting his days to end in peace; or so
he thought…
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{Inside The Empire}

“Light” took “Isaac” in a cloud
flying around “Golem” city, showing
him the humans’ situation and made
him hear their pain, “Isaac” asked
“Why don’t you do something about
that?” “Light” replied “Then why are
you here? We can’t help them because
to themwe’re mutants, not angels, that’s
why He brought you back to the realm
of the living; to save them” “Isaac” was
told to gather all humans as much as
possible and start to demand the
human rights, “Isaac’s” strength and
charisma will attract attention to him
and maybe he could speak to anyone of
the major Gods[2] but this was gonna
need time…“Isaac” was landed among
humans from the cloud and he started
to talk to people, they were desperate
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and had no hope, his good talking and
charisma made them listen to him for
real and he started to talk to people
about God again, he was shocked to
know that most of them didn’t know
about God at all; but to him these
people were easier to guide than those
who knew Him and didn’t believe in
Him, but “Isaac” had to stay off the grid
as much as possible to create a ‘Circle of
Trust’; as he called it…No one could
know that “Paula” was a mutant, her
power wasn’t obvious and she looked
beautiful and kind always, she was
known to be a mutant’s girlfriend and
that’s why she tried not to be seen there,
one of the humans who got introduced
to “Isaac” was “Rowan’s” great
grandchild, his name was “Oliver
Kent”; he looked exactly like his great
grandfather and “Isaac” noticed, when
they spoke together he knew that he
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was “Rowan’s” grandchild, but he
didn’t tell “Oliver” anything…

“Isaac’s” acts and speeches about God
reached “Mark” & “Achilles” somehow,
they didn’t like his acts and told “Wolf”
to bring him to them, “Isaac” didn’t
fightback, he wanted to meet “Mark”
anyway…“Wolf” tried to talk to “Isaac”
and asked him some questions while
they were on the way to the
“Markenstein” palace, but “Isaac”
didn’t reply at all, when they reached
there; “Mark” was sitting on a throne
like a king, “Achilles” & “Eve” were
sitting on other thrones on his right
and left with [Ai, Angela & Ercole]
then “Wolf” joined them on his throne,
each throne had a logo representing
who’s sitting on it, “Eve” read “Isaac’s”
mind and knew who he was, this was a
shock to her but she didn’t say
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anything, “Mark” said “We heard that
you are talking about God to the slaves,
why?” “Isaac” replied “They’re not
slaves; they’re people and they got
rights!” “Achilles” said “Rights! What
rights!! They’re killers and slaughterers,
YOU deserve what you’re facing now,
slave” “Mark” stood up and went close
to “Isaac”, he felt that he saw him
before but couldn’t remember him,
being family members with the same
blood made “Mark” confused, “Eve”
knew that he was confused; “Isaac”
looked at “Mark” in the eyes and said
“Look and look closer, because the
closer you look; the less you see”
“Achilles” got intense and asked “How
did you know that quote?!” “Isaac”
didn’t reply, these words used to be said
by “Victor” and were mentioned in his
cipher book, only “Achilles” read that
book, in fact “Victor” took that quote
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from “Isaac” decades before writing the
cipher book, “Isaac” didn’t reply to
“Achilles” and he didn’t repeat the
question again, “Isaac” demanded
sending humans to the “Human Side”
in return of all captured mutants there,
“Ai” told her siblings to discuss this
seriously, “Mark” was thinking of
aggression against the “Human Side” to
force them to deliver the mutants they
were capturing, but the idea wasn’t so
bad and he started considering it,
“Wolf” ordered the soldiers to take
“Isaac” back to the ‘slaves’, “Eve” told
them that an act like this might be the
first step towards peace, “Angela”
didn’t like the idea of peace and an
argument started, then men came with
“Mark’s” girlfriend and a child on her
arm, it was “Mark’s” kid, this was a
shock to everyone but they were also
happy…
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The news about “Mark’s” child
spread among humans and they were
thinking of attacking through this
weak spot, but “Isaac” told them not to
think about this; then he told “Oliver”
to stay away from this and he was right,
those who tried to attack “Mark’s”
woman and kid got killed wildly and
hanged in front of all humans and
“Mark” threatened them of attacking
his child again and told them that the
next time, he’d annihilate them and
the whole human race and he could do
that…

On the other side, in “Berlin”, a
French team of doctors proposed a
highly classified biological weapon to
be used as a weapon against the
mutants, it was a parasite that attacks
the human vocal cords and once the
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infected speaks in a certain language it
starts to mate and grow, it could be
attuned to any language as they wanted,
when the parasite is at its maturity
state and grew enough; it starts feeding
on the human lungs, what they didn’t
know was that the parasite infects the
vocal cords and feeds on the lungs but
it also turns to a sort of a controller, it
takes control of the infected nervous
system andmuscles after death in order
to transport to another living host by
biting another uninfected person,
which means that one canister could
be enough to kill a 100 mutant and
turn them to zombies attacking more
and more to infect more of them and
turn this to an epidemic that would
soon be out of control, a month or 2
later, a mega-nuclear missile would
erase the American continents from
existence, someone had to stop this…
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There was a unique agent in the
“Task Force”, she wasn’t young but she
used the anti-aging medicine that
made her look young; just like “Rose”
& “Henley” who barely looked aging,
that medicine was created in 2062 and
was used in a wide scale, but if
someone stopped using it, he’d look like
his real age within weeks, that’s what
happened to “Frank” in “Spain” but
he didn’t care, that agent worked with
“Frank” long ago and she became a
close friend to “Rose” soon, her name
was “Esther Miller”, aka “The Boss
Lady”…That time, “Konrad” was 20
and joined the “Task Force” under
“Boss’s” command, her anonymous
identity and good looks made her a
target to a lot of men, everyone knew
her as the “Boss” and very few people
knew her real identity…A guy from
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inside the prime minster’s office told
“Boss” about the weird French doctors,
they were strange and everyone knew
about their crazy experiments and that
they used to work for the “Tower”
organization in the 2040s, the
organization was never shut down in
the past but after “Elohim’s” attack
and the robots incidents, the “Tower”
was shut down temporary till they
could cover their debts and when they
were okay again; they reopened the
organization again in the 2040s and
kept working ever since till it was shut
down again by the British Royal orders
in 2060; which was one of the last
Royal orders before the mutants’ attack
on the last British king and his family,
which destroyed the kingdom and
ended the Royal monarch on the
British island once and for all, after
the unity; there was a general
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commander ruling “Britain” as mayor
assigned by the “Human Side”, this
situation didn’t last for long because
the British people didn’t like the fact
that a German was ruling them and
considered it an invasion…The “Tower”
was done but its scientists and mad
doctors were still free and some of their
mad researches weren’t found, their
proposition was insane but the
government intended to discuss it
seriously, “Boss’s” man didn’t tell her
why the French doctors were there
because he didn’t know, but she could
catch them easily and make them tell
her everything and then forget that she
was even there by flashing their
memories with a new equipment the
“Task Force” agents had, she needed
some backup so she took her trusted
man and “Konrad” and that was the
first time “Konrad” meets that guy, his
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name was “Shelton”…Exposing this
project to the public made the
government deny knowing anything
about it and denied that it was even
real, but when the “Boss” exposed the
documents and samples she got from
the doctors next to their testifies, this
forced the government to arrest the
French doctors, this act saved the
mutants from a serious epidemic
disease, “Mark” and the “Orphans”
saw that a good step from the humans,
so “Mark” and the others agreed to send
all humans in their empire to the
“Human Side” in return of all mutants
locked up in the “Human Side”, the
government took a week and accepted
“Mark’s” proposition, but this needed
months to gather all humans and
prepare them; then sending them to the
east coast to take ships to the “Human
Side”, but the humans asked the
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mutants to send them in ships from
their side-the mutants’ side-but the
mutants told them to send their own
ships with all mutants they have in
return of all humans returning in the
same ships, simply because the
mutants didn’t have enough giant
ships needed for transport, the humans’
government agreed…“Mark” asked to
see “Isaac” again, alone this time,
“Isaac” was brought and “Wolf” took
everyone and left them, “Mark” said “I
considered your proposition and
proposed it on the humans, guess what;
they agreed and liked it very much,
looks like they didn’t know about that
proposition for real, you’re not a spy
after all”, that time “Mark” and the
others thought that “Isaac” was a spy
from the “Human Side”; sent by them
to propose their terms, “Isaac” replied
“It doesn’t take a genius to realize that
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both sides need to bargain for peace,
you can’t keep fighting forever” “Mark”
said “I’ve been watching you closely, I
see people are gathering around you
and listening to you, what do you tell
them?!” “Isaac” replied “I tell them
something they never knew about, but
when they hear it now; they feel strong
and peaceful” “Mark” asked “Really?!
And what is it you say that makes them
strong and peaceful?!” “Isaac” replied
with one word “GOD” this made “Mark”
angry and punched “Isaac” in the gut
twice then punched him in the face,
but that was nothing for “Isaac”, “Mark”
called “Wolf” and told him to torture
“Isaac” for a whole day then throw him
to his fellow humans, “Wolf” agreed
with pleasure; he tortured “Isaac” by
himself, “Eve” knew about this and
tried to tell “Wolf” not to do this but he
didn’t listen to her, “Isaac” noticed that
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she wasn’t like them, he didn’t know
who were them but at the end he knew
and was very sad and felt
ashamed…The human who attacked
the mutants while working and
defended the little girl and got locked
away from “Golem” city later; got
notified that his mother died, he was
locked alone in a pit-cell, but it wasn’t
enough to hold him; he climbed up
and hanged himself on 2 the steel bars
and pushed with his leg 2 other bars
and to avoid falling; he tied himself to
one of the bars with his shirt, the
guarding mutants noticed him but
they didn’t expect him to succeed in
breaking these steel bars, after 20
minutes of effort; he broke the bars and
the ground around the bars and could
get out, the mutants tried to hit him
with electric sticks but he took 2 sticks
and beat down everyone in his way in
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a very impressive way, despite his
young age, “Wolf” was informed and he
remembered him and went hunting
him alone; based on his scent…After 4
days of chasing, “Wolf” found the
human and he noticed that he was
crying, “Wolf” asked him for the reason
and he told him that his mother died,
“Wolf” asked him for his name and the
human replied “Marvin, I think”,
“Wolf” told “Marvin” what was
happening and told him that the
mutants were sending the humans to
“Europe” but “Marvin” didn’t seem to
care but he went with “Wolf” to the
prison in “Golem” city and worked
with the humans on their
preparations…After what “Wolf” saw
what “Marvin” could do; he chose to
use his words better than his fist and
he was wise to do that, “Marvin” was a
7 ft tall guy full of muscles and had the
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intention to kill anyone or anything in
his way, that young man became a
machine of killing in the future…

The “Boss” was ordered by “Henley”
to manage the welcoming of all these
humans coming and to prepare the
imprisoned mutants for a long journey
on board of modern destroyers,
“Konrad” was gonna wait with many
other soldiers in “Nantes”; which was
on the coast in the modern world after
the flood, “Shelton” was gonna join the
“Boss” on the ships going to “USA’s” east
coasts, but things went wrong and “Boss”
didn’t go and she took “Shelton” with
her and sent another agent…A lot of
scientists saw that they were gonna
need something to defend themselves as
humans from the mutants and the
“Augs” threats, so they thought of
creating clones; like the “Twin”, this
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needed a lot of funding and resources,
the government agreed to support that
project but in secret, the project was
called “Waffe X” and it was held and
managed by “Eurocorp’s” secret
department, the “Applied Sciences
Department”, later they discovered
that it wasn’t enough too; which
changed course to something more
dangerous than anything else…
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{Hail #2}

“Isaac” saw a very old picture in
“Oliver’s” things, it was an old photo of
“Oliver’s” father with his grandpa;
“Rowan”, “Oliver” saw him and said
“That’s my dad and his grandfather,
he was a soldier during WWII, it was a
huge war in the 1940s I think, you can
say that he was one of a kind” “Isaac”
asked “Why is that?” “Oliver” said
“Look, it’s hard to believe and I don’t
know how, but in these days we can
call him the father of human
enhancements & augmentations, he’s
the first ever Aug on Earth, my father
and grandpa didn’t know a thing
about that and he didn’t tell any of
them any detail about his metal arm,
later when he died; no one could break
it to cut it off his body, so they buried
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him with it!” “Isaac” didn’t tell him
that he knew “Rowan” but he
expressed his happiness that “Oliver”
was proud of his family, “Oliver”
asked “Isaac” about his family but
“Isaac” told him that his life was more
complicated to be mentioned, “Paula”
was getting close to “Isaac” after being
tortured by “Wolf” the last time, she
took care of his wounds, but he
considered himself in a mission and
got no space or time for relationships…

“Cathy” indicated a spy submarine
from the “Human Side” near the
barrier “Mark” made in the “Pacific”
ocean, when it was detected; it
launched nukes, when “Achilles”
knew; he told “Mark” and he managed
the nukes and changed their courses to
be directed on the “Human Side”, but
the humans denied knowing anything
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about the sub or the nukes it fired, the
sub was Chinese, “China” was acting
on its own without arranging with the
Europeans because “China” wasn’t a
part of the “Human Side” unity, the
missiles weren’t a trouble to the
humans, they could stop the missiles’
core and switched off the chemical
reaction remotely using their
ultrasonic satellites, turning the
missiles to normal ones and the land
defenses took care of them, the “Human
Side’s” president appeared on
broadcasts and on “Darknet” denying
any relation with the Chinese or their
acts, but this wasn’t enough for the
“Orphans”, “Eve” & “Ai” worked on
convincing “Mark” not to link this
attack to the humans’ exodus from
their lands, [Mark, Wolf & Achilles]
decided to delay the humans’ exodus
till they decide what to do with them,
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“Isaac” was told but the humans in the
“Human Side” weren’t told, they sent
10s of ships with 1000s of mutants and
some enhanced criminals to “USA”
from “Nantes”, once they reached a
specified distance from the barrier on
the “Atlantic”, the ships’ captains and
sailors were shocked to feel that the
ships were lifted upwards and to the
mainland directly, they were landed
on the ground and all humans were
captured and their weapons were
destroyed, all mutants were released
and they were happy with this, seeing
this on international broadcast made
the whole world shocked and hit
everyone with fear, “Mark” did this as
a response to what the Chinese did
earlier…“Frank” saw this on TV and
felt guilty about it, “Victor” appeared
to him and “Frank” felt that he was
stronger, “Frank” said “What are you
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doing here? Watching your
handmade?!” “Victor” replied “I told
you before that this was gonna happen,
you killed my daughter to raise me
from death just to use me to kill who
won’t just die by a bullet in the head,
what did you expect from me? A hug!?”
“Frank” said “So even this war is a part
of your ugly vendetta? You’re sick!!”
“Victor” said “Well, why don’t you lose
this old face and show me your alter
ego and fight me one last time, I know
your little secret since the last time we
fought side by side against Elohim”
“Frank” got shocked; then “Victor”
turned to a huge golden lion with
wings and his lance appeared in his
hand, “Frank” had no choice but to
turn to his “Death War” form and both
of them started fighting
brutally…“Frank” was camping in an
abandoned place away from people,
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that’s why the fight didn’t reach
humans and no one felt anything, but
a fight like this could hardly be
ignored by “Rumple”, he felt it but he
didn’t intend to interfere; so he kept
watching the situation using his
crystal ball, “Cathy” detected huge
power in “Spain” and sent the footage
to “Ercole”, that time the “Orphans”
didn’t know their father’s reality, in
the same time; they didn’t know the
new form of “Victor”, so they didn’t
interfere too…Both demons fought to the
last breath and neither one of them
could beat the other, “Khyan” told
“Sandman” to bring his father back
from there because the fight became
more savage than it should be and
“Death War” didn’t seem to retreat,
“Sandman” made a tornado of sand
and took “Victor” away in it, this
wasn’t pleasant to “Victor”, he wanted
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to kill “Frank”; he saw that it was time
to end “Frank’s” torture but he didn’t
know that “Death War” was that strong,
even with “Victor’s” full power of
“Horus” and half power of “Anhur”;
he couldn’t beat “Death War”, “Victor”
told “Sandman” and his son that they
shouldn’t have interfered; “Khyan”
said “He’s immortal just like you, it
looks like you created something you
can’t kill, father!” “Victor” replied “I
created Frankenstein, not that demon;
whoever created him made him the
strongest demon among all demons of
dark & black magic, maybe he’s not
meant to die now but sooner or later
he’ll die and no one will kill him but
ME” “Sandman” offered burying him
in thick sand but “Victor” refused and
decided to leave “Frank” for a while…
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In “Golem” city, humans were
suppressed and were driven into brutal
slavery, they were all gathered in a
penitentiary “Mark” & “Achilles”
ordered to build; only to persecute and
torture humans, the prison was called
“Hell Gate” penitentiary, “Isaac” was
locked in a special cell in the
“Markenstein” palace, “Mark” wanted
him away from the humans to prevent
any revolution from happening inside
the prison, “Wolf” was entertained by
torturing him every day, “Paula” was
locked in the prison because someone
saw her giving humans food and
supplies, this made her a traitor and
she was sent to the prison after being
tortured too…“Eve” kept helping as
much as possible; because her powers
allowed her to hide fast or control
anyone’s mind…One day, “Christ”
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came to “Isaac” in a dream and told
him to hang on and stay strong because
He was gonna move, “Isaac” trusted God
and assured Him that he was ready for
anything…
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{The Plagues of The Markenstein
Empire}

God started hitting the mutants
because of what they were doing to His
humans, those who believed in God
were tortured more than the atheists,
the first hit was by making all kinds of
animals attack them everywhere; even
in the cities and towns, this weird
attack lasted for a week and no one
knew what happened to them, even
[Wolf, Angela & Eve] couldn’t control
them…“Eve” knew that it was God’s act,
she kept telling her brothers and
“Mark” but no one listened to her,
“Isaac” kept yelling in his cell
“FREEDOM, FREEDOM”…The weird
note that “Ai” noticed was that the
prison wasn’t attacked by any animals,
not on ground and not through falcons
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and eagles from the air, “Ercole” told
her that the prison was secured too well
for animals to breach and he was
obviously right, but God kept the
animals away from the
prison…“Angela” made “Golem” city a
piece of heaven with her plants and
flowers, after the animals attack;
another one happened, locusts attacked
all “Angela’s” plants, trees and flowers
and ate all her green everywhere
around the American continents, then
they attacked her and maimed her
because her skin was green too and her
poisons weren’t enough to save her,
“Eve” managed to hide her but she was
in a VERY bad condition, no one in the
“Human Side” understood what was
happening there but their scientists
thought that it was because of the
climatic changes, for the 2nd time; the
locusts didn’t visit “Hell Gate” prison,
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not even one of them, this started to
attract “Wolf’s” attention, so he called
his friend, “Fiona”, and asked her to
check if they were cursed or if that was
by the act of magic because he couldn’t
detect any weird activity in the whole
empire using his methods, “Fiona” took
one of the dead locusts and her eyes
shined in green for a while then she
said “This isn’t dark power at all”
“Wolf” said “Then what is it? This
can’t be just happening by chance!!
We’re in the desert, where will all these
locusts live, they live near green areas!”
“Fiona” said “It’s beyond you and any
wizard or sorcerer, this is light magic,
Wolf” “Wolf” didn’t understand for a
minute, but then he had an idea and
left “Fiona” and asked to see the others,
“Wolf” said “Fiona says that this
happens by the act of light magic, we
never met anyone with light power but
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only one…” “Achilles” interrupted
“The sun God Ra!” “Wolf” confirmed,
“Mark” asked “Why would Ra hit us?
That doesn’t make any sense!” “Ai”
said “The only one who can reply to
that question is Horus, we gotta pay
him a visit”, “Mark” told them that he
& “Wolf” would go alone, the others
had to stay and take care of the empire,
a jet was prepared and both of them
flew to “Cairo”…

The “Orphans” arrived “Cairo” and
“Seshafi” welcomed them and told
them to wait for “Victor”, “Wolf” asked
“Mark” “You think he’s behind this?”
“Mark” replied “He must be involved
somehow, and I think what happened
in Spain has a relation too, something
is up” “Wolf” said “We shall see!” but
he seemed worried, “Victor” came in
and welcomed them, they told him
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what happened and showed him one of
the dead locusts, once he saw it; he
knew that it was “Ra”, but he didn’t
know anything about this for real, he
told them that he’d try to know what
happened but he didn’t promise them
anything, the “Orphans” took their jet
and flew back to “Golem” city, “Seshafi”
asked “Is there anything we should
worry about?!” “Victor” replied
“Anything involving Ra must be big or
dangerous, I’ll ask him but probably he
won’t tell me, because if he wanted to
say anything he’d have said before!”
“Seshafi” got worried, one of her
children was a sorcerer, her name was
“Talya”…“Talya” was gifted by
prophesied visions; her visions weren’t
clear but they imply things with
symbols, “Seshafi” told her to take a
look and tell her what will happen
concerning what’s happening in the
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American continents, “Talya” closed
her eyes and used her power then said
“There’s nothing clear about what’s
gonna happen to the mutants there, but
there’s something else, someone died a
long time ago but now he’s back, he’ll
lead and will always be immortalized
by humans as an unknown icon”
“Seshafi” & “Talya” didn’t know who
was that, but “Talya” was talking
about “Isaac”…

In “Hell Gate” penitentiary, there
was a woman leading a gang of humans,
her input was important if the humans
were gonna build resistance and work
on their own freedom, no one had guns
in the prison; but this woman knew
how to get some firepower needed for a
gang war, her name was
“Farah”…“Oliver” asked her men to
allow him to talk to her, she agreed
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and “Oliver” had an idea; he asked
her and her gang to help him and
several others to demand the mutants to
bring “Isaac” to them, she told him that
this wasn’t gonna happen but he
convinced her, “Paula” liked the idea
too…

“Victor” took his way to “Mercury”
planet and asked to see “Ra”, he came
to see “Victor” and he knew what
“Victor” wanted, “Ra” said “I gave you
your lost half and allowed you to live
with Horus’s power to be a powerful
king of Egypt, what’s happening to
those mortals in the west is nothing of
your concern, stay away from them and
don’t help them if you want your
kingdom to thrive, Anhur” then “Ra”
sent “Victor” to Earth before replying
back, “Victor” felt that “Ra” was
sending a special message to humanity
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and “Victor” wasn’t included, so he
told “Seshafi” to forget about the
mutants and what’s happening to them,
whoever comes from them to “Cairo”
was gonna be met by “Sobek” &
“Khyan”…

The 3rd week came and the 3rd

plague started, darkness came in the
middle of daylight and suddenly it
became night, then bats attacked all
mutants in their homes and they were
allover the streets, a lot of mutants were
hurt by these big bats, “Wolf” asked
“Fiona” for help but after some tries;
she told him that she can’t stop them, so
she casted a protection spell around the
palace, “Eve” was so worried and
afraid but she didn’t know what to do,
she contacted “Rose” and asked her to
help them by any means, “Rose” said
“So now you need our help! Maybe you
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got issues with someone and they
cursed you, why don’t you check your
present and previous records of enemies
and find your villain yourself?” then
“Rose” hanged up, this was shocking to
“Eve” but she wasn’t mad at her aunt,
“Rose” was gaining more political
power in “Britain” by time…“Ercole”
knew about “Eve’s” contacts with “Rose”
& “Henley” but he didn’t say anything
to anyone else, he spoke to her about
the situation and she told him what
“Rose” told her, he said “Maybe she’s
right, we gotta revise our former
missions in the Mark V division!
Specially those with magic, maybe
we’ll find a loose end!” “Eve” said “No
way, no one is that powerful, there’s
nothing that powerful but one” “Ercole”
asked “Who?!” “Eve” replied “Jesus
Christ, God!” “Ercole” felt afraid and
asked her what to do, she told him that
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they should convince the others to send
“Isaac” to the prison as a first step, then
they should start thinking about
sending humans to the “Human Side”,
maybe this will stop the ‘curse’; as “Eve”
called it…[Mark, Achilles & Wolf]
refused sending the prisoner humans to
the “Human Side”, “Mark” saw that
they could face the curses, “Ai” didn’t
see that they can face this; she saw that
this was much bigger than them but
she said nothing, “Angela” was getting
better slowly but her serious scars were
terrifying, several mutants with
healing powers couldn’t help her for a
reason or another, everyone who failed;
got killed by “Wolf”…In “Spain”,
“Frank” moved from his safe house and
went somewhere else, just in case
someone felt what happened between
“Victor” & himself…“Frank” tried to
contact “Konrad” but he couldn’t, he
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heard about some incidents happening
in “Russia” and some robots were
hacked by “Augs” and several robots
went out of control and attacked
civilians, this battle in “Smolensk”
needed the “Task Force” to manage it,
the “Public Eye” wasn’t enough, the
“Boss’s” crew was sent there with 100s
of soldiers and agents, during the battle;
“Konrad” & “Shelton” were injured
BADLY during an explosion, they were
considered dead, specially “Konrad”;
whose wounds were more serious than
any other, he lost both arms and one
leg, several shrapnel pieces entered his
body and hit his lungs and heart, next
to a fracture in the backbone, some
broken ribs and a lost eye, “Shelton”
lost his arms in the same time when
“Konrad” lost his, but he faced nothing
more than that and some scars allover
his body and some shrapnel pieces in
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his right kidney which forced them to
remove it, what happened to “Konrad”
was more than enough to kill him but
he survived somehow and didn’t die,
that was the day which “Isaac” had a
dream of in the far past when he was
with “Victor” on the “Skull” island;
with some different details, the only
way to save “Konrad” & “Shelton” was
to turn them into “Augs”, “Rose”
arrived “Berlin” and agreed to initiate
working on “Konrad” as soon as
possible before he dies, “Shelton’s”
elder brother agreed too and both of
them were sent to “Eurocorp” secretly;
to its special department concerning
human enhancements with newer &
higher tech, “The Applied Sciences”
department…“Henley” was reported
dead during that incident…
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In “USA”, after the week of darkness
and bats, the 4th plague started, when
the animals of the first plague died
and the bats died too; this brought some
infections and epidemics in several
cities [Philadelphia, Boston, Orlando,
Ottawa, Washington DC, Denver, Las
Vegas, Monterrey, Bogota, Mexico City
and many other cities & towns]
suffered sicknesses and deaths, “Golem”
city didn’t suffer that much like the
other cities, “Achilles” started to feel
that something big was happening and
this might be a curse casted by “Victor”
himself to kill them, “Achilles”
wanted to declare war on the Pharaohs,
“Mark” told him that they can’t be so
sure that it was the pharaoh’s magic,
they couldn’t risk losing “Victor” as an
ally especially during their cold war
with the “Human Side”, they had to be
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wise…“Isaac” asked to meet anyone of
the “Markenstein” Gods, that time; he
was with the other prisoners in the
prison, he knew that it was God’s work
and he told “Oliver” and the others in
the prison, “Farah” saw it hard to
believe but she started to think that
this was some kinda magic; she knew
some of her cousins who used several
kinds of magic in her homeland,
“Morocco”, it used to be known with its
black magic and voodoo sometimes, her
men started to believe “Isaac’s” words
about God; just like 1000s others and
he was good at convincing people and
proving his points, “Wolf” went to see
what “Isaac” wanted and he told “Wolf”
the only request the humans had, their
freedom, this made “Wolf” realize
something; so he went to “Mark” and
the others and said “I knew what’s
happening to us” “Mark” said “What?
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How?!” “Wolf” said “The humans are
demanding their freedom and exodus
out of here, we don’t agree; we face the
plagues” “Eve” said “Like Moses and
the Pharaohs in 1300 BC?!!” “Wolf”
confirmed, “Mark” said “Well, Moses
took the Hebrews to the Red sea and
managed a way to cross via pharaoh’s
magic and closed it on the Pharaohs
drowning them, humans now don’t
have Moses and there’s no Red sea here;
they’re stuck with us” “Wolf” warned
“Mark” of challenging God because He
already proved His existence, “Mark”
got mad and said “HE IS NOTHING BUT
A MYTH, WE ARE THE REAL GODS,
WE LIVE WITH OUR PEOPLE, WE
FIGHT FOR OUR NATION AND WE
FEEL THEIR PAIN, WE ARE GODS
AMONG MEN AND WE DESERVE TO
BE WORSHIPED!” everyone was afraid
of what “Mark” said and how he said it;
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then he left, “Ai” said “He’s losing his
mind” “Ercole” said “Is that human we
locked in the palace earlier causing all
this?!” “Eve” replied “This guy is close
to us in a way no one of you will
believe, he’s our great grandpa, Isaac”
the “Orphans” got a huge shocking look
on their faces; they found it hard to
believe but “Wolf” understood why
“Isaac” looked familiar, he told them
that they should meet “Isaac” as soon as
possible and if he’s behind this; then
they’d ask him to stop it, “Ai” told them
that “Isaac” won’t stop anything unless
they move out of the empire, “Eve” told
them to leave this to her…

After the epidemic’s week, the last
plague happened, it was the worst one
of them all, “Eve” was gonna use her
psychic power on “Mark” to make him
agree to send the humans to the
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“Human Side”, in return she told
“Cathy” to send to the “Human Side”
and tell them to send ships to pick the
humans from “USA” to “France”, that
was the plan, “Cathy” sent to the
humans in a second and they received
the message but they didn’t intend to
fall in more traps and they decided just
to ignore the message…“Eve” was late;
the 5th plague happened, by the
beginning of the week; a shade came
from nowhere and passed by the whole
empire and both continents, “Wolf”
noticed; he sniffed then he said
“Apophis, the Egyptian God of Chaos!!
What’s he doing here?” then suddenly
every mother in every house around
the empire used their powers to kill
their own kids no matter what’s in the
way or who might get in the way, even
babies weren’t safe from that slaughter,
the kids’ fathers couldn’t stop their
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wives from killing their own kids
except by killing the mothers; but most
kids weren’t that lucky by having their
fathers around when the curse
happened, “Mark” wasn’t near his
child that time but the child’s mom
was; she got affected by the curse and
killed “Mark’s” baby, one of the guards
saw her but it was too late to stop her,
“Mark” got very mad; after a while of
silence, “Mark” ordered to see “Isaac”
alone, “Isaac” was brought and “Mark”
told the guards to leave them; then he
removed “Isaac’s” cuffs and wrapped
them around “Isaac’s” neck and started
to squeeze strongly, “Eve” & “Achilles”
arrived on time and “Achilles” could
hardly remove the chains and cuffs off
“Isaac’s” neck and looked at “Eve” as if
he wanted to tell her to control “Mark”
but she was surprised that she couldn’t,
“Mark” looked at them and pointed to
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his helmet, it was made specially for
him to ban any psychic powers from
affecting him, then “Mark” threw
“Achilles” away using some iron rods,
then continued to squeeze “Isaac’s”
neck, “Isaac” grabbed the chains and
started to pull them off his neck slowly
and impressively, “Mark” was using
all his power, “Eve” said “Can’t you see,
this is God’s power, let him and all
humans leave before losing everything
you fought for, it’s your only option left”
“Mark” thought about it for a while
and left “Isaac” & “Achilles” and said
“What kind of a God is this? Killer of
children!! Turning mothers into
monsters to slaughter their own flesh
and blood, is that something worth
worshiping?!” “Isaac” replied “There’s
a lot of blood on your hands already,
everyone who died the past weeks here;
are nothing but more victims of your
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ego and madness, by the way; no child
was attacked by his mother in the
prison, no human child died last night”
“Mark’s” tears fall and looked at
“Achilles” & “Eve” with amazement
then said “Leave, all humans; leave us
alone, you’re a CURSE among us!” then
he left, “Isaac” didn’t seem to believe
but he was taken to the prison where he
told everyone to prepare themselves for
leaving, this was a very good news to
everyone, “Eve” told them what “Cathy”
did and told them that by the time they
arrive the east coast; the human ships
would be there to take them away, “Eve”
intended to join them…“Mark” killed
his wife because of what she did,
although she was unconscious while
doing it, that time; mutants used to
bury their dead in caskets but the
imperial family members were gonna
be buried in caskets with the empire’s
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logo on it, “Mark” went to his son’s
casket and said “You know why you
sleep so well my boy? Because you know
you are loved!”, then he let the men
bury the casket in the palace’s
backyard with a tombstone…
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{Hail #3}

In December 2064, after 2 months of
preparations, the humans who were
gathered east of “Golem” city were
about 2 million human from all
nationalities of both American
continents and few others from [Europe,
Australia & Asia], “Isaac” was worried
all the time, [Paula, Oliver & Farah]
were very helpful to him…The mutant
soldiers were ordered by “Wolf” to
prepare trucks and buses for the
humans to drive east; to
“Philadelphia”, “Isaac” checked the
vehicles and made sure that they were
all good; no tricks, he didn’t actually
trust the mutants to let them go that
easy, the vehicles had radio
frequencies between each other and
speakers on each one, they were ready
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and everyone took their needs and
drove to “Philadelphia”, it was gonna
need a month to reach there with
normal speed and rest stops; if nothing
stopped them in the way of course, the
huge convoy reached “St. Louis”;
“Oliver” was in a bus with others, they
were tired and needed to stop, he told
“Isaac” who was driving a former
military “Hummer”, “Oliver” said
“Hey boss, we need to stop; some people
need to rest and some drivers need to
switch turns with others” “Isaac”
replied “Let the temporal auto-drivers
work then turn the shifts, we can’t stop”
“Oliver” asked “Why??!” “Isaac”
replied “We aren’t safe until we reach
the east coast, they’ll come after us”,
“Oliver” didn’t reply but he seemed
afraid, “Marvin” was with
them…“Isaac” told “Farah” and her
men to cover the the convoy’s back and
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call him if they saw anyone coming
after them and to help anyone who
might stop because of any breakdowns
or any delays, “Farah” called “Isaac”
in the radio and told him that a huge
army of mutants were behind them;
they were 5 days away from them,
“Oliver” heard this but didn’t
comment, this made “Isaac” order
everyone to move faster…“Eve” was with
them hiding her identity with a
hooded jacket and sunglasses, “Paula”
knew her but said nothing…

“Frank” was sleeping in a motel in
“Zaragoza”-“Spain”, he wasn’t
expecting visitors but he was expecting
another attack by “Victor” at anytime,
then suddenly “Rumple” appeared to
“Frank” in his room and froze time,
“Frank” felt him and woke up; seeing
“Rumple” in his new look made him a
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stranger at first then “Frank”
identified him saying “Edmond? Is
that you?! Good looking old man” he
cut his hair and looked like a
gentleman in mid 50s and dressed in
black, “Rumple” replied “Yes it’s old
Rumplestiltskin, I’m afraid I should
say that you look horrible, Mark!”
“Frank” asked “What do you want? Is
Victor hunting you?? Or are you here to
hunt me?” “Rumple” replied “About
that, he’s stronger, just like you are, but
none of you can kill the other;
especially that he already died and
you’re immortal, probably you should
find someone to help you with that!”
“Frank” said “And that one supposed to
be you?!” “Rumple” said “No, I can’t
help you; Victor was lying about
knowing your alter ego in 2040, he
knew it recently when he acquired his
second eye of sight, you know that if he
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knew earlier; he wouldn’t have let you
live in peace all that time, in order to
beat him now; your only option is your
true love, the only one who can help
you is the one you love the most!”
“Frank” laughed “You’re ridiculous
and a fool, Rumple, I got no love
anymore, but wait; why did Victor lie
to me?!” “Rumple” said “You went
everywhere in the world andmade love
to all women you met and made sure
they enjoy every moment of their lives
with you, but your heart must have
been with one girl, your true love, take
it from an old man; sometimes love can
do things magic can’t do, that thing in
your heart when you see her and talk
to her; is a power no evil or magic can
stand up against, about Victor’s lie; he
thinks that he knows everything, his
Godly ego prevents him from admitting
the truth; that even Gods can be fooled”
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that time “Rumple” had a wife and he
loved her very much and she seemed to
change him, “Frank” didn’t know that
but he noticed that he wasn’t the same
as he was before, he asked “Rumple”
about a way to raise someone from the
dead, “Rumple” said “There’s one way
for you, the gate in the Himalayas and
you know how to fool it, otherwise you
gotta use the pharaohs resurrection
spell but your relationship with Victor
is not very well recently” “Frank” said
“So my true love can help me to kill
Victor again, how??” “Rumple” said
“You 2 will manage that together one
day” then he disappeared, “Frank”
started to think about his wives and
girlfriends starting from “Hylaria” to
“Henley” passing by “Paige” and even
“Viktoria”, but he didn’t have much
time to think, Spanish gangs started
shooting in the street, this made him
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take his things fast and leave, the
assailant crew was a unit from the
“Task Force”; they were “TF27”[3], 2 of
them were “Arrow’s”
grandchildren-“Archer’s”
children-and they were good agents,
the “TF” made a 100 team of special
agents and spread them allover the
“Human Side”, “Spain” & south
“France” had more agents and forces
depending on what happened between
“Frank” & “Victor” earlier; thinking
that it was a mutant activity on their
soil, “Archer’s” kids were called “Luke”
& “Jessie”…In “Spain”, the “TF27”
team was tracing “Frank’s” power
unknowing who he was, “Jessie” had
the scanner, she saw that “Frank” was
moving away, so she told her brother
and friends to cover her and she went
after him, “Frank” thought of using
“Death War” to power up a vehicle and
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speed away, but he felt that he was
followed so he hid, “Jessie” reached
the alleyway where “Frank” was
hiding and felt that he was close, so she
pulled her gun and used her thermal
vision goggles and looked around,
“Frank” realized that she’d see him
using the goggles; so he had to get rid of
her, he promised not to kill any
human again no matter what, so he
had to take her down quietly, he
appeared behind her and tried to make
her sleep but she was strong enough to
remove his arms and roll him down, he
fought back for a while but his old
human body got tired and “Jessie’s”
young-tough body was gonna beat him
down, so he turned to “Death War” and
disappeared in a wide fire blow, he
didn’t burn her but this was a
necessary trick to escape, “Luke” came
with the others; he asked his sister “Is
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that him? Did you see him?” “Jessie”
replied “He’s ex-military I think, he
tried to take me down hand-to-hand
without changing his shade but he
couldn’t; so he turned his shade and
made a wide fire blow as cover to
disappear in it, he didn’t wanna hurt
me at all, even when he took my knife
from me; he threw it away” “Luke”
mocked her saying “You sound like you
admire him! Is he cute?” she didn’t
reply to his mocking…
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{Moses of The Modern Era}

In “USA”, the humans arrived
“Lexington” and were forced to rest and
recharge their vehicles with power,
that time; vehicles were charged by
electric power, no more fuel, they
camped for 4 hours then they kept
moving, there were about 2 million
human and moving again needed more
time than usual; but there was
something comforting “Isaac” a little
bit, “Farah” and her men knew
someone in “Louisville”, he was an
arms dealer and “Farah” forced him to
give her all guns he had, they weren’t
modern guns but they had no other
choice, the dealer gave them mines too,
this was good and “Isaac” worked with
“Oliver” and “Farah’s” gang to plant
the mines 2 miles behind them before
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leaving, then they moved…“Mark” &
“Wolf” stopped for 6 hours then moved,
when they got close to the mines, “Mark”
stopped everyone and raised his hands;
then the mines got out of the ground
and flew in the air, “Wolf” said
“Mines!! They were unarmed when
they left!” “Mark” said “This won’t be a
trouble, we’ll save our own ammo” he
saw that he could control all these
weapons and shoot them…“Eve” saw
that “Paula’s” ultrasonic scream
would be needed against “Mark’s”
metal manipulation and they talked
about that, “Ercole” knew that “Eve”
wasn’t in “Golem” city; “Achilles” told
him not to tell “Mark” or “Wolf”, he
knew that his twin sister was with the
humans…On the way, the humans met
several mutants; but the humans’
population used to let them pass, no
one was stupid enough to stand in the
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way of 2 million people, but they met
mutants camping in a crashed old
“Airbus A380-800” in the middle of
the desert, this road wasn’t used by
anyone although it was a short cut, but
no one made it to the other side of the
road because of these mutants, in fact
they weren’t mutants; they were aliens,
they weren’t from the same planet
where the assailant aliens came from
in 2025, these were different species
from another planet, there were aliens
everywhere around the continents;
living side by side with the mutants,
those aliens used to think that any
human passing by them must be
hostile; that’s why they used to kill
anyone passing and they were living a
traditional life; like humans in the
stone age…That time humans could
travel to 2 other planets where
inhabitants breath oxygen, the oxygen
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percentage in air wasn’t like Earth; so
humans had to use modern spacesuits
when they go there, these aliens were
like humans in shape only with blue
skin, yellow wide eyes and higher
agility & strength, next to the fact that
they were taller than regular humans
and they were also known to have
monstrous tempers, there was a clan of
this kind of aliens living in the
crashed “Airbus”, they attacked the
huge human convoy but they were shot
by “Farah’s” men and their mini-guns,
then a fight happened and “Isaac” did
very well as well as “Oliver” who was
an impressive gunner, only one of the
aliens survived the fight and escaped,
“Marvin” was at the back and didn’t
intend to interfere in the fight for some
reason…The “Orphans” and their
armies faced sandstorms slowing their
progress more than once, by time;
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people started to feel that they were lost
and that they should have never
followed that maniac, “Isaac”, he kept
reminding them of the brutal slavery
they were in and kept their focus on
their freedom, telling them that the
human ships were waiting them at
“Philadelphia”…

By mid-February 2065, the convoy
arrived “Philadelphia” with their
trucks and buses, but they started to
face shortages in supplies and food, the
ships had to be there already if they
were coming, [Isaac, Oliver, Farah,
Paula & Eve] gathered and talked a
little, “Farah” said “Where are the
ships Isaac? You said they’re here
already!” “Eve” said “They should be
here, if they were hit by the Orphans,
I’d have felt it” “Oliver” said “No ship
sinks because of bad weather and high
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waves anymore, and blue whales
extinct years ago, those bastards
abandoned us!”, “Isaac” didn’t talk…

The convoy camped and “Paula”
told everyone that the ships were
delayed and they’d make it the next
morning, they didn’t believe her but no
one had any other choice but to wait,
“Isaac” sat to pray late at night; “Oliver”
saw him and kept watching without
talking, “Isaac” said “I don’t know
what to do, I need your help; we need
your help, the people you sent me
earlier didn’t show up again and I’m
completely lost, I misled these people,
the humans won’t send any ships after
what happened to the past ones by the
mutants, I failed You when I killed the
woman I loved while she was carrying
my child just because she hit me with
a glass bottle, now I fail You again by
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waiting for those mutants to annihilate
them and I’ll be helpless to stop it, I’m
not who You thought I was, I’m not
what I thought I was!” then he stood up
fast and threw his pistol in the ocean
with anger and went to sleep with tears
in his eyes…“Oliver” saw all this and
saw that “Isaac” wasn’t just a human
among them, he understood that “Isaac”
was sent by God to save them, just like
“Moses” who was sent to save the
“Hebrews” from the pharaohs hands in
“Egypt”…

The next morning came, “Mark”
and his armies didn’t sleep the past
night, at the shores; “Paula” woke
“Isaac” up and told him that there’s
something he should see, a ‘miracle’ as
she said, “Isaac” came out of his tent
with a surprising look on his face, the
ocean’s tide was moving south, as if the
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planet’s revolution changed upside
down, they weren’t the only people to
see this, in “Egypt”; “Victor” could
notice that the planet’s order of
revolution changed somehow, he didn’t
understand how or why, in the
“Human Side”; all navigation
machines and GPSs went crazy,
satellites showed the world 900

revolved and everything about physics
changed; even gravity…“Isaac” said “It’s
happening” “Oliver” asked “What’s
happening?!” “Isaac” told him and the
others to move and ready themselves;
they were gonna cross the ocean, most
people refused to go after that mad man,
“Isaac” said “Mutants on our tail and
an ocean getting opened for us, which
one is better? Waiting to die; or taking
your chances?! You honored me with
your trust; now I honor you with my
faith and assurance that we’ll make it
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to Europe, GO get yourselves ready,
NOW” these encouraging words were
essential to convince this crowd to do
this mad thing, they were ready in an
hour and everyone moved; it wasn’t a
trouble to drive for a mile or 2 with
caution; it wasn’t a paved road
anymore and at a special point they
had to leave the vehicles and start
walking, this wasn’t accepted by most
humans, but “Isaac” could convince
them to join him again somehow, they
were going downwards more and more
as they move towards to the center of
the ocean, “Mark” & “Achilles” saw
the ocean and vehicles from far behind
and stopped to discuss if this was a
trick or not, they never met “Poseidon”
and he was there somewhere, he was
the one behind this, “Zeus” sent him
orders to open the ocean to them and at
some point in the ocean they’d get more
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help till they reach the “Human Side”,
“Poseidon” faced some troubles with
“Zeus” but he obeyed this order for the
sake of humanity…“Mark” refused to
leave with nothing, he made platforms
using the vehicles metals and ordered
everyone to get on board and he was
gonna lead them, “Ercole” didn’t
wanna go because he was afraid but he
went with them anyway…On the way
in the ocean, the humans saw drowned
ships, skeletons and planes from all
generations and eras; next to fish and
all kinds of aquatic animals, after
walking for more time; “Isaac” started
to see destroyers, cruisers, aircraft
carriers, warships and U-boats
belonging to the US and the Nazi navies
next to fighter planes from the WWII
time, they brought bad memories to
him, “Paula” noticed and asked him
if he was alright, he didn’t tell her
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anything and kept going telling
everyone not to touch anything, word
came to “Farah” from behind that the
mutants were still after them and that
they were coming fast, then suddenly
and out of nowhere; “Oliver” saw
carriages and chariots far in front of
them, they weren’t led by anyone but
they were sent for them to use by God,
“Isaac” said in a loud voice “THERE,
GO TO THESE CARRIAGES AND
CHARIOTS AND RUN, GO, GOD IS
WITH US” everyone ran fast and loaded
everything on the carriages and used
them to run as fast as possible, the
horses and carriages were all white
and shining, the chariots were used for
fighting and they were faster than the
carriages, so “Isaac” told “Farah” and
her men to cover their back with heavy
guns, then the convoy reached a cliff so
deep downwards, so the convoy had to
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move north till they find a way east
again, this was gonna waste a lot of
precious time but there was no other
choice…Every broadcast in the world
noticed what happened in the
“Atlantic” ocean and satellite imaging
showed the humans passing on these
carriages and chariots, humans in the
“Human Side” knew that they were
wrong and they should have sent the
ships but still; no one dared to send
any jets to pick them up, because they
also saw the mutants behind them, a
move like this needed a suicide squad
to take that risk, all their fears were
from “Mark” & “Achilles”, so the
humans in the “Human Side” decided
to wait till they reach “Ilha das Flores”
islands, where the humans had units
on the “Pico da Vara” heights and they
sent several drones with food and
supplies and dropped them on the
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humans in the “Atlantic”, “Isaac” was
sure that God won’t leave them…One
night, “Isaac” was on guard unit with
“Oliver”, during their patrols; time got
frozen suddenly, “Isaac” looked
around himself and saw someone in
black suit, it was “Rumple”, “Isaac”
didn’t know him at the beginning but
“Rumple” refreshed his memory saying
“Hello dearie!” “Isaac” knew him and
got shocked, but “Rumple” told him
that he wasn’t there for a fight, then
“Rumple” asked him how did he rise
again in good health and young body,
“Isaac” said “None of your business,
why don’t you go to find someone else to
screw their lives, you’ve done enough
damage here already” “Rumple” said
“I know that what I did was terrible,
but I’ve done worse to others, I have to
tell you something to be aware; these so
called Gods on your tail are actually
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YOUR great grandchildren, but it won’t
make any difference; because even if
they knew, they won’t stop now, you
asked Victor for an immortal race
holding your name, well, he gave you
Gods & monsters” “Isaac” didn’t reply
but seemed shocked, when he asked
“Rumple” for evidence; “Rumple” told
him to ask “Eve” then “Rumple” went
away and time was released, “Oliver”
noticed “Isaac’s” change of mood but he
didn’t talk to him about it and “Isaac”
didn’t say anything…“Isaac” asked
“Eve” and she told him the truth and
he got extremely angry enough to slap
“Eve” in the face and leave without
talking…
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{The Grand Escape}

“Frank” realized that there was a
mark on his back, so he had to keep
moving, “Luke” & “Jessie” kept
hunting him and met several
challenges with several gang members
and Cartels, the “Boss” became the
head of operations in “Berlin” and
managed all ops of the “Task Force”
teams and crews in “Germany” & the
“Human Side”, she didn’t know that
“Konrad” & “Shelton” were in
“Eurocorp”; which was a company of
weapons manufacturing and
technology development, the place had
secret places and workshops, the
“Applied Sciences” department, where
humans were creating their own
augmented “Frankenstein” monster,
under “Rose’s” supervision, “Boss”
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thought that “Konrad” was in the
central hospital in “Berlin”, but as
director of the “TF”; she was shocked to
know that “Konrad” wasn’t there, later
she knew that “Shelton” was in
“Eurocorp”, building his augs wasn’t so
complicated, couple of arms with
shoulders and several surgeries to
extract shrapnel pieces from his body,
asking “Shelton” about “Konrad” was
useless, so she asked “Rose”, she didn’t
wanna tell the “Boss” but she could see
that “Boss” was really concerned, so she
told her everything “I see that you’re
worried about him, Esther, I’ll tell you
what’s on, I was told that Konrad’s
tissues, blood, cells, organs and DNA
accepts mechanical implants and
bionic parts as if they were human
organs with the same tissues and blood
type; they say that he doesn’t even need
Nu-Poz like all Augs, so I was given a
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choice of making my son the most
powerful Aug in the world with
God-like Augmentations, or letting
him suffer with his serious wounds
and lost limbs, so I agreed to make him
an Aug, but working on him and
making him get used to these augs will
be difficult, he’ll need every possible
support and a long time to adapt to his
new self, can you help him?” “Boss”
said “He might not be okay with that,
you know how much he hated Augs!”
“Rose” told her that she had no other
choice, “Boss” agreed to help “Konrad”
to pass his crisis and get used to his augs,
no easy task, but “Boss” had a very
strong motive to do this; her love to
“Konrad”…
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“Frank” made it to “Barcelona” or to
what’s left from it, he intended to take
a ship to “Egypt” and attack “Victor”
somehow, but he had to strike “Victor”
so hard enough to kill him, he was
looking for a way to go to “Italy” and
make his way to “Egypt” from there,
but he was stopped by “Jessie”; she was
alone and didn’t intend to fight, she
felt that he was pulling his punches
when they were fighting earlier, she
wanted to know why, that’s why she
split up from her group and used the
mutant sensor to reach him, once she
saw him; she pointed her gun at him
and said “Hold it right there, hands in
the air and no fire this time” “Frank”
looked at her and said “I don’t wanna
kill you, but I’m not falling today”
“Jessie” put her gun down and told
him that she was alone, she asked him
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“What happened? Our sensors detected
huge energy or power, why did you use
your power?? Were you fighting with
someone?!” “Frank” asked her about
her name then replied “Look Jessie,
there’s always something weapons can’t
kill, I was attacked but I can’t tell you
by who, not because I’m afraid but
because your weapons can’t kill him
and because he’s MINE” “Jessie” said
“We can help you, I can help you”
“Frank” looked at her with amazement,
then “Jessie” told him who she was
and who was her grandfather, “Frank”
went close to her and hugged her
telling her how sorry he was about
everything happened to her
grandfather during the “Global War”
and to her dad, then she got tired
suddenly and couldn’t breath well; so
she took an oxygen mask from her bag
and put it on, this made “Frank”
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worried about her “Are you okay? Does
this happen always?!” she confirmed,
this was a problem she inherited from
her mother in the lungs, the oxygen
mask was necessary for her, her mother
needed the mask all the time; eating
and drinking had to be fast and was
hard, “Jessie’s” condition wasn’t that
bad, she told him all that and he told
her that he was so sorry for her and her
mom, “Luke” and the others arrived
and shot smoke grenades and intended
to get in by force, “Jessie” had her mask
and could breath but “Frank” couldn’t
and escaped, the smoke strategy was
wrong…“Jessie’s” mother was called
“Brenda”…

The world kept watching the
humans crossing the “Atlantic” like
when the “Hebrews” crossed the “Red”
sea centuries ago…While the humans
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were walking they saw the “Titanic”
ship, it was broken but looked to be a
giant ship for real, everyone was afraid
of its look, the mutants were getting
closer, “Farah” called “Isaac” and
informed him, if “Mark” wanted to get
them; he could have used his power to
stop them but “Isaac” analyzed that he
might not be able to do this with such
a huge crowd, but in fact what stopped
him was the probability of using
“EMPs” on him which might kill him,
“Ercole” assured them that the humans
had “EMPs” from the arms dealer in
“USA” earlier and that could be a good
weapon in their arsenal, but “Mark”
didn’t intend to stop, his son’s death
blinded him completely…After a
month and a half of running, the
mutants were 3 miles behind the
humans and they needed 5 miles to
reach “Corvo” island, “Isaac” said “We
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won’t make it there if we kept running
like this” to “Oliver” & “Paula”, “Eve”
knew what’s in his mind but it was too
dangerous, he intended to stop with
everyone who’s able to fight and slow
the mutants down while the humans
keep running to the island, he told
“Paula” to contact the humans in the
“Ilha do Pico” islands to go with their
jets to meet them and take them to safety
or to help with the fight, she did this
fast, “Farah” and her men were gonna
join the fight, “Eve” was told to stay
with the humans and lead them when
“Isaac” and the others stop, he didn’t
wanna involve her in a fight against
her brothers and didn’t wanna risk her
life…“Isaac” got the idea from what
happened in “Dunkirk” during WWII
in 1940, when a division of 4000
British men in “Calais” worked on
slowing the Nazis down till the
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civilian fleet could pick up the
300,000 British troops from “Dunkirk”
back to “Britain”, it was a suicide
mission and no soldier of that division
survived that time, “Isaac” knew that
they weren’t gonna survive a battle
against the “Orphans” and their army
but they needed to buy some time till
the humans could act and start
helping anyway they can…

“Isaac” distributed the men on
groups and created a strategy to attack
using some of the huge rocks around
them to create a sort of an ambush, but
something unexpected happened,
weather changed and became too bad
then the ocean’s water appeared
coming from far away, “Oliver” said
“Look, the ocean is closing, we must
leave; they won’t make it to the island
if we started running now!” “Isaac”
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looked at the HUGE water wave coming
and looked at the island which was
still far and said “We won’t make it,
but they will, that’s why we must stay;
you’re all free to do what you see right
for yourselves” “Paula” said “I’m not
going anywhere, I’ll fight to the last
breath”, few others ran to the island
and they couldn’t be blamed, “Marvin”
was one of them, that time; “Isaac” was
riding on a horse and they were doing
the same but there were some chariots
behind them with “RPGs”, their task
was to hit any flying mutant, snipers
confirmed the mutants arrival on
metallic platforms controlled by “Mark”
& “Achilles”, “Wolf” saw the water
coming and told his brother and
cousin to pull them upwards fast,
“Achilles” was gonna do so but “Mark”
insisted on killing those humans, then
he saw “Isaac” and his people on the
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white horses, this made “Mark” move
faster with anger, “Achilles” & “Wolf”
saw that this was personal for “Mark”;
so “Wolf” moved his head to “Achilles”
and he understood, “Achilles” moved
everyone of the mutant forces upwards
by his power, this made “Mark” mad
yelling “COWARDS” “Achilles” said “I
won’t let you kill everyone just because
your son died, come with us before
losing everything; before it’s too late!”
“Mark” looked at the humans and
moved towards them, “Achilles” moved
upwards with everyone to avoid the
wave as fast as he could, “Isaac” saw
“Mark” coming to them and his army
abandoned him, he said “Leave, go to
the island now” to his men; “Oliver”
said “I won’t leave you, brother” “Isaac”
yelled “I SAID LEAVE, THAT’S AN
ORDER” the humans left as fast as they
could to the island, “Paula” was mad
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but she left too, “Isaac” went to meet
“Mark” then both of them stopped and
they were just yards away from each
other, “Mark” looked at the water,
“Isaac” said “COME, YOU’LL NEVER
MAKE IT ANYWHERE, WE’LL DIE
HERE TOGETHER, GRANDSON”
“Mark” got shocked of what “Isaac”
said for a second; he didn’t know, then
he left his platform and made it pieces
of sharp metals and throw them on
“Isaac”; he jumped off the horse and
took cover behind it, when they hit the
horse and killed it, “Isaac” pulled his
gun and shot at “Mark” but he stopped
the bullets by his power, then “Paula”
came from behind “Isaac” and pulled
him behind her then she used her
power on “Mark”, the ultrasonic wave
hurt him, “Isaac” said “I thought I told
you to leave” she replied “And I
thought you understood that I love you”
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then “Mark” tried to throw a piece of
sharp metal on them and “Isaac”
noticed; so he caught the piece by his
hands and threw it strongly and fast on
“Mark”, he stopped it by his power too;
but “Isaac’s” prestidigitation which he
learned from “Victor” a century ago
allowed him to attach a grenade with
the metal piece; then the grenade fall
under “Mark’s” feet, “Mark” didn’t
notice the grenade except when it was
beneath his feet and it blew up killing
him in a second, the water was yards
away from them, “Paula” pulled
“Isaac” and kissed him till the wave
hit them, “Isaac” hugged her very
strongly and the strong water current
hit them; their separation in the deep
water was emotional, “Achilles” tried
to stop the water current by his power
because they didn’t reach the surface
level yet, he did this and they
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successfully made it upwards, “Wolf”
told him to get them back to “USA” but
“Achilles” couldn’t do that all the
distance with all this wide ocean
around them; at some point he’d need
to rest, “Ercole” contacted “Ai” and
told her to prepare ships to go and pick
them up, at once she ordered whoever
was in “Philadelphia” to send ships
and she sent several jets to their
location from “Golem” city too,
“Achilles” moved with his armies west,
“Ercole” said “Aren’t we gonna look for
Mark?!” “Wolf” said “He chose his own
way, he can be anywhere now, we’re
leaving” then a young mutant told
them that he could help with the
transportation to “USA”, he froze the
ocean surfaces around them and told
them that they could walk on it and he
could control the ice’s thickness,
allowing “Achilles” to rest from time to
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time, the young mutant was called
“Miguel” and he had the power of ice
manipulation…“Oliver” knew that
“Paula” went to die with “Isaac”, he
was sad knowing that his friend died
for everyone of these humans trapped
in the west and he couldn’t do
anything for him, he used to wear a
brown cowboy hat all the time; when
he was standing on the beach feeling
sad for his friend in the time when
everyone was happy with their freedom,
he took off his hat and left it to fly in
the strong air current saying “Thank
you brother, your sacrifice will be
mentioned in history forever”…The
survived humans stayed for hours on
“Corvo” island then everyone was
moved on ships to “Nantes” with heavy
security from the “TF” agents and
drones…“Paula” died and her body
was found on “Morocco’s” west coast by
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Egyptian fishermen, “Isaac’s” body was
never found anywhere close…His
mission in the modern world was over
temporary; he saved more than 2
million human beings from the
mutant persecution and slavery,
humans had to let that go later on; but
they never forgot what happened to
most of them in the mutants’ prison…

“Konrad” was watching what was
happening in the ocean but asking
about “Isaac” was useless, no one knew
him or knew anything about him,
“Konrad” asked the “Boss” to dig
behind that guy but she found nothing,
“Eve” could hardly escape and avoid
being detected by the mutant sensors,
then she found “Rose” in “Berlin”,
when they met they hugged each other
and “Rose” took “Eve” somewhere safe
away from “Berlin”, they went to
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“Rose’s” friends in “Munich” and
stayed there thinking about a way to
find “Frank”, he didn’t leave “Spain”
yet, he was considering “Rumple’s”
words about his ‘true love’, he was
propagating from a town to another
running from the “Task Force”
agents…“Marvin” made it hardly to
“Lyon” on his own, later he met a
French girl there and she became his
girl ever since…
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{The God of Black Magic}

In “Siberia”, someone was buried
there; he was a normal man in the
early years of the 20th century, he was
“Grigori Rasputin”, the guy who sold
his soul to a powerful wizard in return
of immortality, but something went
wrong during the rituals intentionally
and “Rasputin” got trapped in a long
permanent sleep and was buried under
thick snow since 1916 in “St.
Petersburg”, whoever did this to him
thought that he was dead, but he was
just asleep…During one of the humans’
expeditions in “Siberia”; they found
that place by chance, no man found
that place before and in the modern
world; “St. Petersburg” was abandoned
for a decade or more because of over
coldness in “Siberia”, people used to
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move there with special suits to keep
their body temperatures, the humans
were driving special vehicles there on
the ice then suddenly the ice got broken
under one of the vehicles and it fall in
it, no one was injured but they
discovered that it was an
archaeological site, after some digging
and working in the place, one of the
scientists moved a rock in the wall by
mistake and the middle hall-which
got some grooves-got filled with fresh
blood and when the middle circle got
filled; a human shape kept getting up
and someone appeared, then the blood
fall off his body, it was “Rasputin” but
the scientists didn’t know him and felt
afraid, they tried to move slowly to the
outside but “Rasputin” looked at them
and casted a spell that made several
dead skeletons around the place wake
up and attack the scientists killing
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them, then the skeletons bowed for
“Rasputin”…“Rasputin” was there in
1916 with his students, they were
young monks, he wanted to perform the
demonic ritual that time but the young
monks came back to their senses and
deceived “Rasputin” and made the
mistake in the rituals on purpose
thinking that he died, that time; the
Russians wanted “Rasputin” dead at
all costs, poisoning or shooting him
didn’t work years ago, when the young
monks did this; they reported this to
the mayor and his officials that time
and they confirmed “Rasputin’s”
death but they didn’t care to move his
body from that place and killed the
young monks to bury all evidence and
prevent anyone from writing about this
or talking about it, among the years;
archaeologists and excavators used to
find that site but not that special hall
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it was the first time humans get in that
place, the place’s curse was to trap
anyone who enters without respect to
the devil; respect was to get in without
shoes and wearing black only, no
colorful clothes, everyone who moved
in with their shoes and colored clothes
didn’t survive the evil curse; that’s why
nobody knew about this chamber
earlier; because whoever went inside
didn’t get out…When “Rasputin”
realized that he was betrayed, he
screamed a very loud scream that
dispersed an evil wave around the
globe, the wave could be felt by every
living thing on Earth, it was like a 6.5
Richter earthquake, but the
earthquake was like a momentarily
pulse, the “Orphans” felt it and “Wolf”
told them that there was something
wrong, “Victor” felt the pulse; “Seshafi”
asked “What’s this? I never thought that
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Egypt could be hit by an earthquake as
long as magic is back!!” “Victor” said
“That’s not an earthquake, that’s Black
Magic!” then he moved his hand in the
air and it turned black momentarily
then turned back like normal, humans
in the “Human Side”-“HS”-felt this
but didn’t expect anything dangerous,
only one man on Earth knew what
happened; “Rumple”, he was the
wizard who told “Rasputin” what to
do to become immortal and powerful to
beat the Russians and force them to
worship him as a God, that time
“Rumple” wanted someone to be his
man next to “Jason” because he didn’t
trust “Victor” very much; next to
another special reason “Wolf” knew
later, so he needed someone very
powerful next to himself to be able to
beat “Victor” when things get worse
between them, “Rumple” was
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definitely sure that he and “Victor”
won’t be on the same page for a long
time, when this earthquake happened;
“Rumple” remembered “Rasputin”
and said “Oh no, how did I forget!”,
then he used his crystal ball, minutes
later; he found “Rasputin” there and
trying to move, when “Rumple” saw
him; he didn’t know what to do, he
couldn’t stop him and probably he was
gonna look for “Rumple”, that time;
“Rumple” had a wife, he was in “USA”
and his wife was a mutant, he didn’t
know if he should tell the “Orphans”
or not but he casted a strong protection
spell around his house and sent a crow
to “Victor”, he tied a letter in the crow’s
leg and it disappeared in purple smoke
and appeared in “Victor’s” palace at
his room’s window, “Victor”
understood that it was a letter from
“Rumple”, he read it and knew from it
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that “Rumple” had something very
serious to tell him, “Victor” didn’t trust
“Rumple” but he thought that he
should hear what he had to say;
specially after the earthquake
pulse…“Victor” appeared to “Rumple”
at his house’s garden, “Rumple” felt
him, he got out and “Victor” admired
his hair cut too, “Rumple” said “You’re
early, wait till the others come” “Victor”
asked “Who else is coming?!” “Rumple”
replied “Everyone” then he waved
with his hands and suddenly [Wolf,
Achilles, Rose & Frank] appeared
around them, “Frank” got intense
when he saw “Victor”, each and
everyone of them received a letter from
“Rumple” concerning a very sensitive
issue; when they agreed to see him, he
could teleport them to his location,
“Rumple” calmed the situation and
told them what happened and
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everything he did with “Rasputin”,
“Victor” commented “I told you that
time not to give him that kind of magic,
humans can’t be trusted with
overpower” “Frank” replied “Look
who’s talking, how many lives you
destroyed using people’s passion and
need for power, you’re nothing better
than him; you curse people with
powers to do whatever you want
without discussion, this IS evil” “Wolf”
said “Good and evil are not constants;
their meaning’s defined by those with
power, anyway this isn’t the right time
for fighting, if that Rasputin is
everything he said; then we gotta stop
him together, or everyone and every
empire will be in danger” “Achilles”
said “Why did you collect us Rumple?”
he replied “Because you are the most
powerful of all living mutants and
humans, this family of yours is the
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strongest of all times!” “Rose” said
“What about me and Frank? I may look
good but I’m not like before; I’m getting
old, and Frank is obviously unhealthy
for a fight and we don’t have a suit for
him anymore!” “Victor” said “I think
you should stop hiding now” to
“Frank”, he took a minute and said “I
don’t knowwhat might happen, but I’m
needed as well as my sons” to “Rose”,
she looked at him and “Victor” with
amazement and asked “Are you 2
hiding something from us??” “Wolf”
said “That feeling I’ve always been
feeling with you! It was happening
because you are a mutant, is that
right?!” this made everyone except
“Victor” & “Rumple” shocked, “Rose”
said “If this is right; show us, now”
“Frank” had a moment then he turned
his look to “Death War”, “Achilles” &
“Wolf” got shocked enough to fall down
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on their backs, it was a huge shock to
them for real, “Rose” asked him
“Death War?!! Why didn’t you tell me?
Who did this to you?? And how could
you be with us in 2 forms; as
Frankenstein & Death War, this doesn’t
make any sense!” “Frank” didn’t reply,
“Rose” looked at “Victor” & “Rumple”
with anger and they denied knowing
anything about this and “Frank”
confirmed their words but he didn’t
tell them the truth about him and his
twin or about “Lucy”, he told “Rose”
that he’d tell her in the right time,
“Achilles” said “Magic lies in every
man! All right, this means we gonna
need everyone, like the old times”
“Frank” said “That’s your war, not
mine, I’m no hero, I’m no longer
Frankenstein, I’m just a demon looking
for a way to die in peace” everyone was
shocked to hear that from him, even
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“Victor” was shocked too; but “Rumple”
understood that “Frank” wanted to
hunt “Rasputin” on his own, “Rose”
said “What are you talking about?
Don’t you care what that devil might
do to us?!” to “Frank”, “Rumple” said
“There’s no us, you’re not coming;
actually this requires more qualified
personals, your job here is to facilitate
and cover our moves inside the HS, as
you know; people like us are wanted
there” “Frank” replied “He won’t do
anything, he’s just a threat like all
those threats neutralized by the Mark
V team, regardless to whoever died from
the crew, you don’t need Frankenstein
or Death War to join you, I believe in
YOU” “Achilles” said “Did you know
what happened to Mark?” no one
replied; “Achilles” said “He died
chasing these humans who crossed the
Atlantic, he refused to join us while
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escaping, we didn’t fight with him and
we trusted that he’d do the right thing
and follow us; but simply he didn’t,
sometimes over-trust can kill, father”
to “Frank”; everyone got shocked and
sad, “Frank” remembered every good
moment he had with “Mark” since he
was a kid and till the end then a tear
fall from his eye…“Rose” asked “Victor”
or “Rumple” to bring everyone from the
“Orphans” to their location to discuss
the situation together, “Victor” waved
with his hand and the others appeared,
[Ercole, Ai & Eve], “Angela” appeared
too and she seemed okay, with some
pressure from “Eve”; “Frank” agreed to
join them, this made the crew [Frank,
Rumple, Achilles, Wolf, Eve, Ercole,
Angela, Ai & Rose], “Rose” didn’t tell
“Frank” what was happening with
“Konrad”, she told him that “Konrad”
was in a hospital and would be cleared
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soon, “Victor” said “I’m a king now and
I have a lot going on in Egypt, so I’ll
send with you my best…” then he
waved with his hand and “Khyan”
appeared; then “Victor” continued “My
oldest son, Khyan, he’s strong and
knows too much about magic and a
powerhouse fighter, to guarantee that
no betrayal happens; I’ll keep my eye
on you all the way, when you need
anything; Khyan will contact me” then
“Victor” introduced them to “Khyan”,
when he shook hands with “Frank”, he
said to “Khyan” “Your father is
worried from betraying you but I’m
worried that you’ll betray us, if you
even thought of doing anything wrong
to my kids, you’ll have serious issues
with ME” and both of them were
squeezing each others’ hands, “Rose” &
“Eve” pulled both of them away from
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each other and calmed the situation,
“Victor” was gone…

“Rasputin’s” plan was to summon a
special sorcerer, that sorcerer was from
another dimension and nothing on
Earth was strong enough to stop him or
his magic, the gate to summon him was
in “China”, it was the only gate to that
dimension, it was the same dimension
“Kun” opened to bring his friends from;
when he decided to fight “Elohim” on
his own, no one knew that at first, that
dimension was exactly like Earth only
the opposite of Earth; that’s why it was
called “The Parallel Dimension”…The
sorcerer’s name was “Quan Chi”…
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{Quan Chi}

“Rasputin” didn’t care for what
might happen to him, he wasn’t gonna
survive once he opens the gate, “Quan
Chi” had no friends and didn’t like to
have slaves who might betray him later,
he was immortal and used to finish
battles by himself; but he was banned
from crossing to Earth realm, “Quan
Chi” was as strong as “Satan” but that
wasn’t why “Quan Chi” was banned
from crossing to Earth, there was
something else…After “Christ”
sacrificing himself for humans’
salvation, “Satan” was shackled in the
underworld but that didn’t change
“Quan Chi’s” problem with passing to
Earth realm, even “Kun’s” spell
couldn’t help him, only “Rasputin”
could open that gate for “Quan Chi”
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via black magic, all “Rasputin”
wanted to do was to destroy Earth; even
if he wasn’t gonna be a part of “Quan
Chi’s” kingdom…

“Rumple” detected “Rasputin’s”
location in “Siberia”, he wanted to
make his way to “China”, when
“Rumple” found “Rasputin”, he told
the others and they got ready and
“Rumple” took them close to “Rasputin”
and discussed together what to do,
“Frank” and the others didn’t see a
trouble in attacking one man, but
“Rumple” warned them from his
power, the crew surrounded the place,
it was an old building site that was
destroyed and abandoned long time ago,
“Rasputin” felt their existence; so he
waved with his hands and removed all
the walls around him exposing
everyone, “Rumple” said “Attack now”,
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“Achilles” attacked “Rasputin” with
his cards and “Rumple” attacked him
with fire, “Rasputin” stopped their
powers and hit them back, “Wolf”
rushed and attacked him but
“Rasputin” didn’t even move, “Frank”
became “Death War” and attacked
“Rasputin” and they fought together
very strongly, “Khyan” turned his look
to be a giant Minotaur creature and
attacked “Rasputin” but he threw
“Khyan” away with his telekinesis
power, “Ercole” threw a huge rock on
“Rasputin” and hit him strongly;
taking him away for a distance, “Ai”
helped “Achilles” up on his feet, “Eve”
said “We gotta stop him, he’ll raise a
very powerful demon; even stronger
than Satan!!” she could read his mind,
“Rumple” said “Quan Chi!” in a low
voice, “Death War” breathed fire on
“Rasputin” and burnt him, they
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thought that it would be enough, but
“Khyan” knew that it wasn’t enough;
he sniffed for a second and said “He’s
getting away” “Rumple” confirmed
and started tracking him fast before
getting away, “Rasputin’s” magic made
him heal from his burns, then he
casted a resurrecting spell and several
dead zombies raised from under the
snow and started attacking the crew,
all this action made the humans detect
mutants activity in “Siberia” and sent
their men in jets with kill orders,
“Rumple” knew that he can’t stop
“Rasputin” alone, but maybe “Death
War” & “Khyan” could, so he told them
where he ran to and they ran after
“Rasputin” expecting a big fight, but
“Rasputin” wasn’t ready to fight, he
casted a spell and snow arms came out
of the ground and caught both of them
and pulled them both downwards in
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the thick snow then “Rasputin” felt
that the humans were coming with jets,
he couldn’t teleport, so he waited them
and the crew were struggling with the
zombies, when the humans came;
“Rasputin” controlled them all and
turned them to be his slaves, when this
happened; “Rumple” knew how to
break that spell and broke it, but this
took some precious time and “Rasputin”
escaped in one of the jets using one of
the agents and flew to “China”, “Rose”
stopped the agents when “Rumple”
broke the spell, she told them the
situation, “Eve” noticed that her father
and “Khyan” were missing, “Wolf”
followed their scents and found them,
using the humans’ help; they saved
“DeathWar”-“Frank”-& “Khyan” and
pulled them out, both of them were in
their human forms, when everyone
was around; “Rumple” casted a spell
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erasing the humans’ memories about
what they saw that night, then he took
the crew and teleported away, “Rose”
was the one who asked “Rumple” to
erase the agents’ memories because
witnessing “Rose” with mutants wasn’t
good for her political image in
“Britain”, he did it for her without
asking for the reason…“Rumple” knew
where will “Rasputin” go, he was going
to “Longmen Grottoes”-“China” to
raise the dangerous sorcerer known as
“Quan Chi”…

That time, “Rose” was nominated to
be “Britain’s” mayor under the “HS”
government’s system, she was nearly the
oldest politician and the most
qualified person-outside the regime-to
manage “Britain” for the “HS”,
specially because of the uprising
problems and obligations in “Britain”
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about being a part of the “HS”, so the
government had to change the German
mayor with another British one, that
time there was a giant bridge linking
the 3 big cities [London, Berlin &
Paris], the bridge consisted of a higher
level road for cars and flying vehicles
& a railroad for civilian and cargo
transport trains…
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{Longmen Grottoes}

“Rumple” knew where was
“Rasputin” going and told the others,
but this time they had to be more
careful and faster, “Rumple” told them
that if “Quan Chi” came from the
“Parallel Dimension” to Earth; he’d be
unstoppable for real…

People around the world kept
talking about what happened in the
“Atlantic” ocean and the impressive
way those humans survived, millions
of people started to believe in God again
and started discussing the event with
scientists and priests, that time;
scientists confirmed that Earth
returned to its original form before the
“Atlantic” event, as if it changed its
position to allow those humans to pass
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through the ocean and returned back
again, which was a clear sign that God
exists and never left humans like they
thought, “Isaac” was thought to be
“Moses” or “Eli”; specially “Eli”
because nobody reported his death
among history and religion, “Mark” &
“Paula” were found and were sent to
“Berlin” for studying and autopsy,
when the “Orphans” knew about that
from “Cathy”, they wanted to demand
the humans to deliver “Mark’s” body,
“Frank” told “Ai” & “Angela” to go
back to “Golem” city and do that from
there, after some discussion, they
agreed to go and “Rumple” teleported
them to “Golem” city…

“Rumple” took the crew to where
“Rasputin” was but he wasn’t alone, he
brought 2 demons from the ‘Waste Land’
in Hell to protect him while he finishes
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the rituals of bringing “Quan Chi” to
Earth, “Wolf” said “Leave the demons
to me and Ercole, dad and everyone
take down that guy before he finishes
whatever he’s about to finish” then
everyone attacked, “Frank” became
“Death War” and went directly to
“Rasputin” and intended to tie him
with his chains but he was shocked to
see that his chains didn’t reach to him
somehow, “Khyan” turned to his
Minotaur form and attacked but
“Death War” threw his chains and
stopped him, “Rumple” said “Hold on,
he’s in the Parallel Dimension now”
“Achilles” asked “How is that possible?!
We can see him!” “Rumple” explained
“The Parallel Dimension is nothing
different than here, it’s also Earth, but
it’s the mirror to everything here,
everyone we know here; is someone
different there, every event that
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happened here; happened there in the
inverse direction” “Death War” said
“This means that we might be there but
not as we are now, right?” “Rumple”
replied “Even the dead here are alive
there and most of the living here are
probably dead there, if we fall in; we’ll
never get back here and that
disturbance might affect the global
system somehow and we will vanish
from existence” “Khyan” looked at
“Death War” and thanked him,
“Death War’s” experience saved him,
during these seconds of talking,
“Rasputin” casted another spell and
made the statues in the place move and
attack the crew, “Rumple” casted
another spell and turned them to dust,
but the few minutes taken during all
that gave “Rasputin” the advantage to
bring “Quan Chi” and open a way to
him, suddenly “Quan Chi” appeared
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and he seemed different; unlike
humans, he was taller, bald and his
skin was pale white with red strips and
brands on some areas of his body,
“Khyan” made a special voice, that
voice was his call to his father in
“Egypt”, “Victor” noticed “Quan Chi’s”
existence on Earth and heard his son’s
call, he teleported himself there and
told everyone to stand down, “Rumple”
said “We messed with the world for too
long, since the war[4]; now it’s out of our
control” to “Victor” and he understood
what he referred to but he didn’t reply
to him and attacked “Quan Chi”, who
was in Earth realm and could be hit,
“Quan Chi” fought with “Victor”
brutally, “Death War” told everyone to
leave and he attacked “Quan Chi”
with “Victor” and both of them were
hitting him strongly, then suddenly
and out of nowhere, “Augs” came and
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attacked everyone based on the Chinese
orders, they were hiring the “Augs” to
work as their own special forces, they
weren’t a trouble to “Achilles” but this
distraction made “Rasputin” escape
and “Quan Chi” couldn’t beat both of
“Victor” & “Death War”, so he created
illusions of himself and could escape
during the huge distraction, the
humans and “Augs” hit the place with
an “EMP” and arrested everyone, but
not for a long time, the Chinese put
everyone of the crew in “Faraday Cages”
prepared specially for mutants to ban
their abilities but these cages weren’t
enough to stop “Victor’s” magic, he
freed himself too easily and teleported
everyone back to “Cairo”, in the
Chinese’s surprise and
amazement…“Victor” & “Rumple”
realized the delicate situation they
were into but they were shocked to
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know that they couldn’t detect “Quan
Chi” with all his juggernaut power,
“Frank” said “Till when are we gonna
delay doomsday?” everyone looked at
him with interest, “Frank” continued
“Can’t you see! Every time we interfere
together, things get worse and people
die then we fight with full power and
lose someone dear to us then win,
winning based on 1000s of corpses and
destruction” “Rose” asked “And what
do you suggest to change that Mr.
Frankenstein??” “Frank” replied
“Maybe we should retire being heroes
and champions and let him turn
everything to ashes” “Achilles” said
with anger “Not after all what we’ve
accomplished, we’re Gods in the
Americas now and we won’t…” “Khyan”
interrupted “You consider yourselves
Gods?!! You’re nothing but mutants, or
shall I say gifted humans” “Wolf” said
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“Wake up from your coma Minotaur,
you are a mutant too and your father is
a demon or maybe he’s the devil
himself but that doesn’t make him a
bloody God” “Ercole” said “I think dad
wanna say something else but he said it
in hard words, let me clear it up for
you, our very strength brings more
challenges, challenges insight more
conflicts and conflicts bread
catastrophes, it’s time to leave every
God to protect his own land, if humans
believe in Christ again; based on what
happened to Mark and the Atlantic
event, fine, but there are others
believing in other living Gods who are
here to fight by their own hands, not
using others, I see that our empire needs
us now more than ever” “Eve” was
watching with amazement then said
“Is that really what you all think?
Because I find it hard to believe that
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these are my brothers and father
talking, you’re talking and thinking as
if you’re some people I don’t know!”
“Rumple” said “It’s too late to do
anything, Quan Chi is here and he
can’t be beaten down, whenever he
feels that he’s losing, he uses the
illusion trick and disappears, which
means that no one will put hands on
him, Frank is right; we lost” “Rose”
had a phone call from “Konrad” and
she replied to him away from the
others, he told her that “Jessie” was
kidnapped in “Barcelona” and “Luke”
was murdered with the whole unit
there, “Rose” told “Frank” because she
knew that he was there but she didn’t
know what were the “TF” doing there,
he told her what happened in “Spain”
between him and “Victor” and told her
what “Luke” & “Jessie” were doing
there, she blamed him for that, the
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anti-aging drug was banning the
sensors from detecting “Frank’s”
mutation in “London” & “Berlin” for
years, when he stopped using the drug
and started to get old fast; he became a
soft target for the “Task Force”, in
“Rose’s” opinion; if he kept using the
drug, “Jessie” wouldn’t have been there
at all, “Frank” felt guilty and decided
to save her on his own and told “Rose”
not to tell anyone else from his sons or
“Victor”, she did what he said; then he
asked “Victor” to teleport him to
“Barcelona” because he had issues
there, “Victor” didn’t believe that it
was a small issue to take care of, but he
teleported him there anyway, “Victor”
had an idea of teleporting “Frank” to
any other planet with no oxygen and
let him die there, but he remembered
“Quan Chi”; so changed his mind…In
“Spain”, “Jessie” was kidnapped by
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“Farah” and her men for the sake of the
prize on “Death War’s” head made by
the “Task Force” for whoever delivers
“Death War” either dead or alive,
“Oliver” was with them and he was
“Farah’s” boyfriend, he was the one
who killed “Luke” too, this made the
humans think about sending their
special weapon who they called it
“Waffe X17” which means “Weapon
X17” in German…Using a new piece of
technology, the thugs knew who was
“Death War” and knew that he was
“Arrow’s” friend and “Arrow” was
“Jessie’s” grandfather; they knew all
this from “Jessie’s” mind, that’s why
her life was precious, they knew about
her illness and kept the oxygen mask
on her face all the time, knowing such
important info about her grandfather’s
relation to “Frank” might ruin “Jessie’s”
career in the “Task Force” but who
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cares, they sent to the “TF” a text telling
them that they had one of their agents,
that’s how the “Boss” knew and
informed “Konrad” when she couldn’t
contact “Rose”, “Eve” knew what’s
happening when she read “Rose’s”
mind and felt bad for her father and
wanted to join him but “Rose” stopped
her telling her that it was his fight to
finish, “Rose” was very rough with
“Frank”…The thugs’ text to the “TF”
was to ask for a ransom, a price for
“Jessie” next to “Death War’s” prize
was gonna make them the richest gang
in “Spain” and soon they’d expand
and hire more men and accomplish
several other dreams…“Farah” saw that
“Death War” knew “Jessie’s”
grandfather; which means that her life
must be precious to him, she knew that
he was coming and she was right…
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{Waffe X17 vs Death War}

“Frank” decided to start digging
behind the thugs who took “Jessie”
using his normal form, not “Death
War”, not yet at least…The humans
didn’t intend to send any rescue teams
and negotiating wasn’t an option, so
they agreed to send their “Waffe X17”,
he was a clone of “Frank”, the “Tower”
organization had samples of “Frank’s”
DNA for decades and worked too hard
to create a new version of
“Frankenstein”; just like “Undertaker’s”
“Twin” in 2016, the intention was to
create a monster under the
government’s control no matter what
they do or order him to do, “Frank’s”
DNA was unique; someone knew that
later on, building a robot was much
easier but the American government
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asked for a human-shaped robot that
time, later the “Tower” organization
got dissolved and the “HS” government
put their hands on all the “Tower’s”
files and projects; including several
cryopreserved people, one of them was
“Jenny”, she was put there based on
“Rose’s” request at first, the scientist
who took her; kept her safe away from
the “Public Eye’s” officers and called
“Rose” who told him to hide her for 2
days till she arrives from “Cairo” to
“London”, the government discovered
the clones project and they were 7
projects; but 6 of them didn’t work and
got destroyed, only one survived, that’s
why “Eurocorp’s” scientists called him
“Waffe X17”, ‘1’ represent the first
gender which was male; ‘7’ represent
his number and he was the seventh one,
having the DNA of “Frank” made the
clone look like himwhen he was young;
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but the new generations didn’t know
“Frank” in person and “Rose” told
“Boss” to erase all files about “Frank”
from all databases and “Boss” did that
secretly, but there were some classified
archives in the “TF” she didn’t know
about, someone old was keeping secret
copies for special occasions…The
government ordered the “Eurocorp”
research facility to prepare “Waffe X17”
for a rescue mission in “Girona”;
where “Jessie” was kept, according to
the “TF’s” information and satellite
imaging…

“Frank” knew from some thugs that
“Oliver” and his gang took “Jessie”
from “Barcelona” to “Girona” in
armed trucks and Jeeps; waiting for
“Death War’s” appearance, he took a
car and drove to “Girona”, the humans
sent a drone with “Waffe X17” and
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dropped him close to the town and he
had to follow “Jessie’s” DNA or
fingerprints, whatever his scanners
could read; face matches weren’t
expected in the streets of course, he got
in the town and could hardly be
ignored by people there, he got mutants
sensors too…Hours later, “Frank”
arrived and started his investigations,
but it wasn’t too long till the “Waffe
X17” detected him as a mutant,
humans in “HS” were watching
everything the clone could see through
his eyes, they were cameras not eyes,
when they noticed the existence of a
mutant nearby; they argued about
whether they should follow the mutant
or stick to mission, then suddenly;
“Frank” got out of a restaurant and was
gonna drive to the guy who gave “Farah”
and her men the trucks they needed, he
was gonna pass next to “Waffe X17”
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who was standing on the sidewalk
looking at the car, then the humans
gave orders to the “Waffe X17” to engage
with the mutant, at once; “Waffe X17”
had 3 claws in each forearm and they
got out of his knuckles-just like the
“Twin” in the past-and hit the car’s
right side very hard enough to make
“Frank” drift and crash, “Frank” got
out and saw him in the middle of the
road with the claws out of his hands
and looking like him when he was
young, his look made “Frank”
remember “Twin” but he knew that it
wasn’t him, he witnessed its
destruction in “Antarctica”, “Frank”
thought that he could speak and asked
“Who are you? Are you Task Force?!”
“Frank” said that because he saw the
“TF’s” logo on the “Waffe X17’s” shirt,
“Waffe X17’s” cameras showed the
humans “Frank’s” face but they
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couldn’t identified him, they just knew
that he was a mutant, the “TF” used
special applications that made them
know that the old “Frank” looked
exactly like the “Waffe X17” when he
was young, when they saw that; they
dug behind the DNA they had and
they could know who he was, when
they checked the archives; they found
more info about “Frank” and his past
life, so they decided to arrest everyone
who’s in relation to him including
“Rose”, then they sent orders to “Waffe
X17” to kill “Frank”, then he attacked
“Frank” and he avoided “Waffe X17”
hardly and realized that “Waffe X17”
had no AI program and was following
orders, after some tries to contain the
situation, “Waffe X17” stabbed “Frank”
in his leg and threw him away; in
“Frank’s” pain, “Waffe X17” jumped
and intended to stab “Frank” in the
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head, he avoided him again, then he
said “I’m sick of this” then “Frank”
turned to “Death War” and the fight
became more devastating and
destructive, this fight made “Farah” &
“Oliver” get notified and they intended
to attack both fighters, in return; they
took heavy guns, “RPGs” &
flamethrowers, next to 2 artillery on 2
trucks and an old unused “BM-21”
multiple rocket launcher
vehicle…“Death War” fought brutally
against “Waffe X17” and he fought
back, the “Waffe X17” wasn’t supplied
with the “Green Goo”; so his silicon
skin wasn’t healing but generally he
didn’t suffer any breakdowns, then
“Oliver” and the others appeared and
started shooting at both of them
heavily, when they stopped; “Death
War” looked at “Waffe X17” and
looked back at them and attacked them
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with his chains and “Waffe X17” got
orders to help “Death War” and they
killed a lot of mercenaries, then
“Farah” ordered her men to shoot them
with “RPGs” and they did it, “Waffe
X17” took cover and “Death War” took
the whole fire, but he wasn’t affected,
which was shocking to “Oliver” &
“Farah”, this made “Oliver” pull his
gold revolvers and shot “Death War” in
the head and chest, despite the bullets’
strength; they didn’t hurt “Death War”
at all, they just threw him away for a
moment, “Waffe X17” attacked the
others and killed a lot of them, after
some fighting, “Death War” came back
to the fight and “Farah” ordered her
men to ‘hunt’ them; they brought big
hook guns and shot both of them with
several hooks, the hooks penetrated
their bodies and the clamps caught
them, this pained them and paralyzed
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their movements and the thugs were
gonna throw 3 or 4 grenades on them,
but before throwing the grenades;
“Death War” blew a huge fire wave
that burnt everyone but “Farah”
survived somehow, although she had
some burns on her left arm, “Death
War” freed himself hardly and caught
“Farah” and asked her about “Jessie”,
“Oliver” came and shot “Death War”
in the head, the humans heard “Death
War” talking about “Jessie” and made
the “Waffe X17” record the info but
“Oliver’s” interference made “Death
War” get distracted and “Farah” was
gonna escape, “Waffe X17” freed
himself and followed her but he
intended to watch her till she reaches
her hideout, she was hurt, “Death War”
tried to kill “Oliver” but he was
flexible enough to avoid “Death War’s”
chains, then one of “Farah’s” men hit
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“Death War” with a car and took
“Oliver” and decided to leave, others
shot “Death War” with missiles from
the “BM-21”, but they were nothing to
“Death War”; actually fire was getting
him stronger, after that heavy firing;
“Death War” disappeared…“Farah”
arrived the hideout hardly, her burns
were treated by her friends but she
didn’t have much time to rest, the place
was attacked by the “Waffe X17”, the
men there were shocked by his power
and speed, besides to the fact that he
wasn’t affected by bullets, but they
realized that they were dealing with a
robot; not an agent or a mutant, “Farah”
told her men to secure “Jessie” and
prevent anyone from taking her at all
costs, “Death War” caught one of the
wounded thugs who survived the fight
and forced him to talk, when “Death
War” knew where “Jessie” was; he took
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another car and its engine and tires
turned to blue fire and sped away…

“Death War” arrived and noticed
the destruction, he knew that “Waffe
X17” was there, after some walking in
the place and witnessing several
corpses, “Waffe X17” appeared with
“Jessie” on his shoulder at the end of
the corridor, “Waffe X17” put her aside
and broke her cuffs and gave her a gun,
then turned to “Death War” but he was
shocked to see “Death War” too close to
him, he kicked “Waffe X17” and threw
him to a wall cracking it, then “Death
War” hit him again with his chains
and broke the wall behind “Waffe X17”
and sent him to another hall, then he
lifted “Jessie” on his arms and ran
with her to the outside, “Waffe X17”
had serious damages but he could move
and went after “Death War”, “Farah’s”
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men tried to stop “Death War” by
shooting at him; this time he had to
take cover because of “Jessie”, she was
tired and couldn’t move like usual,
“Death War” got out and breathed fire
on all of them and burned them all,
then he took “Jessie” but “Waffe X17”
appeared from behind “Death War”
and tried to cut “Death War’s” right leg
using his claws but he avoided the
claws and kicked him away, then
“Death War” said “Enough, both of us
want her safe, help me to get out” a
second later, “Waffe X17” was ordered
to help “Death War” to secure “Jessie”
and it happened, fighting side by side
made “Death War” remember his days
with his twin brother and with the
“Twin” too…“Death War” & “Waffe
X17” could get out of there with “Jessie”
to safety, then a voice came from “Waffe
X17” without moving his mouth and
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said “All right that’s far enough from
them, wait for the jet and you must
come with them because you’ll face
charges of being a mutant and still
living on the Human Side’s soil”
“Death War” became “Frank” and
didn’t say anything, he just left the car
and told “Waffe X17” to send the jet to
their location fast before being found
by the thugs then he started walking
slowly away from the car and they
were on a highway, “Waffe X17’s” voice
said “Mark Isaac, stop, if you left now
we’ll never stop hunting you” “Frank”
replied “No pain, no game…” then he
looked back at “Waffe X17” and
continued “And I’m still deep into the
game” then kept walking, “Waffe X17”
was in a very bad condition to fight, so
they waited for 4 minutes and the jet
arrived and took “Jessie” & “Waffe X17”
to “Berlin”…Later, someone in “Berlin”
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knew somehow that “Rose” was wanted
and sent her a text warning her, he was
a kind of a spy used to be called
“Norman”, he was leading a crew of
people who were actually like him,
they were like younger brothers and
sisters to him, they used to call
themselves “The Runners”, they
weren’t bad people; but they were doing
the right thing at all costs and by any
means necessary, even if they had to
break the law sometimes, “Norman”
owed “Rose” & “Henley” a favor years
ago and by telling “Rose” he thought
that he paid his debts to her, later she
called him for help when she was stuck
in a corner again and he couldn’t
refuse, “Konrad” was known to be
“Frank’s” son but no one could arrest
him or say anything, he was their
secret weapon and the government’s
“Frankenstein” monster…
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{Hail #4}

Most people became believers in God
again and that was good in God’s eyes,
but there were several things
unfinished like “Rasputin” & “Quan
Chi” who disappeared and neither
“Victor” nor “Rumple” could find any
of them, as if they left the planet or
travelled to another dimension of space
or time, “Achilles” and his brothers
went back to “Golem” city and finished
their unfinished issues there and
broke down every hidden insurgency
and gripped the continents strongly by
iron and fire, “Frank” never stopped
having problems with “Oliver” &
“Farah”; next to the “Task Force’s”
pressure, “Rose” made it to “London”
and hid well with some of her friends
and “Eve”, the British people knew
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about “Frank” & “Rose” being wanted
and this caused a lot of dissidence in
“Britain”; some people stopped
supporting “Rose” while others kept
supporting her thinking that the “HS”
government set her and her husband
up, “Victor” kept trying to find “Quan
Chi” but he covered himself very
well…On the other side, “Quan Chi”
kept his eye on “Frank” and liked his
power and thought of using him, that
time; “Quan Chi” brought his wife
from the “Parallel Dimension”; she
used to be called “Sindel”, she wasn’t
used to live without her slaves; so she
brought them to Earth and “Kun” was
one of them; not as “Kun”, but as a
powerful demon named “Hellspawner”,
she turned him into a demon, there
was also a giant demon named “Dark
Khan”, both of them had burning
skull heads; like “Death War”, and
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they were her favorites, another demon
named “Holl” joined them later on,
“Quan Chi” & “Sindel” were interested
in “Death War” very much, because he
looked like their favorite slaves; only
stronger…“Quan Chi” wasn’t the only
demon in the “Parallel Dimension”,
there was someone else who was
worshiped as a God there; because
people there used to see evil as a good
thing and good was illegal, so “Christ”
was bad and that evil demon was God
there, that demon was the “Grim
Reaper” himself but in another form,
the “Reaper” was the demon who made
humans commit the first sin when
“Eve” gave “Adam” that fruit from the
‘tree of the knowledge of good and evil’,
that time the “Reaper” could talk and
do a lot of things even creating; just like
God, after the sin; the “Reaper” was
sent to Hell to be tortured by the
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maned-hound known as “Anubis” in
the Egyptian civilization, then a
fallen angel-“Satan”-freed the
“Reaper” in return of God-like powers
and the “Reaper” agreed, it happened
and “Satan” became the known devil
but in case the “Reaper” betrayed him
for any reason, “Satan” sent the
“Reaper” to the world “Satan” created,
the “Parallel Dimension”, the devil’s
world of living; next to Hell, just like
Earth which was God’s world of living
next to Heaven, with “Satan’s”
inability to create like God & the
“Reaper”; he made a mirror of Earth
realm, a mirror turning everything
good to evil and everything evil to good,
allowing everything wrong and
banning everything right…Without
“Satan” around; the “Reaper” was the
only thing to be worshiped in the
dimension…The “Reaper” was muted
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and his face was ripped off by “Satan”;
in order to make him weaker than
“Satan”, he couldn’t pass from the
“Parallel Dimension” to Earth realm
because God didn’t want so, the only
time he could pass was when someone
uses the ‘Gate of the Dead’ in the
“Himalayas”; which was a demonic
gate, in the “Parallel Dimension”; the
“Reaper” found someone who could be
useful as a host for the “Reaper’s”
power, specially after “Satan’s” death
for real and “Necromancer’s” death too;
leaving Hell’s throne empty, but he
needed a form to propagate easily and
to talk easily, he found someone who
was evil in the “Parallel Dimension”
and in Earth realm, someone who
believed in demonic powers and knew
the real effect of evil and darkness, he
was also someone very close to [Victor,
Frank, Isaac & Rumple], he was
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“Undertaker”…The “Reaper” appeared
to him; he was alive in the “Parallel
Dimension”, then they made a deal
together and the “Reaper” took over
“Undertaker’s” body and “Undertaker”
became the God of Evil in the “Parallel
Dimension” and he was worshiped by
humans andmutants in the dimension,
the only problem in front of
“Undertaker” was “Quan Chi” who
was in Earth realm and “Undertaker”
had nothing to do to go there, yet…

All that time, things never got calm
between the humans and the “Augs”,
“China” started to think about
building a special city for “Augs” to
avoid any troubles between them and
humans there, it was accepted by the
“Augs” and they saw it fair, the “Augs’”
existence in “China” made it easy for
the Chinese to study the European tech;
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although they weren’t the ones
studying these techs, it was their AI
which was controlling everything
about technology and it was normal to
see AI robots around the streets of
“China”, whether in business, media,
special sports like racing and
mountain climbing and any other
dangerous sports, next to dangerous
careers and jobs and law enforcement
and several military applications and
robotics, this wasn’t comforting to the
Europeans because of their former
experience with “Oliver
Barnes”-“Cyborg”-but “China” didn’t
see that AI technology was dangerous
but a lot of old people had fears that
something else would happen because
of that dangerous intelligent tech, they
feared that in the future; these
intelligent robots may get smart enough
to turn on their makers or ask for their
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rights to live like humans and
probably one day the new president of
“China” may be an AI robot, this was
something worth worrying…

After 8 months of training; “Shelton”
got used to his limbs and augs, his augs
weren’t as many as “Konrad’s”, so he
was added to the “TF” immediately, his
team was “TF55”…“Sindel” asked
“Quan Chi” to bring “Frank” to her by
any means necessary, she liked him as
“Death War”, so “Quan Chi”
resurfaced and started hunting “Frank”
and his appearance attracted “Victor’s”
attention…

“Wolf” found “Rumple” and his
woman in “Mexico” city, he paid
“Rumple” a visit and asked him about
“Rasputin”, “Wolf” felt that “Rumple”
knew more than what he said about
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that demon “Quan Chi”, “Rumple” sat
down and froze time; then he said
“Before I became the Dark One, I used to
love a woman and I had a child from
her, he was a good boy, when I became
the Dark One; he was the only weak
spot I had and I protected him since he
was a child, Jason’s main assignment
was to protect that boy…” that time
“Wolf” didn’t know who was “Jason”,
when “Wolf” and his siblings travelled
through time and helped in killing
“Necromancer”; everything changed
and “Jason” died in “Japan” with
“Knight” in the “Himeji” castle, this
change had its consequences on Earth
and in the “Parallel Dimension” too,
“Rumple” briefed “Jason’s” identity to
“Wolf” then continued “Then one day,
my boy left at the age of 21, it was 1910,
he went to work as a waiter in a
restaurant in Italy, a year later; it was
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summer 1911, the Italian Royal
family prepared a trip to Lombard in a
3 car train, that time my son was
working as a butler in the Royal palace;
someone nominated him for that job in
the palace, he was ordered with 14
other servants to serve the Royal family
during the trip, they moved from Rome;
I went to him to see him but he insulted
and cursed me and I left, he was never
ok with my evil acts, I was seriously
touched by what he said that day and
I wished that I’d never see him again,
unfortunately, I got what I wished for;
that was the last time I saw my son, and
that’s why I always tell anyone to be
very careful with their wishes” “Wolf”
said “I don’t wish, I demand and rip
what I want with my claws, the train
made an accident?!” “Rumple” replied
“No, the train went somewhere no man
should go to, it’s the 2nd time gate on
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Earth next to Bermuda triangle, it was
a simple tunnel but it just took them
somewhere else in another dimension
of time, I don’t know where till now but
that time I lost my mind and gave
Grigori the power over black magic in
return of being the median between me
and the devil but he couldn’t reach to
anyone stronger than Quan Chi, he’s
said to be the only one who had the
power of bending dimensions to his
will, he could bring my son from
anywhere and any time back to me, I
didn’t know what to give in return but
I was ready for anything” “Wolf” asked
“Why didn’t you work on bringing
Quan Chi yourself? Why did you use
Rasputin??” “Rumple” said “Because
it required black magic, I got dark
magic, no soul could control both
powers and I didn’t intend to lose
control over my evil; specially because
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I was alive that time and had a soul, on
the other hand; black magic got its evil
souls and voices and I hate being
controlled, so I had to find someone
who’s ready to sacrifice anything and
everything in return of ultimate power”
“Wolf” said “So Rasputin was your
bridge to Quan Chi, what happened to
him?” “Rumple” told him what
happened in “Siberia” by the other
monks and the lock up, but “Rumple”
couldn’t find “Rasputin” anywhere in
the past, talking about finding
“Rasputin” & “Quan Chi” didn’t help
“Wolf”; even “Fiona” couldn’t find
them…“Quan Chi” knew where was
“Rumple’s” son, but for “Rumple’s”
bad luck; his son died, and everyone
who was in that trip got lost in an
unreachable dimension where good
souls get trapped and evil souls lived
forever as slaves to 3 dominant Lords,
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the dimension was called “The
Dimension of Lost Souls”, “Quan Chi”
could know that info about “Rumple’s”
son if he wanted to dig behind it, he
could also send anyone’s soul to that
dimension as punishment but he
couldn’t bring anyone back from there,
even those evil souls there have no
reason because they had no brains or
minds to think, just moving zombies
and skeletons and few of them were
knights; next to several demonmonsters
who fall from Hell during the absence
of a demon king when “Satan” &
“Necromancer” died, the good souls
trapped there had minds and few
memories about their past lives but
they were weak and couldn’t overcome
the evil there, if they got killed in the
dimension; their souls go to Hell
directly…Someone saved “Rumple’s”
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boy from that forever torture years later,
someone he never expected…

In August 2065, “Isaac” found
himself laying on his back on a beach
in “Senegal”, when he opened his eyes
he saw something very weird to him, he
saw “Cheetah”, she didn’t help him
but she found him by chance on the
beach, she thought that he was dead;
but when he opened his eyes she got
shocked and blinked several times,
“Isaac” kept staring at her for a minute
then he said “What are you? Do you
speak??” “Cheetah” didn’t understand
English then replied after a minute in
Arabic “I didn’t see a man for years, my
lover stopped coming home till the
island was flooded, all our kids died,
then I suddenly found myself here;
thanks to the mermaids” “Isaac” knew
Arabic and he spoke to her in Arabic
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too, after some talking; “Isaac” knew
that he was in “Africa” but he didn’t
ask her about her lover’s identity
because he didn’t care, he didn’t know
what to do or where to go, he walked
with “Cheetah” and she took him
north to the place where humans lived,
that time; “Africa” suffered a lot
because of the climatic changes and a
lot of animals species extinct; such as
[leopards, elephants, rhinos and many
other kinds], moving north took a very
long time because “Isaac” had nothing
to ride; only his feet, “Cheetah” took
care of him all the way and brought
him food and joined him his
journey…By mid September 2065,
“Isaac” & “Cheetah” arrived
“Aleg”-“Mauritania”; which was a
pharaohs territory, “Cheetah” showed
him the people there and told him that
she can’t go with him there, he
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understood and didn’t expect them to
be good people, he never trusted anyone
from the first sight, he thanked her
and went in, as long as he walked from
town to town; he saw the pharaohs
forcing humans to work very hard and
they were oppressed, just like humans
in the Americas, most of them were
Africans, one of “Victor’s” sons was
ruling there; he was called
“Adamaton”, he was known to be very
cruel and a fascist governor of “Morocco”
& “Mauritania”, he had an African
girl serving him and his wife…“Isaac”
had a feeling that God sent him there to
help those humans too and he was
right…

Some humans started to know “Isaac”
based on seeing him in media; that
time anyone had the ability to see
anything happening in the world
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using the “Darknet” free access, some
humans thought that “Isaac” could
help them like those humans from the
west, others didn’t have hope; thinking
that the pharaohs were stronger,
“Isaac’s” speeches and strong words
were very important for the humans’
spirits, word came to “Adamaton”
about someone talking to the humans
about God and giving them hopes to
leave, “Adamaton” asked to see him,
“Isaac” resisted the arrest and killed
several soldiers but he was caught at
last, “Adamaton” condemned him to
death but he wanted to torture him
first, so he told his people to bring him
to “Morocco” and make him work with
labor and to keep beating him every
day to force him to admit that “Ra”
was his God, but “Isaac” never said that
and his strength and fast healing made
the palace’s servants see him unlike
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anyone else, he told them that it was
God’s power and they seemed to believe
and fear him, the African girl who
used to serve “Adamaton” and his
family was named “Uma”…Things
about “Quan Chi” & “Rasputin” had
no progress which was odd to “Victor”
who thought that he was getting close to
that demon, “Quan Chi” & “Sindel”
liked Earth the way it was and didn’t
intend to destroy it, but they wanted to
establish their own empire, in “Quan
Chi’s” opinion; there’s no empire
without people to be ruled; so they
needed these weak humans, “Sindel”
liked what’s going on and saw evil in
people and saw that she could get
stronger in that dimension…
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In “Morocco”, “Uma” started to get
attracted to “Isaac” and she used to take
care of his wounds after every time he
got lashed by the cruel soldiers, he
could notice her ‘special’ care, it wasn’t
too long till they fall in love, “Uma”
was very helpful to “Isaac”, she gave
him all the info he needed about the
palace and about “Adamaton” and his
family, he asked her for these info
because he intended to escape, this
made him feel a little guilty because he
wasn’t sure if his feelings towards
“Uma” were real or just a camouflage
for precious info, he could never be
sure, weeks later; he did it and took
“Uma” with him and she took him to
where her family were living, he
talked to them about God and they
were convinced by his words just like
those who believed in God again in
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“Mauritania”, “Isaac’s” disappearance
fall like thunder on “Adamaton” and
he sent his soldiers to fetch him dead or
alive and to bring “Uma” alive at all
costs, “Isaac’s” words spread in
“Marrakesh” like a virus, then people
started to protest and demanded either
their human rights or exodus to the
“HS”, both demands were rejected by
“Adamaton” and his men started
arresting people and beating others to
disperse them but the people’s strong
will to be free made them fightback
bravely, this event turned to be a civil
war in “Marrakesh” and soon the
humans’ movement started to spread to
other areas in the Egyptian kingdom,
“Victor” was busy looking for “Quan
Chi” because he saw that “Quan Chi”
was the only threat to his kingdom and
he had to be killed or sent somewhere
else, so “Khyan” was left to rule in
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“Cairo” with his mother, “Seshafi”,
“Khyan” was informed but troubles
didn’t reach “Egypt” yet, so “Khyan”
told his brother to do what’s necessary
to contain the situation, “Talya” came
and told “Khyan” & “Seshafi” that
they shouldn’t go further with that
because the consequences were
terrifying; according to her visions,
“Seshafi” told “Khyan” to listen to his
sister because her implies were never
wrong; but “Khyan” hesitated at first
and needed some time to think about it,
specially because “Adamaton” was
stubborn and rarely listens to anyone
but his father, “Victor”…
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{Old Issues}

After 3 days of struggling and
killing, humans in the “HS” noticed
that something serious was happening
in “Morocco” but they didn’t comment
or do anything; they just kept their eyes
on the situation, “Isaac” could sneak in
“Adamaton’s” palace and made it to
“Adamaton” in his room, his wife was
there, but “Isaac” had no mercy and
shot her in the head when she attacked
him with magic; this woke “Adamaton”
up and when he saw the situation; he
got mad and decided to kill “Isaac”
brutally, so he changed his form to a
golden cobra headed bipedal monster
and “Isaac’s” bullets didn’t affect him
of course, then “Adamaton” attacked
him and both of them fought
hand-to-hand but “Adamaton” had
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the upper hand, soldiers came and
witnessed the fight but “Adamaton”
stopped them from interfering; he
wanted to kill “Isaac” by himself,
humans entered the palace by force
and a battle happened there, when all
this happened; “Victor” felt that
something was wrong in “Morocco”,
using his eye; he could see “Isaac” but
he found it hard to believe, so he went
there and froze time, “Isaac” saw that
odd then “Victor” appeared and said
“Is that you for real?” “Isaac” replied
“Did you miss me grandson?” “Victor”
looked amazed then asked “How? What
do you want?!” “Isaac” said “Give those
humans their freedom and send them
to the Europeans” “Victor” took a
second thinking then he said “I agree,
but on one condition; you won’t leave
with them” “Isaac” agreed at once,
“Victor” released time and when
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“Adamaton” saw his father; he turned
to his human form and bowed to his
father, “Victor” ordered “Adamaton”
and the soldiers to prepare ships and to
transport all humans who want to
leave to “Europe”, “Adamaton” didn’t
believe that his father did that but
“Victor” made a deal with “Isaac”…In 2
days, everything was prepared and all
humans were prepared to sail north,
“Uma” thought that “Isaac” was going
with them but he shocked her and
everyone else that he was gonna stay,
“Uma” insisted on staying with him
but her family pulled her away and
the ships sailed with her cries, “Victor”
appeared behind “Isaac” and said
“You stuck to the deal, I see! You used to
say ‘never trust a Jew’!” “Isaac” replied
“Because if I didn’t; you’ll kill them all,
I can’t take that risk”, “Victor” thought
of using “Isaac” with “Quan Chi’s”
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issue…“Victor” told “Isaac” what
happened and everything about the
family and everything about “Quan
Chi” & “Rasputin”, but “Isaac” didn’t
know if this was his business or not, he
told “Victor” that this was his problem
to face and he wasn’t gonna be part of
“Victor’s” wars again, this made
“Victor” mad and grabbed his lance
and wanted to stab “Isaac”, but
suddenly; “Isaac” was surrounded by a
white shining circle and disappeared
in seconds, this was odd in “Victor’s”
opinion; then he said “Goodbye old
man”…

“Frank” travelled to “Italy” and hid
there for weeks and was considering
using the ‘Gate of the Dead’ in the
“Himalayas” to raise his ‘true love’ and
with her; both of them would be
immortals, but what he didn’t know
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and “Rumple” didn’t mention was that
the gate brings back a human and turn
him/her to a mutant and as much the
gate user loved the raised dead; as
much stronger the raised dead becomes
when he/she turns to a mutant, in
other words, if “Frank” raised any of
his wives; she’d be a mutant and as
much as he loved her, as much
powerful she becomes…One day,
“Frank” saw thugs attacking a civilian
and one of the thugs stabbed the
civilian with a knife then they ran
away, “Frank” jumped and went to the
civilian and he didn’t die yet, “Frank”
tried to aid him but he couldn’t; the
man had nothing to say but “My
daughter, the money is for her
education and her mother’s treatment,
help” “Frank” took the civilian’s ID
and turned to “Death War” and
followed these thugs and found them,
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seeing “Death War” made them
terrified and shooting was useless, he
killed them brutally and took the
money, it was a huge amount of cash,
he used the civilian’s ID and knew
where he lived and left the cash there
without showing himself to the
civilian’s wife or daughter, but the girl
saw “Frank” from her room’s window,
she was 14 years old and said nothing
because she understood nothing, the
next day, the civilian’s wife knew the
bad news from the “Public Eye’s”
officers; the little girl knew about her
father’s death and was terribly sad, she
didn’t see “Frank’s” face clearly but she
never forgot him and kept drawing
what she remembered of his old face on
her sketches and kept them for years
later, the little girl’s name was “Sarah”
and she met “Konrad” years later…On
the other side, “Victor” saw that his
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kids from “Zena” won’t like “Khyan”
to be his successor and he was right
about that, “Victor” was immortal but
anything could happen as long as
“Quan Chi” & “Frank” were out there,
but “Zena’s” kids from “Victor” weren’t
as strong as “Seshafi’s” kids, so he
thought of using his daughter; his
eldest daughter, the one who agreed to
become “Undertaker’s” field of
experiments and the mother of “Angela”
and according to that she could be
considered one of “Frank’s” wives, and
also the woman “Frank” killed to raise
“Victor” from death, “Naomi”…

“Victor” took “Khyan” away and
told him his worries about “Quan Chi”
and what might happen, “Khyan”
loved his father and trusted his
decisions, but “Victor” told “Khyan” to
keep that a secret, only “Khyan” &
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“Anubis” knew about “Victor’s”
worries, “Anubis” was alive that time;
the time travel made by the “Orphans”
in the past changed this detail
somehow and “Anubis” survived
“Elohim’s” power, he wasn’t as strong
as the devil-“Set”-to rule Hell but he
was doing his best to stop demons from
sneaking to Earth realm, “Victor” had
to use “Osiris’s” resurrection spell to
raise his girl but he couldn’t do that
till “Ra” allows him, so “Victor” had to
go to “Ra” and ask him to allow this to
happen, “Anubis” left, “Victor” sent
“Khyan” back to “Cairo” and he went
to “Mercury” planet and asked to see
“Ra”, after a while; “Ra” came and
they spoke about that, “Ra” asked
“What do you offer in return of your
precious Naomi?” “Victor” replied after
a second “My brother’s daughter,
Angela” “Ra” said “So be it!” then he
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found himself in “Osiris’s” temple in
“Abydos”, then he found a mummified
body in front of him and a papyrus on
it, all he had to do was to read it and
perform some rituals to make her rise,
“Victor” did everything needed and
suddenly “Naomi’s” soul entered the
mummified body and at once she
started moving and “Victor” removed
the shrouds in a hand move and she
appeared young and beautiful, he gave
her his cape to wear because she was
naked, once she realized where she was
and what was happening from her
father she asked him “Where’s my
baby?” “Victor” didn’t answer…In
“Golem” city, plants and trees died
suddenly, this attracted “Wolf’s”
attention, he called “Achilles” and he
told “Wolf” that “Angela” fall down
suddenly and that she wasn’t
breathing, “Wolf” rushed there fast
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and when he saw her; he knew that she
died, “Ai” asked them “What
happened? She was just talking to me
and Ercole then suddenly she fall
down and Cathy read no vitals in her
body and confirmed her dead!!”
“Achilles” looked at “Wolf” and said
“Magic?!” “Wolf” said “No, if it was
magic, I’d have known that; simply the
elements of nature would have been
affected, it’s something else, a bargain,
and there’s only one man I know who
made such a bargain in the old times,
I gotta pay him a visit” “Achilles” and
the others asked him about that guy he
was talking about, but “Wolf” didn’t
tell them that time, he said “When I
make sure that it’s him, I’ll inform you”
then he left and asked for a special jet
to take him to “London”, he wanted to
meet “Rose” and ask her about his
father’s location, he knew about the
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bargain “Frank” made earlier in 2017
from “Rose” and “Wolf” thought that
“Frank” might be involved…In an hour,
“Wolf” made it to “London” and
contacted “Rose” and she agreed to see
him, “Norman’s” men met “Wolf” and
took him to “Rose” & “Eve” after
covering his eyes, they talked about
what happened and “Rose” excluded
this idea, “Wolf” asked “Why? He did it
once, he can do it again!” “Rose” said
“He hated Naomi for what she did to us
in the past, but he loved his daughter,
he’ll never do that to her” “Eve”
supported “Rose’s” words, “Wolf” didn’t
believe them because he saw that their
love to him could be fogging their
judgement, he asked where “Frank”
was but “Rose” didn’t know for real, so
he left…That time, “Rose” was wanted
and she had to stay off the grid for some
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time, “Boss” was covering on her for
“Konrad’s” sake…

{The Devil’s Plan}

“Victor” told “Naomi” everything
about the gate in the “Himalayas” and
told her how it works then he told her
what “Frank” did in 2017, then told
her that he did it again bargaining
“Naomi’s” life with “Angela’s”, “Naomi”
got angry and started crying and
pulling her hair and asked her father
for the reason why he did that, “Victor”
said “Undertaker and yourself wanted
to kill his family, then you gave birth
to a monster to kill him; in his opinion,
after all these years; he couldn’t break
me, so the only one who could be a
weak spot to me is you and your forever
sadness and misery, he took revenge
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from me using your daughter;
regardless to the fact that she was his
girl too, he’s a real monster, I’m so sorry
my dear” “Naomi” asked him to find
“Frank” and send her to kill him but
“Victor” explained to her “Frank’s”
new status and his powers, which was
odd and surprising to her, but what
shocked her was that her father
admitted that he couldn’t beat him,
this made her stand down and agreed
to work with her father to find a way to
kill “Frank” and everyone else left of
this family; including “Frank’s” kids
and “Rose”, which was a shock to
“Victor” himself to know that “Naomi”
wanted “Rose” dead too, he created a
new monster without noticing…In
“Italy”, “Frank” felt that something
went wrong but he didn’t think that it
was his children, he went to someone
in “Rome”, a former pilot and had a
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private jet, “Frank” saw him and kept
watching him for 7 days; then he went
to him and asked him to fly him to the
“Himalayas” in return of some cash
“Frank” took from several thugs who
attacked him earlier, the pilot didn’t
agree at first but “Frank” could
convince him and the pilot agreed at
last when he saw the money…When
“Frank” and the Italian pilot got ready
to leave, the “TF” agents attacked the
place and surrounded “Frank”, he
didn’t intend to kill anyone so he gave
up, this was a trick made by “Wolf”; he
went back home to “Golem” city and
went straight to “Rumple”; who left
“Mexico” and lived somewhere close to
the emperors’ palace in “Golem” city,
then “Wolf” asked him to find “Frank”
and tell him “Frank’s” exact location,
“Rumple” asked for the reason and
“Wolf” had to tell “Rumple” a brief
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about “Angela” and her death and told
him that he and his brothers wanted to
catch “Frank” and ask him about that,
“Rumple” found “Frank” using his
crystal ball and told “Wolf” what he
needed to know, then “Wolf” sent the
info he had to “Jessie” and she
reported “Frank’s” location as a mutant,
she hesitated at first but she did it
anyway, the “TF” sent their men and
their “Waffe X17” at once and found
him for real, the agents took “Frank” in
a jet to “Berlin” and it was announced
that “Frank” was the monster who
terrorized “Spain” & “Italy” for
months, that news fall on “Rose” &
“Eve” like thunder; but they had
nothing to do because they were also
wanted…“Jessie” went to “Frank” in
his “Faraday Cage” and he was cuffed
with special cuffs, she asked him “Why
did you risk your life to save me? These
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people were prepared very well and
they could have killed you!” “Frank”
replied “Because I don’t wanna be the
man I used to be anymore, I’m trying to
be better anyway I can, no more
Frankenstein monster and nobody else
should pay the price for knowing me”
“Jessie” said “The mutants demanded
us to deliver you in a special jet they’ll
send, the government agreed of course,
maybe it will be more peaceful for you
there” “Frank” said “They asked for
me?! How did you locate me?” “Jessie”
told him that someone sent her a text
with his location but the sender didn’t
identify himself and the message was
untraceable, this made “Frank” doubt
that there’s something big behind
capturing him, a trick of some
sort…“Victor” knew that “Frank” was
captured in “Berlin” and heard the
conversation between “Frank” &
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“Jessie” using his eye of sight, “Victor”
wasn’t sure that it was the mutants’
trick but he had doubts…

“Victor” introduced “Khyan” and
everyone to “Naomi” and showed her
everything in the country, she liked
her father’s work in “Egypt” and
“Victor” saw that it was time to
announce her as his successor queen of
“Egypt”; this made her the kingdom’s
princess and the second woman in the
kingdom after “Seshafi”-the first
lady-who didn’t like “Naomi’s”
existence at all but she couldn’t say
anything to “Victor”, when he knew
about “Frank”; he told “Naomi” and
she insisted to see “Frank”, “Victor”
agreed…Hours before the mutants’ jet
arrived, “Frank” was sitting in his
“Faraday Cage” and suddenly time was
frozen and “Victor” appeared in the
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cage, “Frank” said “You here to finish
the job? I’m human here and I’m sure
that you are behind capturing me, if
you killed me now before the mutant
jet arrives; this will ruin the neutral
state between the humans and the
Markenstein empire and a new war
will rise, good plan I guess!” “Victor”
replied “No no, there’s no plan here,
I’m here to show you someone we both
knew very well, you killed her and
raised me from death to do what you
can’t do and to torture me in a way I’ve
never thought of” “Frank” said “Who
are you talking about? We caused a lot
of damage to a lot of people, which one?”
“Victor” didn’t reply but he waved
with his hand and “Naomi” appeared
in a beautiful pharaoh outfit and
seemed very beautiful, “Frank” didn’t
know her at first but he remembered
her after a while and said “YOU?!! How
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could this be possible??” “Victor” said
“As a living man, you can fool the gate
more than once if you want” “Naomi”
said “You killed my father in 2015
and destroyed my life after that when
you made Undertaker shoot himself
and put me in your prison, then you
bargained with my life to raise father
and torture him by the fact that he
lived again while I died in return, now
Angela! What kind of a monster are
you?!!” “Frank” didn’t understand the
last phrase but he didn’t have a chance
to ask for it, he suddenly disappeared
in purple smoke, it was “Rumple”, he
broke “Victor’s” spell and took “Frank”
away from them when he saw them;
“Rumple” saw the meeting from the
beginning and kept watching and
listening till she said what she said last,
this made him understand the whole
trick and he also knew that “Victor”
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had no choice but to kill “Frank” at
once before he start talking and
messing with “Naomi’s” mind, that
time “Rumple” was with the “Orphans”
in their palace in “Golem” city and
“Frank” appeared there suddenly,
“Rumple” explained “It’s obvious now,
Victor did ALL that and killed Angela
in return of Naomi, the bargain this
time was made between Naomi and her
own girl then Victor told her what he
wanted her to know, in order to feed
her evil, he had to make her lose the
only thing she could love; her baby,
then make the killer known to her and
show her the ways necessary to kill
him, in that case; the killer is Frank,
he told her that you used the Gate of
the Dead once before to raise Victor,
now you used it again to raise her and
killed her girl to cause more pain to
Victor and put him in a trouble with
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his beloved Naomi, by the power of true
love; anything can happen, but also by
the power of absolute hate; a lot of
damage may happen too, it’s the devil’s
plan!” everyone was shocked to hear
that but couldn’t say anything because
they got convinced…“Victor” knew that
it was “Rumple” but he also knew that
getting in the “Markenstein” empire
and doing anything by force; might
have serious consequences on his
kingdom, so he spoke to “Naomi” and
could hardly convince her to stand
down…That time, “Naomi” didn’t have
any superpowers like her younger
siblings, she was just immortal and
“Victor” saw that it was enough, but
she saw that she was gonna need more
than that to take down “Frank” and
his ‘super’ kids, her soul’s hunger for
vengeance was getting outta control and
someone felt that power of hatred,
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“Sindel”…“Sindel” hated human
females, but she loved 3 things very
much: men, dominance and vengeance;
so when she felt “Naomi’s” anger and
hate, she felt that it was the strongest on
Earth, it was a mother’s hatred to her
daughter’s killer, one day she could
successfully bring “Naomi” to her lair
by teleportation, “Naomi” was
surprised to find herself somewhere
else away from her father’s palace, so
she felt afraid, specially when she saw
that the place looked like Hell a lot,
and she knew how Hell looked like; to
her, she’s been in Hell for 100+ years,
“Sindel” came to her and told her a
way to posses the ultimate dark power
on Earth and bend all kinds of magic
to her will in return of delivering
“Frank” to her; dead or alive, “Naomi”
agreed at once; then suddenly a cube
appeared in “Sindel’s” hand and a
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golden dagger appeared in her other
hand, she handed the dagger to
“Naomi” and told her to kill whoever
comes out of the cube, “Naomi” saw
that the cube was too small for anyone
to stay in, it was the Cube which
contained the first and most powerful
“Dark One” on Earth, “Dakhamunzu”,
“Sindel” knew about “Dak” since she
was in the “Parallel Dimension” but
she couldn’t reach “Dak” while she
was there; she had to come to Earth, so
when she was on Earth; the first thing
she looked for was “Dak’s” tomb or
wherever she was trapped in, then her
husband, “Quan Chi”, knew about the
Cube and brought it to “Sindel” from
“Frank’s” old mansion in the drowned
“Swansea”; later she detected “Dak’s”
dagger on “Mars” and brought it in a
hand wave, all this happened but
“Victor” & “Rumple” were too busy
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fighting and playing mind games with
each other…When “Dak” appeared she
looked the same but asleep, “Sindel”
told “Naomi” to kill her with that
dagger and obtain the ultimate power
of dark magic; later no one would stop
in the way of her vengeance, “Naomi”
was filled with anger and hate and
stabbed “Dak” in the heart with the
dagger, then black fluid came out of
“Dak’s” body and covered the dagger
then passed to “Naomi’s” hands and
body and covered every inch on her
body and her muscles grew a little
bigger and she became the strongest
“Dark One” for real; later her skin
returned to its original look and she
felt the power and evil running in her
veins, but she was distracted with her
power and left the dagger in “Dak’s”
body, “Sindel” teleported her to “Egypt”
in a hand wave and the dagger was
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still there, “Quan Chi” came and asked
“Are you sure about that? Her natural
evil was hard to ignore, now with all
that darkness in her; she might be
dangerous” “Sindel” replied “We
couldn’t control the Dark One…” then
“Rumple’s” old dagger appeared in her
hand and it was a regular blade
because “Rumple” was killed by it
before, so it wasn’t effective on
“Rumple”, then “Sindel” continued
“Now we control the strongest Dark One
in Earth realm, maybe she’ll be the
only one who could beat the Reaper in
the Parallel Dimension, only then
you’ll be the undisputed king of both
dimensions and Hell too, Anubis isn’t a
trouble to you I think!” then the dagger
shined like new gold then “Sindel”
pulled it from “Dak’s” chest and “Dak’s”
body turned to ashes…When this
happened and “Naomi” stabbed “Dak”,
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“Rumple” felt that something
happened but didn’t know what it was
or where did it happen, he thought
that it was “Rasputin” or “Quan Chi”
but never thought of “Dak” and that
Cube, “Sindel” crushed the Cube with
her strong hand squeeze, she intended
to kill everyone of those who tried to
stop “Rasputin” earlier using “Naomi”,
“Sindel’s” “Dark One”…“Naomi”
didn’t know about the dagger and
didn’t think that the dagger holder was
controlling her, “Victor” knew and
tried to hold her but her teleportation
power and dark magic made her hard
to find and control, “Khyan” felt that
she was too strong and couldn’t be
controlled by “Victor” anymore but he
didn’t say anything, “Naomi” started to
get into his head but she was gonna
need a long time to make “Khyan” her
lover in “Egypt”; specially because he
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liked how she looked very much,
“Victor” wasn’t very much helpful to
her; he told her that killing everyone
won’t leave anything else to do or
anyone to enslave, she saw that
humans needed to be killed and
specially “Frank” and everyone
belonging to his family, including
“Victor” himself…The very evil
intentions were inside her head from
“Sindel” using the dagger…

“Achilles” & “Ercole” were told by
“Wolf” everything “Rumple” said
about “Rasputin” and what he did in
the past century, they didn’t know if
that had any relation with “Angela’s”
death or not, but with “Frank” in their
hands; they could know everything but
“Frank’s” replies revealed that he was
intending to go to the “Himalayas” but
he was caught before going, which
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means that he wasn’t there earlier;
proving “Rumple’s” words about
“Victor’s” wicked plan, they knew that
if “Frank” used the gate; he wouldn’t be
with them, and he didn’t see “Angela”
for a long time and couldn’t have the
chance to take some hair from her head
to use it like what he did in the past, so
“Wolf” asked “Rumple”-who was with
them that time-about any other way to
raise anyone from the dead, “Rumple”
took a minute then said “There are 3
ways to bring someone from the realm
of the dead to the realm of the living,
the Gate of the Dead in Everest, the
pharaohs’ Book of the Dead & Osiris’s
resurrection spell, the resurrection
spell can’t be used without Osiris’s
permission or his own high priests; the
Book of the Dead is missing and it
requires a very powerful sorcerer to
open it and read its spells but the risks
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are endless, anything else can rise with
the wanted dead; any kind of deceased
demons, that leaves us with nothing
but the Gate, but Victor can’t use it”
“Wolf” asked “Why can’t he?!”
“Rumple” replied “Because no dead
can raise another dead, even I can’t use
it” “Achilles” asked “Then who
bargained to raise Naomi and kill
Angela?” “Frank” said “There’s no
sacrifice here, it’s Osiris’s spell, I’m sure”
“Rumple” asked “How could you be so
sure?!” “Frank” replied “Because
Victor is the one who raised her to kill
me, as long as Victor got the eyes of
Horus; he’d ask Ra to give him
anything; and Ra won’t refuse
something like that for Victor’s sake, he
is Ra’s prophet on Earth and the king
of Egypt” no one replied for a moment
then “Wolf” said “If there’s anyone
gonna get added to Earth realm; then
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there must be someone else to replace
him in the realm of the dead, that’s
how it works, if Victor did everything
you said; then Angela paid the price
for something we don’t know!!” then
“Frank” told them what happened in
“Spain” between “Victor” & himself
and it was more than enough to
convince them that “Victor” was
behind everything including “Angela’s”
death, but they didn’t know that the
situation became far beyond “Victor’s”
control…
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{Family War}

The “Orphans”, “Rumple” &
“Frank” agreed to speak to “Victor”
with caution, “Frank” knew that he
wasn’t gonna be friendly, “Victor”
knew that they were gonna visit him at
anytime and probably they’ll attack
him, so he was ready for
anything…“Rumple” teleported
everyone to “Victor’s” palace, they were
[Frank, Rumple, Achilles, Wolf &
Ercole], they told “Victor” that they
gotta talk about “Naomi”, “Victor” told
them what “Frank” said in “Golem”
city as if he was with them, in fact he
was watching them that time, they
were shocked to hear that from him,
“Wolf” asked “Why? Why do you
wanna kill dad?” “Victor” replied
“Because he was a mistake I have to fix
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now, you’ve been a liability since you
entered the game with Bishop in 2011,
still; without you, I could have never
been a king like I am now, but I can’t let
you live any longer; because you’re a
threat to my kingdom, without you; I’m
unstoppable” to “Frank”, then “Victor”
waved with his hands and “Khyan”
with several other monsters and
Minotaurs appeared around them,
“Frank” became “Death War” and
everyone else got himself ready for a
fight, but “Rumple” was wise enough
and teleported them all back to “Golem”
city, “Death War” said “Why did you
take us away?!” “Rumple” said “We
went there to make sure of something,
now we knew it, no need to involve
ourselves in a losing fight” everyone
was shocked to know that their obvious
enemy was “Victor”; specially with
“Quan Chi” out there…“Achilles” saw
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that “Victor” crossed the line and the
mutants should launch war on “Egypt”,
“Frank” didn’t want them to fall in a
war against “Victor” but everyone of
the “Orphans” agreed on waging war
on the Egyptian kingdom, “Rumple”
didn’t say anything, “Frank” spoke to
him about what they should do and
“Rumple” said “I told you before, the
power of true hate can’t be faced by any
other thing except by the power of true
love, you may beat Victor one day, but
you’ll never survive Naomi” “Frank”
said “You want me to sacrifice myself
now and leave them to face Victor
alone!!?” “Rumple” said “Look at
everything that happened all that time
and tell me if you’re not involved in
anything, since the beginning of
Frankenstein and till this year; you
caused nothing but death or misery to
everyone you loved even to Konrad &
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Rose, it might not be your fault always;
but maybe you’re cursed and your
curse is hurting everyone around you,
especially them” and looked at the
“Orphans”, “Frank” didn’t reply to
anything because when he thought
about it, he realized that “Rumple” &
“Victor” were right about everything
they said about him, the twins of “Dr.
Frank” have always been a curse in the
past and in the future…

War was declared and it became
well known that the “Markenstein”
empire launched war on the Egyptian
kingdom and “Victor” declared war on
them in return, “Khyan” was sent to
“Morocco” to build a huge army there
expecting an attack from the west,
“Victor” was already getting ready for a
war against the “Orphans” and was
expecting it at anytime, preparations
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took months and some battles
happened in the “Atlantic” ocean, the
humans announced neutrality and
didn’t intend to interfere in this
war…In April 2066, the first clash on
land happened and mutants won that
battle because of “Death War’s”
interference, “Frank” insisted on
leading the land troops and during
that battle; “Death War” killed a lot of
the Egyptian soldiers, “Adamaton” led
a huge division and launched a
counterattack by attacking the camped
mutants at “Atar”-“Mauritania”, but
the attack wasn’t effective and “Death
War” killed “Adamaton” after a huge
fight between both of them, “Victor”
felt that and got mad and angry,
“Sobek” was in “Marrakesh” and faced
huge battle with another unit of
mutants but the Egyptians won this
battle and a lot of mutants died and
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others got captured…“Sandman” was
ordered by “Victor” to storm the
“Markenstein” empire with a heavy
sand storm, it happened and several
cities in “Mexico” and south “USA”
disappeared off the map and the
mutants couldn’t beat that thing,
“Achilles” held the storm hardly till it
stopped, it took weeks and caused
serious damages and a lot of deaths,
“Rumple” casted a protection spell to
stop “Victor” or “Naomi” from
teleporting to anywhere in the empire
and it was effective and
useful…“Naomi” tried to attack her
sister in “London”, she appeared in the
room and “Eve” was there; “Rose”
wasn’t shocked to see “Naomi” because
she was known to be “Egypt’s” princess
and the successor queen of “Egypt”,
“Ercole” warned “Eve” already from
“Naomi” & “Victor” and told her that
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they were enemies, the sisters spoke a
little, “Eve” was ready for anything
and she was right, after some aggressive
talking and throwing blames on each
other, “Naomi” made a black sword
appear in her hand and tried to attack
“Rose” but she avoided “Naomi” with a
golden spear and both sisters started
fighting, “Rose’s” strength surprised
“Naomi” and she seemed to know how
to fight with that golden spear, “Naomi”
used magic and tied “Eve” in the
ground thinking that she won’t be able
to move but “Eve’s” intangibility power
allowed her to move and attacked
“Naomi”, after a long fight; “Naomi”
was beaten but she teleported herself
away fast; but before leaving she said
“It’s not over yet, we’ll meet again, sister”
then she left…“Talya” had a very bad
feeling and her prophecies weren’t good
for the Egyptians, she told “Seshafi”
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and she told “Victor”, he saw that
discussing peace with the “Orphans”
now was gonna look like an early
surrender, so he delayed discussing
peace for later months…“Wolf” led an
attack on south “Spain”; which was an
Egyptian territory, and “Sandman”
was holding that area, when the
mainland of south “Spain” was
attacked; “Sandman” said to himself
“You picked up the wrong land to
invade, mortals” then he made a sand
tornado and was gonna attack them
but they were prepared with a special
mutant who could turn the
environment to ice, “Miguel”, he could
freeze a very wide area of sand and
froze the sand tornado, then “Death
War” appeared and hit the ice and the
frozen tornado with his chains and
fire and the sand’s form changed to
water and melted and kept melting,
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after that the mutants took control over
the territory, this was a very strong hit
to the Egyptians, “Sandman” wasn’t
witnessed again during the war, there
were some archaeological sites not far
away from them, “Wolf” felt that there
was magic there; but he didn’t tell
anyone, in fact; it wasn’t magic, it was
one of the “Infinity” stones, “Paige”
hid one of them there with protection
from some of her friends that time but
after all these years; there was no one
there…By the end of May 2066, “Egypt”
lost “Mauritania” to the mutants after
several brutal battles, “Victor” used
magic and made a new flood and took
down more coastal cities east “USA” &
“Canada”, “Rumple” & “Achilles” did
their best and saved 1000s of lives but
more than 400,000 people died in this
new flood, “Poseidon” knew what
“Victor” did but he didn’t care, then
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someone came from the “HS” to “Cairo”
and asked to meet the king alone and
had something very precious to offer,
“Victor” was in “Algeria” leading
operations, “Naomi” met him with
“Seshafi” and he gave them what he
had, he was one of those who worked
on the “Vocal Cord” parasite in the
“Tower” organization, he had a small
sample of it and the Egyptians weren’t
gonna need more, the parasite spreads
fast on its own when it gets inside a host,
“Naomi” liked that but “Seshafi”
refused it, “Naomi” took the sample
from the man and killed him, “Seshafi”
got intense but “Naomi” held her by
telekinesis for a moment; then she left
her and disappeared…When “Naomi”
attacked “Rose” in “London”, “Eve”
thought seriously about waking
“Jenny” up, she was still alive in the
icy chamber, “Rose” agreed, they went
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to where “Jenny” was kept with the
doctors “Rose” hired and told them to
wake “Jenny” up, they did their work
and “Jenny” was confirmed alive and
her heart started beating again, after
hours of sleeping; “Jenny” woke up but
she didn’t understand what was
happening, the anti-aging dosages
given to her all these years made her
look 30s again, she was also supplied
with the “Green Goo” in the 2040s and
the doctors confirmed that it worked
with her and her cells accepted the
compound, that time the “Green Goo”
was necessary to make the anti-aging
drug work properly without food, but
being frozen for more than a decade
made her muscles absorb the
compound but didn’t grow big like
“Ivy”, in other words; “Rose” raised an
old sleeping super soldier…“Rose” &
“Eve” took hours to explain to “Jenny”
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what happened during all these years,
“Jenny” didn’t know why did “Rose”
keep her alive but “Rose” thought that
“Jenny” was “Frank’s” true love and
she kept her alive for that reason only
at the beginning then she thought of
using “Jenny” later on; and it was time
to add “Jenny” to “Rose’s” ‘Society’…In
“Berlin”, someone knew about the
“Vocal Cord” parasite, she was a thief
and she found some old documents,
formulas and reports about the
parasite in an apartment belonging to a
famous old doctor working in
“Eurocorp”, she analyzed that
“Eurocorp” was manufacturing this
parasite; but why would they
manufacture a dangerous parasite like
that unless they were gonna use it;
either in medical uses or as a global
threat against the “HS’s” enemies, the
thief was “Norman’s” girlfriend and
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she wasn’t known to “Norman’s” men
by any name except “The Cat” and she
was always masked with a cat
masquerade mask, later it was known
that she was the mother of “Norman’s”
little girl, the parasite research reports
and documents weren’t what she was
looking for; she stumbled in them by
chance, she was there for something
else, something more dangerous and
completely unholy, she didn’t find
what she was after; but she didn’t go
home empty handed and that pleased
“Norman”…
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{Hail #5}

The war got more intense between
the mutants and the Egyptians,
“Seshafi” told “Victor” what “Naomi”
did and he started looking for her,
“Naomi” intended to use the parasite
on the humans; not on the mutants and
“Victor” knew that, finding her wasn’t
a trouble to him; so he found her in
“Memphis” and he talked to her a lot
about that parasite but she didn’t
listen to him, so he took the parasite
sample from her using magic and
vaporized it, this made her mad and
tried to hit him but he resisted her hit
and pushed her away saying “I didn’t
raise you to kill anyone, except Frank
and to be everyone’s queen” to himself,
then he teleported her to his prison in
“Cairo” where he used to lock monsters
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and demons, that prison banned her
from using her powers and that was a
trouble to her and “Sindel”…During
battles in “Morocco”, “Victor” &
“Death War” met again and their fight
was devastating and both of them hit
each other with everything they’ve got,
this war killed a million soul in one
year, mutants were using laser weapons
they found years ago in “USA”, they
were old but effective, “Victor” lost 2
more of his kids from “Zena”; which
made him mad and thought of
removing “Frank’s” kids’ curse, if it was
removed; they’d become humans, but
“Rumple” knew the drill decades ago
and knew that “Frank’s” kids were
cursed of being mutants, no one could
do that but “Victor”, so “Rumple”
banned “Victor’s” magic from affecting
them somehow via dark magic, “Victor”
didn’t know that and got shocked when
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he knew that his magic was of no effect
on them, “Sobek” used his power over
animals and made all animals in
“Africa” attack the mutants in north
west “Africa”; “Cheetah” was
controlled by “Sobek’s” magic like all
animals, after weeks of travelling on
foot; the animals arrived and started
attacking the mutant units there, “Wolf”
could deal with animals but had no
power over them, so he & “Ercole” had
a rough fight with those animals,
“Frank” was leading the front lines
and heard what was happening with
his sons and the huge forces behind, he
knew that a huge attack was on its way
as a way to insulate both forces from
each other, he told his men to get ready
and stay put, but no attack happened;
“Wolf” & “Ercole” faced serious losses
and their men weren’t ready for any
fight at all, then suddenly; Harpies
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came from all directions and started
attacking them again and they killed
whoever else left but they couldn’t kill
“Wolf” or “Ercole”, “Rumple”
appeared to “Frank” and casted a
protection spell in front of the army
and told “Frank” to go and help his
kids in “Marrakesh” and the nearby
areas, “Frank” thanked him and
became “Death War” then took a
motorbike and its engine and tires
turned to blue fire and sped to them, he
arrived on time and started killing
every Harpy creature he could see and
after a while; they became afraid of
“Death War” and flew away, the bad
condition of the army made “Wolf” ask
“Fiona” and her fairies for help and
they weren’t late, they helped in every
way they could and told them that the
whole fairies were ready to fight side
by side with the mutants, they owed
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the “Orphans” & “Frank” too much
when they freed the fairies from
“Elohim” and “Solomon’s” ring,
“Death War” asked them to cover their
backs and keep the animals away,
mutant soldiers caught “Cheetah”;
who seemed weird to them, she was
hurt but not dead, “Frank” knew her
and ran to hold her, she knew him and
they had a long warm hug, “Fiona”
could heal her wounds and made her
okay, “Cheetah” knew that there was a
fight going on and wanted to fight with
“Frank” but he refused strictly and
told her to help his boys and hold the
back line, then “Frank” took the same
bike and drove fast to “Rumple” and
the others in the front, he was
surprised that nothing happened and
the Egyptians didn’t attack, “Frank”
was sure that “Victor” was gonna attack
them during the animals attack but it
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didn’t happen, it was “Victor’s” last
roll of the dice before discussing peace
with the “Orphans”, by the end of the
year, “Victor” launched one last attack
before negotiations; he broke
“Rumple’s” protection spell and casted
another one, raising every dead who
died in these deserts and made them
his army of zombies and skeletons,
they were so many in number and
“Frank’s” front army suffered several
losses but this time; the fairies were
there and they contained the situation
before more damage happens…On
January 15th 2067, “Victor” suggested
peace with the “Markenstein” empire
and pulled back his army east
“Mauritania” as a proof of his good
intentions, the “Orphans” gathered in
“El Bayadh”; where “Frank” and his
army camped, they were [Frank, Wolf,
Ercole & Ai], “Ai” was with the units
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in south “Spain”, but she was with
them online in a 3D form, “Achilles”
& “Rumple” teleported there from
“Golem” city, they discussed the fact
that “Victor” might be playing games or
trying a new strategy, “Frank” told
them that “Victor” was doing well and
didn’t need to play games, he wanted to
stop the war here considering “Quan
Chi” & “Naomi”, that time no one
heard from “Naomi” for a while and
“Rumple” couldn’t see her using his
crystal ball, the others were convinced
with what “Frank” said and agreed to
accept peace with “Victor” and the
Egyptian kingdom, there had to be a
meeting between the king of “Egypt”
and the emperor of the “Markenstein”
empire, that time it was “Wolf” but he
refused to go and asked his father to go,
the others confirmed “Wolf’s” opinion;
they saw that “Frank” should be the
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real emperor of the “Markenstein”
empire, he agreed only because a face to
face with “Victor” might be dangerous,
“Victor” asked for the meeting to
happen in “Cairo” but “Frank”
insisted to make the meeting in
“London” as a neutral territory, the
humans agreed only if both king and
emperor would meet but “Victor” asked
to allow his “Princess” & his superior
general to join him, “Frank” brought
“Wolf” & “Rumple” with him too, the
humans had 2 days to discuss and
prepare for that big meeting then
agreed, “Victor” appeared in the “Hyde
Park”; where they agreed to meet, 5
minutes later; “Frank” and his men
appeared in the presence of a lot of
human soldiers and agents from the
“Task Force” with drones, jets and
drone tanks, next to drones belonging to
the international broadcasts, it was
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strictly no civilians around and the
“Task Force” evacuated the area
around the park; just in case something
went wrong between the mutants and
the Egyptians and a fight started,
“Victor” was there with “Sobek” &
“Naomi”, which was a surprise;
“Rumple” told them that they should
be careful, “Rose” & “Eve” were
watching from a distance with one of
“Norman’s” runner girls, “Victor”
waved with his hand and a contract
appeared and said “Just like the old
times” to “Rumple”, then he signed
and threw it to “Frank”; he read it
with the others and saw no problem
with its terms, so “Frank” also signed
and “Victor” said “I believe this won’t
be out last fist fight, brother” “Frank”
said “I know, when I fall; I’ll find a
way to rise again, remember this Victor”
“Victor” replied “Copy that, agent”
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then “Victor” took his people and went
away, “Rumple” teleported away with
“Frank” & “Wolf” too; back to “Golem”
city, the meeting was live on
international broadcasts and “Konrad”
could see it, he knew his father and
brother and saw how people reacted to
what happened, humans saw that this
peace treaty would turn into a war
declaration on the “HS” later on, talk
shows and social media revealed the
humans’ fears, “Konrad’s” doctor asked
him about his opinion and he replied
“My mother used to warn me from
overreacting, sometimes it turns people
to animals, treat people like animals;
they start acting like animals, that’s
how the world rounds”…“Naomi” with
“Victor” in that meeting wasn’t her, it
was one of his daughters who had the
ability to shapeshift, “Naomi’s”
existence as “Victor’s” successor was
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essential for the public to see, “Rumple”
knew that she wasn’t there and he
knew why, he told “Frank” and his
kids and he told them about the Cube
and “Dak” and her dagger, knowing
about the dagger gave them hope to
overcome “Naomi’s” power, but
“Rumple” told them that he doubted
that “Naomi” or “Victor” had the
dagger, he saw that it was someone else
controlling “Naomi” using the dagger,
“Wolf” said “That someone must be
Quan Chi!” “Achilles” said “Or
Rasputin, who knows?!” “Rumple”
said “If it’s anyone of them, then they’ll
resurface only when Naomi kills Victor”
“Frank” thought that this peace will
give them enough time to search for
“Quan Chi” & “Rasputin” well, but
their problem was in the “HS”, the
humans were shooting weird satellites
that belonged to “USA” or any other
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country from the west, making
searching there nearly impossible; but
“Cathy” could manage in limits,
“Ercole” thought of contacting “Rose”
& “Eve” but “Frank” advised them not
to do so; in order not to expose them to
danger, he had someone else in mind,
“Jessie”…“Ercole” found a way to
contact “Jessie” and asked her to help,
at the beginning “Ercole” didn’t expect
her to help but he was shocked to know
that she agreed, she owed “Frank” a
favor when he saved her life in “Spain”
and he knew that she’d accept, “Jessie”
used everything she could use and
checked every far and abandoned area
in “Europe” & “Russia” using the
mutants satellite sensors and energy
detectors but couldn’t find anything
unusual, “Rumple” thought that they
might be in their homeland, “China”,
“Jessie” wasn’t late and tried to find
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anything in “China” and after some
hard work; she found mutant activities
and huge heat generations somewhere
near “Beijing”, she didn’t have any
confirmation that it was “Quan Chi”
but the power there was strong enough
to attract anyone’s attention, “Frank”
saw that going for a battle like this
while “Victor” was watching means
that there’s something wrong, if
technology could detect something in
“China”, how couldn’t “Victor” and
his magicians and sorcerers detect it,
unless he knew something and didn’t
wanna share it with them, “Frank”
told them that he’d go there with
“Rumple” & “Wolf” only, the others
had to wait in “Golem” city and to be
ready…[Frank, Rumple & Wolf]
appeared near the given location and
confirmed “Quan Chi’s” existence; he
was eating human flesh with his wife,
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“Rumple” confirmed the dagger’s
existence too; he could feel its power,
but there were 3 guardians guarding
them, “Rasputin” wasn’t there,
“Rumple” said “We’ll need the others
now” “Frank” replied “No, we’ll need
Victor, teleport him here” “Wolf” asked
“We signed a peace treaty with the
pharaohs, okay, but do you think he’ll
help us?” “Frank” replied “He will
help, but he won’t be helping us; he’d
be saving his kingdom from
annihilation” “Rumple” agreed to
bring him and brought him to them,
“Victor” got shocked and they told him
what happened and how did they find
“Quan Chi”, “Victor” moved his hand
and told them that there’s a powerful
ancient spell covering him and his
men from “Victor’s” eye, “Rumple”
confirmed and told them that “Quan
Chi’s” magic was very rare and
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powerful, but they noticed that
“Rasputin” wasn’t there, “Victor”
brought “Khyan” and “Rumple”
brought “Ercole” & “Ai” according to
“Frank’s” request, he didn’t wanna add
“Achilles” to serious battles because he
had a baby boy recently, next to the
fact that he was aging, in the
“Markenstein” empire; mutants didn’t
have the anti-aging drug and the
humans weren’t selling it to them, so
mutants were getting old and dying in
regular ages, except those with healing
factors like “Wolf” & “Ai”…“Quan Chi”
knew that they weren’t alone, he told
his wife and she moved her demons,
“Victor” knew that they lost the
element of surprise but “Frank” saw
that it wasn’t important anymore, he
turned to “Death War” and jumped
and faced “Quan Chi”, the others
jumped after him and they faced each
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other, the family’s team was [Death
War, Victor, Rumple, Wolf, Ercole, Ai
& Khyan], “Quan Chi’s” team was
[Sindel, Hellspawner, Dark Khan &
Holl] next to “Quan Chi” himself,
“Dark Khan” & “Holl” were big
powerhouses, “Ercole” & “Khyan” were
gonna handle them, “Death War” &
“Victor” were gonna face “Quan Chi”,
“Wolf” & “Ai” were gonna face
“Hellspawner” and “Rumple” was
gonna handle “Sindel”, the fight took a
long time and they were detected by the
Chinese, they sent their robotic dragons
there to bomb the place but they didn’t
make it there, [Rose, Jessie & Eve] were
there in a jet of their own and shot the
Chinese dragons, they were gonna cover
them from any assailant jets or dragons
attacking the place because they saw
that fire was gonna make “Quan Chi”
stronger and he may escape during the
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bombings, and also to protect their own
family; which was their priority, they
had a surprise on board too, the fight
took a lot of effort and power, so “Rose”
said “Go ahead, you’re up” then
someone jumped with a jetpack and
landed in the middle of the fight and
joined the family’s side, she was
“Jenny”; but she was using a new “Iron
Legion” suit like “Frankenstein”-a
female design-and fought too well,
“Death War” didn’t know her but he
noticed that she was fighting on their
side and her mask was like his old
“Frankenstein” mask, the battle ended
between “Ercole” & “Dark Khan” by
“Ercole’s” beating him, “Holl” had the
upper hand but he made a mistake
and “Khyan” stabbed him in the neck
with one of his horns then stabbed him
in the heart with his sword,
“Hellspawner” beat both “Wolf” & “Ai”
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by his chains and fire, but they weren’t
burning because they were healers, “Ai”
suspected that this might be “Kun” but
she wasn’t sure, “Hellspawner’s”
technique of fighting was very much
similar to “Kun”, “Death War” caught
“Jenny” from her back and the back of
her neck and threw her strongly on
“Hellspawner” and took him down,
“Death War” freed “Wolf” & “Ai” from
the burning chains and went to help
“Victor”, “Rumple” lost the fight to
“Sindel” and she almost killed him
but “Khyan” hit her strongly using his
horns and threw her for a distance,
“Rumple” saw the golden dagger and
told “Khyan” to cover him and he went
and took it, then he had an idea, he
yelled to “Victor” and told him to
release “Naomi” and he’d control her,
“Victor” understood and released
“Naomi” from her special prison and
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“Rumple” called her using the dagger,
she appeared in front of him and
didn’t seem to understand what’s
happening, “Rumple” ordered her to
kill “Sindel” and both women fought
badly using magic, “Ercole” beat
“Dark Khan” and held him from his
throat very strongly, “Sindel” felt that
she was losing the fight, so she
teleported away with her men and left
“Quan Chi”, he wasn’t surprised by
her move and kept fighting, “Death
War” told his kids not to interfere in
the fight with “Quan Chi”, but
“Rumple” used “Naomi” against
“Quan Chi” and her help was essential
and effective, then “Quan Chi”
decided to hit “Victor” with his power
and “Victor” faced him with his power
and “Death War” joined “Victor’s”
power with his blue fire then “Rumple”
& “Naomi” joined themwith their fires
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too, “Quan Chi” got shocked to feel that
he was losing till he got hit by the
family’s power and got hurt too badly
but didn’t die, they went close to him
and surrounded him; while they were
standing and he was laying down on
his back with sever wounds and burns,
he looked at them and laughed saying
“You can’t kill me, I’m immortal, I am
a GOD!” “Death War” replied “If you’re
a God, then this is the day when Gods
FALL TO US” then he breathed his fire
in “Quan Chi’s” face and turned him
to ashes, “Khyan” said “When a God
speaks, heed him” to himself about
“Death War”…“Rose” and the others
saw that and went away, “Jenny” was
still with “Death War” and the others,
they asked her who was she and she
opened the mask, “Ercole” couldn’t
believe what he saw and it took him a
minute to understand and hugged her,
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it took her a minute too; because
“Ercole” was getting old too, but he was
still tough, “Death War” became
“Frank” and looked at “Rumple” as if
he wanted to tell him to make sure that
it was her and “Rumple” confirmed
that she was human and it was her for
real, “Victor” looked at “Rumple” and
opened his hand as if he was asking
him to deliver the dagger, “Rumple”
looked at the dagger and at “Naomi”
and remembered what he wanted to do
decades and decades ago, but he gave it
to “Victor”, then he took “Khyan” &
“Naomi” and left without talking,
“Frank” told “Rumple” to take them to
“Golem” city and he did it before the
Chinese forces arrive, “Sindel” was
watching her husband dying and her
“Dark One” getting lost, but she started
to fall in love with “Death War”;
specially after killing “Quan Chi”, she
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disappeared ever since and couldn’t be
detected by “Rumple” later on, “Victor”
didn’t care for her but he was wrong
about ignoring her…
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{Gods’ Vengeance}

“Wolf” and the others tried to
convince “Frank” to stay with them
and become the emperor of the
“Markenstein” empire, but he refused
saying “I’m not born to be a king or an
emperor, I’d rather be a good man than
a good emperor, I’m done with this
world, my time has passed, may the
second half of this century be yours; as
much as its first half was mine!” to his
kids, he kissed “Achilles’s” son and
congratulated him and said goodbyes
to his kids and decided to go to
“Everest”, where the ‘Gate of the Dead’
was and decided to raise the woman he
and his twin loved very much,
“Hylaria”, but he didn’t tell them that
he was gonna do that of
course…“Rumple” told “Frank” that he
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can help him to appear at the cave in
“Everest”, “Frank” asked him “Why do
you care so much about me raising my
true love? You want me dead Rumple??”
“Rumple” replied “I don’t care at all,
you know that, but what you don’t
know is the delicate situation Victor
put you in; when he raised Naomi
somehow and killed your girl, he told
Naomi that you did this to torture her
and Victor, we were united when we
killed Quan Chi but whatever happens
in the world; she’ll never forget that”
“Frank” said “Telling Naomi about the
truth won’t change her attitude, she
hatted me since the beginning and till
now; she wants me dead more than
anything in the world” “Rumple” said
“That’s why you can’t stop her, she’s
powered by vengeance and hatred for
the baby she never saw and later got
killed in return of her own life, this
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power of hatred can’t be faced by blue
fire or chains or any other weapon
except by the power of true love, you
can fool the Gate again, but I don’t
know if the Reaper will be fooled again
or not and I don’t know the
consequences of such trick” “Frank”
didn’t reply for a moment then he
asked “Rumple” to teleport him to
“Everest” and “Rumple” did it…That
time, “Cheetah” was in “Golem” city
with the others and seemed to be aging,
she had kids from “Frank” too but they
were like her, human-shaped
cheetahs, but they died when the
island was flooded during the first
flood, “Cheetah” loved “Frank” very
much and saying goodbye wasn’t that
easy; so “Frank” left while she was
asleep…“Eve” had to leave “London”
and went to “USA” because the humans’
sensors started to get close to her and
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started causing troubles to “Norman”
and his men, so “Rose” agreed to let her
go back to her siblings, but “Rose”
wasn’t gonna be welcomed there as a
human and she was right, “Achilles”
saw that “Rose” corrupted “Eve’s” mind
and made her abandon her
siblings…Before leaving, “Eve” told
“Rose” that “Cheetah” was alive and
that she was in “Golem” city with
“Frank’s” kids but “Rose” didn’t care
for that, yet…

“Jenny” was in “Golem” city, but
not for long; she had to go back to
“London” to avoid problems and to
help “Rose” with her run from the law
forces, “Rose” was still wanted because
of “Frank” being a mutant, despite the
British public’s efforts; the government
wasn’t backing down, “Konrad” was
getting better and started training to
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use weapons and to control his augs, by
time he started to fall in love with his
doctor, her name was “Mila”…“Naomi”
changed her mind about killing
everyone and agreed to her father’s
opinion, “Victor” knew that it was the
dagger’s influence, he hid the dagger
and casted a protection spell on it to
protect it from robbery; even from
“Naomi” herself, later she used some
help to break the spell and get the
dagger, “Victor” taught her everything
about the kingdom and about
everything happening around the
world and what’s new and she was
getting confident more and more…

On “Everest” mountain, exactly at
the cave where the gate was, there was
someone living there protecting it from
being used, the “Stone Watcher”, he
wasn’t around when “Frank” arrived
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but he felt that there was a visitor, so he
went back to the cave fast, “Frank”
moved in slowly and started to face
traps, his old body wasn’t gonna help
him so he turned to “Death War” and
walked in, then suddenly the “Stone
Watcher” appeared in front of him and
it was a surprise to see the “Stone
Watcher”, he wasn’t there when the
“Sentinels” were there in 2017, after a
while of staring; the “Stone Watcher”
attacked “Death War” with thunder
and threw him out of the cave and the
fight became outside, the cold weather
made the fire breath not effective; so
“Death War” had to use only his skills
and chains, after a long time fighting;
someone appeared out of nowhere and
stopped the “Stone Watcher” then
teleported him away, the guy seemed to
be an ancient Chinese man, he was a
thunder God in the ancient eras, his
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name was “Raiden”, he was there for
“Death War” specially, they spoke
about “Quan Chi” and “Raiden” told
“Death War” about “Sindel” and her
child who’s on his way to Earth realm,
“Death War” asked him “Why didn’t
you stop Quan Chi like we did? And
why don’t you stop his boy??” “Raiden”
said “Because killing in the Parallel
Dimension is a usual thing that turns
anyone into a demon directly, down
there; I didn’t make the sacrifice and
I’m considered the bad thing; like the
devil here, whoever kills becomes a
demon and get praised, after death;
killers get tortured more than regular
people who commit different sins and
get tortured too, in other words; evil is
legal there and good is illegal, and I’m
not a killer” “Frank” was astonished of
what this Chinese guy said, “The
sacrifice! You’re saying that you’re
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Jesus Christ?!” “Frank” asked, “Raiden”
confirmed, “Frank” said “Your
sacrifice made us choose between good
and bad; but sometimes killing is
justified, sometimes by taking a life;
others can be preserved” “Raiden” said
“Is that the quote you comfort yourself
with every time you kill?!” “Frank”
didn’t reply, “Raiden” gave him an
amulet; it was called “The Amulet of
Lost Souls”, it could trap any soul in it,
only “Death War” was given that
amulet because he was the one who
killed “Quan Chi” and he was the one
to kill his angry son, “Shinnok”,
“Frank” took the amulet but he told
“Raiden” that his days were numbered
and won’t be able to face “Shinnok”,
“Raiden” told him to give it to someone
who can fight a demon like that saying
“The amulet is yours now, give it to
anyone you think he can handle
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Shinnok if you didn’t have a chance,
whoever you give the amulet to; I’ll be
watching him always till the end and
I’ll always be there to help” then
thunder fall on him and he
disappeared, “Frank” looked at the
amulet and at the cave and thought
about this for a moment then he moved
inside the cave to finish what he came
for with an idea in mind, “Frank”
wanted to die; but as long as “Death
War” was in him, he’d never be free,
that’s why he thought of that trip from
the beginning…Before getting in the
cave, he was pulled by magic to the
outside by “Naomi”, “Frank” fall on
his back under “Naomi’s” feet, she put
her knee on his neck to prevent him
from moving, she said “I thought
whoever use the gate dies, just for my
curiosity; how come you’re not dead?
Or did you fool magic again!!” “Frank”
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said “I didn’t use the gate except once
when I killed you and raised your
father, about Angela; it’s Victor’s work
not mine, my life now proves my words;
besides to the fact that when you came
to life, you didn’t appear here and I
wasn’t anywhere around you, think
about it Naomi, it wasn’t me; it was
Victor!” “Naomi” thought about it for a
minute then she asked him “Then why
are you here now? You wanna fix it,
right?” “Frank” said “You don’t know
me well, I think” “Naomi” got angry
and said “You’ll die either you used
the gate or not” then she tried to
squeeze his neck with her hands but
he turned to “Death War” and hit her,
then both of them fought for minutes
and “Death War” beat her down and
sent her to sleep, then the “Stone
Watcher” appeared again and hit
“Death War” with a strong thunder
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bolt which sent the tired “Death War”
to sleep too, the “Stone Watcher”
noticed “Naomi’s” dress was referring to
the pharaohs, so he couldn’t kill her
and took them both and teleported
them to somewhere in “Siberia”, in
order to get lost and die in the snow,
“Frank” woke up and didn’t see anyone
around him; “Naomi” was somewhere
far, “Frank” walked in the snow for a
long time then he took the amulet and
said “It looks like I’m not gonna use this
thing any sooner, I’m lost, I don’t know
where I am, I need Your help” and he
was looking at the sky; then at once
“Raiden” appeared to “Frank” and
said “I knew that you won’t have a
chance to use the gate, not now at least”
“Frank” said “So you brought Naomi to
stop me?! Who are you for real??”
“Raiden” replied “I’m Raiden, the
elder God of Thunder and protector of
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Earth realm, I’ve been alive for
millions of your life years, even before
Adam was created” “Frank” asked
“Why do you want me to kill that
Shinnok? You must have more
qualified personals, and where were
you when we were searching for Quan
Chi all that past time?!” “Raiden” said
“Quan Chi is nothing compared to
Shinnok, he’s more like you and
Necromancer” “Frank” got intense and
asked him how did he knew about
“Necromancer”, “Raiden” replied “I
know everything, EVERYTHING, as for
why didn’t I help you, I didn’t help
because you and your kids didn’t ask
for my help!” “Frank” didn’t say
anything, “Raiden” took “Frank” to
the “Parallel Dimension” and “Frank”
was shocked to see everything in that
place, everything was reversed literally,
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even the drivers seats in cars and buses
were different than on Earth…

The British people in “Britain”
made a protest march demanding the
“HS” to stop searching for “Rose”,
people saw her the only person
addressing the British problems and
requests to the “HS” before the
prosecution, although she wasn’t a part
of the regime or even a mayor; but the
former German mayor of “Britain” was
using her advises always even when
she was in “Berlin” with “Frank”, next
to social media’s care for her as an
important British icon, this made her
an important person in the future with
a juggernaut responsibility on her
shoulders, but she could take it…
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{A Deal For Love}

“Raiden” showed “Frank”
everything in the “Parallel Dimension”
and told him how things were going,
the planet was like it used to be before
the floods because no flood happened
at all, there were no problems and
struggles between the humans and the
mutants, the war was between the
humans and the aliens; who invaded a
lot of areas around the world, “Frank”
saw the Nazi “Swastika” logo in a
public TV and knew that the German
language was the number one language
in that world and “Germany” and the
“Axis” countries were the super
countries in that dimension, “Raiden”
told him that the Nazis won the war in
the far past and 90% of “Europe” was
“Nazi Germany” and 10% was the
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kingdom of “Italy”, “Britain”
surrendered to the Nazis, “USA” & the
“USSR” were bombed by atomic bombs
and were very weak countries;
concerning the military power, “Japan”
ruled half “China” and the rest of the
countries and islands of south east
“Asia”…“Shinnok” was in a place
where “Raiden” couldn’t go to, that’s
why he needed “Frank” as a demon, it
was a place in the underworld to be
accessed only from “Chuuk” island in
the “Parallel Dimension”, the island
was controlled by “Shinnok” and his
demons were everywhere there, so
“Raiden” told him to make his way in
the island and lock “Shinnok” in the
amulet, once he can do that; “Frank”
would save his world from “Shinnok’s”
intention to destroy Earth and its
humans, “Frank” agreed to do so in
return of “Raiden’s” help with the
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‘Gate of the Dead’ and to allow the one
who rises from death to leave the cave
without troubles with the cave’s
protectors or the “Stone Watcher”,
“Raiden” agreed and teleported “Frank”
to the island, thunder hit the ground
near “Raiden” and someone ancient
appeared with a hammer and long
beard and asked “Raiden” “Do you
think this demon will kill another
master demon like him?!! I don’t think
so!” “Raiden” replied “I’m sure he will;
if not for the sake of humanity, then
he’ll do it for his children’s sake, he
knows that they can’t face that kind of
evil, that’s why I’ll agree to what he
wants, because whoever he’ll raise from
death; will be an ultimate saint, not
because she’s a perfect person; but
because HE is an ultimate demon and
because his descendants need wise
guidance”…
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“Frank” turned to “Death War” and
started walking in the island and
killed any demon he saw violently,
this attracted “Shinnok’s” attention
and he went to see what’s going on,
when “Shinnok” saw “Death War”; he
knew that this was the guy who killed
his father “I can smell my father’s
blood in your flames, you dare to come
here?!” he said; then jumped to face
“Death War”, when they stood face to
face, “Shinnok” ordered his demons to
stand down and watch him killing
“Quan Chi’s” assassin, then he
attacked “Death War” and he posted
the amulet in front of “Shinnok” and
activated it as “Raiden” told him, then
suddenly; “Shinnok” started turning to
smoke and got inside the amulet and it
locked itself, when this happened, a
voice came in “Death War’s” ear telling
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him to break the amulet, it was
“Raiden” and “Death War” did it, this
removed the evil spells and magic off
the island and “Raiden” could appear
there and used his power and sent all
demons to Hell, then he looked at
“Death War” and said “That was faster
than I thought, you are a unique
warrior” “Death War” became “Frank”
and said “I did what you couldn’t do,
now it’s your turn to do what I can’t do”
“Raiden” understood and took “Frank”
to Earth-the original dimension-and
inside the cave, in front of the gate;
“Raiden” said “There’s a price of
raising anyone from death…” “Frank”
interrupted “Whoever rises; must be
replaced by the Gate user, the key
leaves a mark on the user’s hand and
the Reaper comes to collect the soul I
know, that’s why I’m here” then he
caught the key and opened the gate,
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then the black fluid appeared and
“Frank” wished “Hylaria” to come
back to the realm of the living, the
black fluid formed a female human
body and “Hylaria” started to be
formed, when she was created; she was
naked, she opened her eyes and didn’t
believe that “Frank” was in front of her,
she didn’t know him momentarily
because of his old face; then she knew
him and went to hug him and both of
them hugged and kissed like 2 lovers
who didn’t see each other for decades,
“Hylaria” looked at “Frank” and the
environment around her and took
“Frank’s” hand and saw the mark, she
understood what “Frank” did and said
“No no no, you didn’t do this!”, “Frank”
told her that “Raiden” would help her
out of the cave without complications
and to wherever she wants, but she
wasn’t listening and kept his head in
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her hands and was crying badly, then
the “Grim Reaper” appeared behind
“Frank”, he looked at “Raiden” and
took a second then moved towards
“Frank”; this act was noticed by
“Raiden” but he didn’t comment, he
knew that the “Reaper” had no eyes or
senses; in fact, he looked like usual
with the wide black hood and axe but
he had all his missing senses from
“Undertaker’s” body; including
“Undertaker’s” memories, “Hylaria”
held “Frank” from the back of his neck
strongly and told him what’s behind
him but “Frank” didn’t reply to that,
he kept telling her how much he loved
her and hugged her strongly; his last
words in her ear were “You changed
my life with your love, even death
won’t be enough to separate us, I love
you Hylaria, I love you, whatever
happens and whatever you know about
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me; the only truth you must know for
sure is that I loved no woman but you
and I’ve always been in love with you,
only YOU, find me Hylaria, FIND ME”
then the “Reaper” started pulling
“Frank’s” soul and both lovers kept
kissing each other till “Frank’s” soul
was taken by the “Reaper”, then he
whispered in “Frank’s” ear “Your soul
belongs to the dead now” but neither
“Raiden” nor “Hylaria” heard that,
only “Frank” and he knew that voice
too but he didn’t have a chance to react
or say anything to “Raiden”, then the
cave’s statue guards started to move,
when it happened; “Hylaria’s” body
turned to blue and her hair became
red, like she used to look like in the
past but this time it was different and
she felt that she was stronger and
different, it became her default skin
and hair colors, even her eyes became
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yellow too, “Raiden” created a
protection spell around him and
“Hylaria” and took her outside, she
looked at “Raiden” and asked him
who he was and he told her who he was
and everything “Frank” did to save
Earth from “Quan Chi” & “Shinnok”,
she said “He’s been a champion till the
end of his life, but it’s not over yet”
“Raiden” understood and said “He
killed his twin decades ago, they’re
both dead now” “Hylaria” said “How
did you know about that?!” “Raiden”
told her the same thing he told “Frank”,
that he knows everything…“Raiden”
gave “Hylaria” a relic that keeps him
and her in contact, in case she needed
him and that was another part of his
deal with “Frank” before going to the
“Parallel Dimension”, when they were
outside the cave, weather was freezing
and “Hylaria” was still naked but she
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felt no cold, she told “Raiden” about
that as a note; “Raiden” told her the
gate’s rules and she understood that she
became a mutant and asked “Raiden”
to help her with her mutations to avoid
hurting anyone, he agreed and took
her to someplace in “China”, where 2
of his students and several monks were
and they welcomed her and started
studying her using the old methods of
the Chinese Shaolins, she stayed there
for a year and a half and knew
everything about her new self…The
“Shaolins” never looked “Raiden” in
the eye because they couldn’t, only his
students and “Hylaria” could look him
in the eye…One day, “Raiden” saw that
the ‘Gate of the Dead’ shouldn’t be left
like this, the “Stone Watcher” was
doing well protecting the cave from
intruders, but the old status and the
cave’s traps were doing well when the
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key wasn’t in the Gate, that’s why the
“Stone Watcher” wasn’t there in 2017;
because the Gate couldn’t be used
without the key, when the key was
used and left there; “Raiden” had to
use someone to prevent any mankind
from getting inside the cave, depending
on what “Frank” and his friends did
in 2017, the “Stone Watcher” was the
one for the job that time, so “Raiden”
sent his hammered man to destroy the
key and he crushed it with his
hammer; which made the Gate useless
and “Raiden” set the “Stone Watcher”
free…“Raiden” felt that the “Reaper”
was different somehow…

This left the big family separated,
the “Orphans” lived together in
“Golem” city and faced their internal
affairs in the American continents and
could handle everything and every
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minor threat there, “Rose” & “Jenny”
lived with “Norman” and his people in
“London” for some time; then they
moved to “Berlin” because the
government was changed and the new
regime changed some laws, “Victor”
had some peaceful time in his kingdom
and “Naomi” could get close to “Seshafi”
and the others and that was good for
her, then one day she discovered that
she could change her skin color to
black and her body could get bigger
physiology and long-sharp fingernails,
her black form changed her face to be
like a monster with a wide mouth full
of big sharp teeth, this was her monster
form; just like “Victor’s” winged-lion
monster form, she was obviously getting
stronger…One day, “Frank”-as “Death
War”-woke up in the cave and became
the demon only, unlike before when he
was the man and the demon, this made
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“Death War” more powerful and
aggressive and his fire became red, like
usual fire, he got out of the cave hardly
and started moving around, then he
roared in an unusual way; expressing
his anger and pain, this took the
attention of “Victor” & “Rumple”, they
didn’t know what happened or what
was that, but they knew that there’s
something so powerful in the east
roaring, “Victor” saw him with his eye
and went to “Rumple” asking him
what did he do, “Rumple” said “I
thought if he died he’d find peace and
give us the peace we all need, you know
that he was cursed by God and by the
devil, being neutrally cursed wasn’t
natural at all and this caused a lot of
disturbances, I thought his death
would return the balance between good
& evil!!” “Victor” replied “Now his soul
found peace and we got Hell on our
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heads, that kind of evil isn’t
containable by dark magic or even
pharaohs magic, only Ra can stop him”
“Rumple” said “Or the gold masked
sorcerer, anyway; it’s Hell on your head
I’m afraid; you’re the one who raised
your girl from the dead to kill the
demon you created, you’re the bad guy
here Victor, nowmaybe your ‘Dark One’
can help you with the masked sorcerer!”
“Victor” didn’t reply because he knew
what “Rumple” referred to and went
away, “Rumple” knew that “Death
War” could be defeated by someone else
and that’s why he mentioned “Naomi”
as “Victor’s” “Dark One” and he knew
that she was the only one who could
help with the gold masked
sorcerer…“Sindel” felt “Death War”
and brought him to her before “Victor”
& “Rumple” could act, she added him
to her clan and he didn’t have much
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reasons to refuse, “Death War” was on
Earth; but “Frank’s” soul was taken by
the “Reaper” and thrown in the evil
dimension known as the “Dimension
of Lost Souls”, the “Amulet of Lost Souls”
takes anyone or any demon directly to
that dimension, which means that
“Shinnok” was there too, but he was a
demon there, “Frank” was nothing
more than a trapped tortured soul
there; simply because he refused to
serve the Lords…Being there was a
punishment for everything evil “Frank”
did all his life, but God was merciful
with him and sent someone to rescue
his soul later on, someone “Frank”
loved…

“Konrad” started to appear in
several ops in many cities in “Germany”
and was very powerful and effective,
some people saw that he was a robot
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and others saw that he was an “Aug”;
no one was sure, he was using a metal
mask and a voice changer and never
showed his face to anyone, he was
considered a free agent like the “Waffe
X17” clone, later in 2068; he was
added to “Shelton’s” team, “TF55”,
under the code name of “Frankenstein”
with a circle shield resembling
“Frank’s” shield in the past…By that
time, “Rose” wasn’t wanted anymore;
but she preferred to stay in the shadows;
no talk shows or media programs, later
the government respected her silence
and sent apologies to “Rose” in an
official email and she saw that a kind
of appreciation for her hard work in
the past and for her mother’s history
too…“Farah” and a lot of her men and
other mercenary “Augs” were few of
many criminals killed and captured
by “Konrad” and his modern augs and
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equipment, “Oliver” survived “Konrad”
by a miracle and travelled to “Madrid”
on his own, later he met some
criminals in “Madrid” who
introduced him to their gang leader
lady named “Havoc”, she was a masked
woman, her men were some mercenary
“Augs” who clashed with the “TF”
agents in “France” more than once,
these “Augs” were planning to move to
“Berlin” somehow to do something
dangerous, “Havoc” knew how to avoid
the “Public Eye” and knew a lot of
things about the official forces,
“Havoc’s” need for some humans made
her agree to add “Oliver” and other
human criminals to her gang, there
was someone who was gonna cover on
them in “Germany”…“Ercole” &
“Jenny” stayed in touch secretly; just
in case anything happened to any of
them and also because she was his
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mother, “Cathy” was covering that
signal from the humans’ spying
satellites…“Raiden” told “Hylaria”
everything about what happened since
she was killed in 2026 and till 2068,
she was shocked by how bad things
were and was sorry for “Frank’s” pain
all these years, “Our love will be
mentioned in history forever, I will
always be your Mystique and you will
always be my Sentinel” “Hylaria” said
to herself about “Frank”, her first and
only TRUE LOVE…What “Hylaria”
knew about herself and powers made
her shocked and astonished, she wasn’t
affected by any element of nature; no
fire or ice could affect her body
temperature or state, her skin could get
smooth and rough at will; allowing her
to slide on any surface or get attached to
any surface even if the material was
leather or another human skin or soft
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walls or glass, her flexibility got higher
than ever before and higher than any
human or mutant on Earth, her
healing factor worked even for her
bones and skull, even if any limb of
hers was cut down; it regenerates and
grows like usual again within seconds,
later she discovered that even if her
head was cut off; it was gonna grow out
of her neck and be formed again with
the same hair color and length, her
fingernails were sharper than blades
and could cut in steel and she could get
them in her fingers and pull them out
when needed; but her nails weren’t as
long and big as “Wolf” or “Cheetah”,
her yellow eyes made her see in
complete darkness even better than
humans in daylight and better than
any living thing on Earth, her muscles
were stronger than the toughest human
being; just like the super soldiers
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which allowed her to run so fast like
“Isaac”, all that power in her muscles,
veins, tissues, organs and cells banned
her from eating, drinking or sleeping
because everything inside her body was
working in a real closed loop and in
continuous resistance to anything from
the outside, even the “Faraday Cages”
weren’t gonna affect her, later she
found out that she could breathe
underwater and swim too fast like fish,
this ability helped in the
future…“Raiden” took her to another
planet in another galaxy; where life
exists, the living creatures there didn’t
breathe oxygen at all, “Hylaria”
coughed for a minute, then she stopped
coughing and stood well; her lungs and
body got used to the new environment
and the new gas, then “Raiden” took
her to other living and nonliving
planets with different gases and she
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adapted to all of them, he told her that
he took her to all planets with living
creatures and she adapted to all their
environments, later she discovered that
she could adapt to anything else on
Earth; like getting exposed to volcanic
lava and healing without a trouble
and the poisonous gases from the lava
didn’t affect her, poisons from snakes,
spiders or scorpions had no effect on
her too, this made her the most
powerful mutant on Earth without
weaknesses, “Raiden” came to her one
night and said “I hope you use all that
power to do something good for
humanity, don’t repeat Mark’s mistake
when he thought that he was a God
like Me” He was talking about
“Magnet”, “Hylaria” said “I’m no
Goddess and I promise; I won’t be
anything but what you want me to be,
Jesus, if you allow me to call you like
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that!” “Raiden” said “Call me
whatever you like, what matters is
your heart, walk on my path and I
won’t fail you, people will see you as a
Goddess among mutants, don’t let that
corrupt your pure heart” “Hylaria” sat
on one knee and asked “Raiden” one
more thing, she asked for forgiveness for
her children and “Frank’s” children,
the “Orphans”, “Raiden” told her that
if they kept considering themselves
Gods; he would punish them like
“Mark” & “Angela”, “Hylaria” asked
for a chance to make things right and
that was expected by “Raiden”, he saw
that it was time for “Hylaria” to go and
do God’s work in the world; to save it
from evil and to save it from destroying
itself…
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“Hylaria’s” input in the world made
a huge difference in humanity’s future,
the blue color of her body and face
made knowing her nearly impossible
for anyone who never saw her in that
form, she never had to care about DNA
or fingerprints because she had none of
them and even if she had DNA, she was
dead for decades and had no database
anywhere…“Isaac” finished his part in
human salvation; he returned the
‘believing in God’ theory back to
humans’ minds and showed the world
that God exists, besides to getting all
humans out of the mutants’ slavery
and the Egyptians’ titanic, his role was
over and he was released, “Hylaria’s”
turn came according to God’s wisdom;
He never showed Himself to anyone but
His apostles and disciples, “Hylaria”
was the first regular person to see God
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in any form; besides to “Frank”,
“Raiden’s” students were special
protectors and ancient warriors, which
meant that “Hylaria” was a really good
person and was chosen by God to be one
of His special saints; like the
“Horsemen of Peace” and “Raiden’s”
students, with a difference that she was
gonna work alone; which added loads
on her shoulders, she had to be careful
and wise because she was handed the
torch after the “Horsemen of Peace”,
they were released and God transported
them to heaven…“Hylaria” became
God’s fighter on Earth…

One day, “Eurocorp” got attacked by
thugs and they took several documents,
formulas, hard drives and drawings of
a classified project in the “Genetics
Engineering” department, but this
wasn’t their only mission; their
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secondary objective was killing every
scientist and doctor working in the
“Applied Sciences” department, that
department was the one where “Konrad”
& “Shelton” were built and the
department where several “Waffe X”
clones were hidden and built, one of
those scientists was “Mila” and she was
murdered with these scientists; or so
they thought, “Konrad” and all units
did their best to save these people there
but they failed and the thugs could
escape, they knew everything the
“Public Eye” forces could do and
avoided all their weapons and robots
and escaped, the assailant thugs were
actually the augmented thugs from
“Spain” and “Oliver” was one of the
human criminals with them, they
camped in an old underground metro
station that wasn’t used anymore and
was considered a junkyard, their boss
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was with them, cameras caught the
face of one of the men, he was maimed
and had augmentations on the right
side of his face and eye, “Konrad” got
mad and sad for weeks because of
“Mila’s” death; the “Boss” never left
“Konrad’s” side, “Rose” tried to contact
him but he didn’t reply to her, he was
living in a new house away from
“Frank’s” old house where “Rose” &
“Jenny” were, the house’s basement
and garage were “Konrad’s” base of
operations and his special lockup of
weapons and tools, he decided to hunt
those thugs on his own using his
equipment and augs without anyone’s
help…The “Aug” whose face was caught
on cameras was called “Emile
Sandoval”, “Havoc” was actually
“Jessie’s” mother, “Brenda”, but she
didn’t know that her mother was the
gang’s boss yet…The guy who was
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covering on the “Augs” and thugs was
named “Willy Stefan” and he was a
mad scientist…On the other hand,
“Emile” was undercover for someone
VERY dangerous and powerful, he was
another “Aug” like him; but he was
much dangerous than “Emile”…In
“Eurocorp”, one of the workers there
took a test tube from the samples lab
and hid it, then he got out and gave it
to some in return of money, the sample
in the tube was “Frank’s” DNA which
“Eurocorp” uses to manufacture “Waffe
X” clones, the twins DNAwas so unique
and “Konrad” inherited that
weirdness, someone very rich and
dangerous asked for the DNA of that
‘human’ precisely by any means
necessary and he got it, who was him
and what was he gonna do with
“Frank’s” DNA and how did he even
know that “Frank” was different??…
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{The Goddess of Mutants & The
God of Augs}

“Konrad” thought of visiting
someone who was a robotics engineer
and used to know a lot about
mechanical implants and robotics, he
had a workshop somewhere
“Downtown” because he couldn’t
afford a workshop anywhere better and
working in a “LIMB” clinic wasn’t
enough for him, “Shelton” introduced
“Konrad” to that guy in case something
went wrong in “Eurocorp” or in case he
needed to fix something in his augs on
a hurry, “Konrad” went to him because
he knew that the thugs will visit him
looking for “Nu-Poz”, the engineer’s
name was “Vaclav Koller”…“Konrad”
wasn’t in a good mood; so he asked
“Koller” if any “Aug” came to him the
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past 3 weeks directly, “Koller” denied
at first but “Konrad’s” scanner noticed
a change in his vitals which revealed
that he was lying, “Konrad” caught
“Koller” from his clothes and told him
what those “Augs” did in “Eurocorp”,
after a while he told “Konrad” that
someone came to him and asked for all
“Nu-Poz” he had in return of a lot of
money; next to some spare parts and
batteries, “Koller” said that the buyer
was a human, “Konrad” told “Koller”
to text him if that guy came to him
again, “Koller” agreed…“Konrad” was
driving a black “Eadon Green Zaclat”
car, his special truck, bike and jet were
armed and so special and were only
used by him as “Frankenstein” during
missions, no one knew who he was but
those who were close to him, so he had
to use his personal car and wore a coat
and gloves all the time to hide his arms
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and hands, he went to “Eurocorp”;
which was a huge crime scene, he
wanted to investigate what happened
in the place, but he was shocked to be
told that the scene belonged to the
“Public Eye’s” officers and the “TF”
agents weren’t allowed in, this
attracted his attention; so he went to
his car and opened the trunk, there
were secret stuff hidden below the base,
they were his mask, armor and shield;
next to all his gear and weapons, he
took everything and went to an
alleyway and flew vertically to a
building’s roof; he used to have strong
jets tied to his boots allowing him to fly
but not too high, that’s why he had a
grapnel gun to help him climb to any
altitudes, he used the grapnel gun from
the building’s rooftop to climb to
“Eurocorp’s” rooftop, he didn’t jump on
top once he reached there; he stood on
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the edge and took a look first to avoid
any patrol guard unit or drone and
there was a drone for real; “Konrad”
used his remote hacking system and
hacked the drone and stopped its
cameras from recording anything new,
whatever it recorded was repeated all
the time; this was enough to turn a
blind eye on “Konrad” when he moves,
he went to the door and didn’t intend
to break down anything, it was late at
night and no officers were working in
the place, just the security
guards…“Konrad” kept moving and
took down all guarding members and
smart drones; then he started his own
investigation by setting a crime scene
and started linking clues to each other
till he could solve the mystery of the
attack and realized that they were
searching for all documents referring to
2 things specifically, the “Waffe X”
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project & “Konrad” himself; thinking
that these were their objectives,
unknowing that they were looking for
something more dangerous in the
“Genetics Engineering”
department…“Konrad” was considered
an evolution in human enhancements
and augmentations, because his body
accepted all these augs without side
effects and didn’t need “Nu-Poz”, but
why would anyone wanna gather info
about “Konrad’s” augmentations and
the “Waffe X” projects, he sent all the
evidence he found to “Boss” after
leaving “Eurocorp” and returning to
his car, she was mad that “Konrad”
went there on his own without telling
her and she told him that he shouldn’t
have messed with evidence, “Konrad”
told her that what he did no officer in
the “Public Eye” could do, she asked
him to lay low for couple of days and
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she’d contact him again…The guards
there reported that they were attacked
and several guards were found dead in
the east wing, at the mother-computer,
but “Konrad” didn’t kill anyone when
he was in and he was investigating in
the secret southwest wing where the
“Applied Sciences” department was,
someone else was there…

“Konrad” kept a copy of all the
documents he found about himself
there, he wanted to check something
about them, that time files were digital;
no papers anymore, he let the
auto-driver drive the car and he kept
reading the files, they had a lot of
unique details about his DNA stream
and cells; details he couldn’t
understand but someone else
understood them later on, on his radio;
he heard that there was a police chase
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to a burglar by the name of “The Cat”,
that girl has been robbing and stealing
from the rich and focused her
robberies on diamonds and accessories
and anything precious, but she was
working on something else recently,
“Konrad” heard the call but didn’t
care then he knew that the chase was so
close to him; he decided to interfere
thinking that it was fun and to
embrace the “Public Eye’s” arrogant
officers, the “Cat” used to use rooftops
when she’s chased, wise move, “Konrad”
used his jet-boots and grapnel gun and
became on rooftops too, when he
located her; he sent the ‘bird’ on his
back to track her, it was a small drone
developed by him, its camera was
sending “Konrad” live footage of his
target’s location with the ability to
shoot the target with small guns, he ran
after her and soon it was known that
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“Frankenstein” was on the “Cat’s” tail,
the officers didn’t know that “Konrad”
was “Frankenstein”, they used to fear
“Frankenstein” and avoid clashing
with him, the Lieutenant ordered his
men to stand down and let
“Frankenstein” handle the “Cat”, after
a long running, “Konrad” aimed her as
a target and hit her strongly with the
shield, she fall down but she wasn’t out
or dead, “Konrad” knew that she was
alive but didn’t know that she was
acting; she hit his face with her claws
and discovered that it was a thick
metal mask; then a fight happened, she
was trained well but not better than
“Konrad”; specially with his augs,
after some fighting, she hit the ground
with a flash bomb and disappeared,
but she dropped her bag; “Konrad”
opened the bag and found a microchip
among some money she stole, the chip
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had “Eurocorp’s” logo on it, so he hid
the chip and gave the “Public Eye” the
bag with the money and any other tools
in it, fingerprint analysis revealed
nothing; the “Cat’s” tools were clean
and “Konrad” knew it, so he took the
chip and disappeared…The “Cat” was
hurt badly, but she survived and
contacted “Norman”; who sent someone
to pick her up…

That time, there was someone taking
care of “Konrad’s” house, “Rose” kept
her for decades and “Konrad” brought
her to his house to take care of it, she
was “Ronda”, when the “Orphans”
travelled through time to 2022 and
helped in killing “Necromancer”, this
detail also changed; for “Konrad’s”
good luck, that time “Ronda” was 70
years old but the anti-aging drug made
her barely look 45, she knew
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everything that happened to “Konrad”
and was with him since he was born
and till he came back from “Eurocorp”
as an “Aug”, she welcomed “Konrad”
when he came back from his adventure
in “Eurocorp”; then told him that
“Boss” was waiting him, he knew why
was “Boss” there and went to talk to her,
after a long talk; she couldn’t convince
“Konrad” to stay out of the
investigation and he insisted on
hunting down those “Augs” because
they killed the woman he loved, then
she left; “Ronda” spoke to “Konrad”
about how dangerous it was to involve
himself in a battle against augmented
thugs without backup and blamed him
for not handing the chip to “Boss”, he
tried to open it but it was encrypted
and his hacker couldn’t break the
encryption code, this made him mad
but he remembered “Koller”, maybe he
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could help, “Konrad” saw that a
robbery happening by the “Cat” in that
time after the “Augs’” attack with a lot
of risks means trouble; he saw that
anything that might not be his
business might affect the huge
investigation he was doing later, he
was right…The next day, “Shelton”
went to “Konrad” in his house, he
knew that “Konrad” went to “Eurocorp”
but he had a wrong info, the “Public
Eye’s” officers reported that there was a
missing microchip having top secret
information next to the missing
documents, “Shelton” thought that
“Konrad” took them, but “Konrad” told
“Shelton” that he didn’t take the chip
and didn’t see any chips around, this
made “Konrad” sure that the “Cat” was
the one who killed the guards earlier
when he was there, so “Konrad” asked
“Shelton” about the “Cat”, “Shelton”
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said “I’ve been on her tail before what
happened to us, then she appeared
again and I kept following her but I
couldn’t catch her yet, she’s good with
running and knows too much about
our weapons, I know you met her
yesterday, how did it go?” “Konrad”
replied “She was in Eurocorp yesterday,
just like I was, she stole the chip and I
took it from her by force” “Shelton”
replied “Good job man, where is it? Did
you deliver it to the Public Eye??”
“Konrad” said “No, I’ll work on
knowing what’s in it first; then I’ll give
it to Boss, the only problem is with its
encryption code, my MHD-995 hacker
couldn’t break it!” “Shelton” asked
him if he knows someone to break the
encryption code, “Konrad” told
“Shelton” to work on finding the “Cat”
at all costs and he’d manage the chip
and the assailant “Augs”, “Shelton”
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was worried of what “Konrad” might
do on his own, everyone used to fear
“Konrad” when he became an “Aug”
more than ever before, he was actually
different; mentally and biologically…

“Hylaria” was left to move from
“China”, she had nothing with her but
a cloak to hide herself, she could reach
the first city on her way; “Datong”, it
was a very beautiful place and she
loved it, that time “Hylaria” knew
Chinese well and could speak, read &
write it like English & Arabic, later
she found out that she could
understand and speak any language
known by humans or even any alien
languages, she found some poor people;
they were shocked to see her in the
beginning but they were good to her
and tried to give her anything to eat or
drink but she couldn’t eat anything;
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but to avoid misunderstandings, she
asked them to give her the food and
drinks with any vehicle to move west,
the poor villagers had nothing but
horses; that wasn’t a trouble for
“Hylaria” because she used to love
horses and had one when she was in
“Swansea” decades ago, she took the
horse with everything the villagers gave
her and she moved when they went to
sleep, on the way she had to remove
everything off the horse’s back because
she wasn’t gonna use everything; she
just kept the horse’s food and some
water for the animal, she prayed and
expressed her gratitude to God and kept
moving…After a month of walking the
horse got sick and died, she found no
trouble in walking for miles in
difficult terrains without getting tired
or hurt, it wasn’t too long till she was
detected by the mutants sensors and the
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Chinese drones went after her, after a
hard fight with these armed drones,
“Hylaria” destroyed them, weeks later;
she could reach the “Augs” city made
by the Chinese for the “Augs” from
allover the world to live in,
“Kikaitoshi”, which means “The
Machine” city in Japanese, 80% of its
inhabitants were “Augs” and the
humans there were mostly Japanese,
getting into the city wasn’t a big deal
but propagating and looking for any
kind of information about the outer
world wasn’t gonna be easy, she used
the rooftops to move around, then she
met someone who was blind and lived
in a room on the roof; he felt her and
asked with fear “Who’s there?” in
Chinese, “Hylaria” knew that he was
blind, she comforted him and spoke to
him in Chinese and asked him some
questions about the city and about how
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to travel west fast, he didn’t have much
to tell her but he told her to go to
someone who used to manage smuggling
spare parts and used machines to
“Germany”, he was sending Chinese
tech to “Eurocorp” and they were
sending him huge amounts of money in
return, the blind man told her to visit
that smuggler and ask him to send her
with one of the shipments to the west,
asking for that favor wasn’t gonna be
for free but she was ready to do
anything…All that time, the “Augs” in
“Berlin” didn’t do anything else and
none of them was seen or detected,
“Konrad’s” hard work didn’t send him
anywhere close to them, later he met a
girl in the gym and soon they became
close friends…
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“Hylaria” couldn’t get in the
smuggler’s warehouse because he had a
lot of armed men and they’d shoot her
on sight, after some thinking and
hesitation; “Hylaria” decided to sneak
in and find him, that time she had no
cover and had no equipment or guns,
anyway she wasn’t gonna kill anyone,
after a long infiltrate mission;
“Hylaria” found the man and could
contain him, he used to be a Chinese
Triad member and he was an “Aug” too,
when she told himwhat she needed; he
asked “And how many men you killed
outside to get in here?” “Hylaria”
replied “None, they’re all asleep or
unconscious, but I’m sorry because I
broke their weapons and tied them
before passing” the smuggler was
impressed and agreed to send her to
“Germany” but only in return of a
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special favor, he wanted “Hylaria” to
compete in an illegal race used to be
held somewhere at the city limits, she
agreed…Men took “Hylaria” to the
place and she was wearing her cloak,
they told her the rules and the track
then they gave her the car she was
gonna drive, it had only one seat for
the driver; just like the rest of the
competing cars, there were 9 other
competitors and they were all “Augs”,
seeing “Hylaria” by anyone was
eye-catching, the race started and the
track was long, “Hylaria” took off her
cloak in the car to move freely and she
was doing impressively well, she knew
about races long ago before all the
competitors were even born and knew
all the drivers’ tricks and moves on
track, crashing was legal during the
race but the cars weren’t strong enough,
at last she won by pushing the car to its
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limits; enough to make the car jump
and finish the last 100 meters on its
back wheels only, this made her
remember “Frank”; he knew how to
make any car hop like that, this made
the smuggler win a lot of money, he was
really impressed and agreed to help her
without any further requests…“Hylaria”
knew from the news that there was a
new “Frankenstein” in “Berlin” and
he was exactly the same like he used to
be in the past, a masked ruthless guy in
a suit or just an “Aug” with several
augmentations and a circle shield,
some people used to call him the ‘God of
Augs’; next to others who saw him a
governmental robot, she was attracted
to him and decided to start gathering
some trusted family members around
her before going to hunt “Sindel” on
her own, she was told by “Raiden” to
hunt down that witch and save the
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world from her evil because she was up
to something, “Frank” took down
“Quan Chi” & “Shinnok”, “Sindel”
was only loose end; but not the last
demon to be stopped…“Hylaria” wasn’t
sure that the present “Frankenstein”
was family or anyone of “Frank’s” kids,
but she thought of taking the risk
trying to know him, maybe she’ll meet
someone she knows there to help, she
preferred going to the humans instead
of going to “Egypt” or to the
“Markenstein” empire…In “Golem” city,
“Eve” had a dream of her mother and
had a strong unknown feeling,
“Achilles” told her that it was nothing
but over stress, after that dream; “Eve”
had another dream but this time she
saw herself in a white room with
nothing around then a voice was heard
and told her to find “Rose” in “Berlin”
and help her, then another dream
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came to “Rose” at night with the same
voice telling her to welcome God’s
messenger at a specified location; that
location was where the Triads used to
trade with the “Eurocorp” people…The
next morning, “Rose” went to that old
place and didn’t know what she was
gonna find there, it was an ancient
factory where the Nazis used to
manufacture “Panzer” tanks, one day
“Isaac” went there when he was
looking for his friend, “Rowan”, when
“Berlin” was captured by the Soviets,
“Rose” didn’t know that of course, the
“Eurocorp” men arrived; “Rose” hid
and decided to keep watching, then the
Triads arrived minutes later and “Rose”
photographed everything she saw, then
she saw someone moving from behind
the Triads and ran to the outside, “Rose”
thought that the Triads were gonna
betray “Eurocorp’s” delivery men but
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they didn’t do anything, “Rose”
followed the guy she saw running, that
guy was “Hylaria”; when “Rose”
followed her for a distance, “Hylaria”
felt that she was followed; so she waited
and ambushed “Rose”, when they met;
“Rose” fought her hardly and found it
hard to believe that “Hylaria” was still
alive, then “Hylaria” proved herself to
“Rose” and they stopped fighting, then
“Rose” took “Hylaria” away after
reporting what she saw to the “Public
Eye” and sent them the photos she took,
“Rose” & “Hylaria” arrived the
hideout and introduced “Hylaria” to
everyone new and told her what
happened with “Jenny” and “Hylaria”
told them what happened with her &
“Frank”, no one believed her at first
but they believed her later on, “Frank’s”
death was very painful to “Rose” &
“Jenny”…Few days later; it was almost
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Christmas, it was celebrated like before
in the “HS” and people were happy,
that time; someone was preparing for
an attack, it was “Havoc”, she was
intending to break in the “Genetic
Engineering” department in “Eurocorp”
headquarters, it was attacked in the
first attack but there were a bunch of
biological weapons and gases that
attracted “Willy’s” attention and the
first attack didn’t involve any detailed
info about these things, next to their
main objective which wasn’t
accomplished in the first mission;
which was stealing the secret
researches and samples of the ‘genetic
editing’ project; which was still
theoretical without test subjects, one of
the biological weapons was the “Vocal
Cord” parasite, someone had to stop
that maniac, he started to manage and
plan his own plans with “Havoc” &
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“Emile”…On December 25th 2068,
“Konrad” was out with his new
girlfriend from the gym, they were
getting out of the “U Bundestag” metro
station in a huge crowd of people, then
suddenly an explosion happened in
one of the trains, “Konrad” and his girl
weren’t hurt; he heard a boy calling for
help for his trapped mother, he told his
girl to wait and he helped the woman
but she wasn’t strong enough and died,
the kid’s tears touched “Konrad” and
made him feel angry and said
“Someone is gonna pay for this” to
himself, “Konrad’s” girlfriend pulled
him away and they went home, the
international broadcast approved that
the incident was a terrorist attack, after
all these years; the term ‘terrorism’ was
new to a lot of citizens, 2 days later;
“Havoc” appeared in a video sent to the
international broadcast and
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announced her responsibility behind
the attack and threatened to attack
several other vital places the next few
days, this put the “TF” on red alert and
the government put all hands on deck
and called every available unit and
deployed every robot they got and
“Berlin” faced martial laws, “Konrad”
took his girlfriend to his house because
he saw that it was dangerous for her to
stay alone in her apartment and she
agreed to go with him gladly, that time
she didn’t know that he was
“Frankenstein” but she knew that he
was an “Aug” and knew that he was a
“TF” agent, “Ronda” took care of her
while “Konrad” was out, the house was
already secured very well with sensors,
cameras & hidden smart
weapons…“Konrad’s” girlfriend was
called “Hida”…
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The “Orphans” & “Victor” noticed
what happened in the “HS” but didn’t
care, “Victor” & “Rumple” kept
searching for “Death War”, they
couldn’t find him but they were sure
that the demon was alive somewhere,
“Wolf” and the others didn’t know
about “Death War” yet; “Rumple” &
“Victor” saw that they should keep a
low profile on “Death War” till they
find him, none of them noticed
“Hylaria” and “Rose” hid her well
specially with the martial laws in
effect…“Hylaria” had a bad feeling
because of what happened in the metro
station and said “The storm[5] is coming,
I can feel it” to herself…
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{The Walking Dead}

“Koller” called “Konrad” one day
and asked him to come to his workshop
because something happened and he
might be interested, “Konrad” went to
see him, when they met; “Koller” asked
“Konrad” to wait till “Shelton” comes
too because he called them both,
“Shelton” came and was astonished to
see “Konrad” there and both of them
noticed that the place wasn’t tidy like
it used to be, but “Koller” explained
“Yesterday someone paid me a visit,
someone I’ve never expected to see like
this, he was my teacher in the
university and he never liked me
because I’m not German, he’s Dr. Willy
Stefan, he got a long beard and long
hair and looked insane and talking
crazily, he asked me to join him
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because he needed a good robotics
engineer for a special project he’s
working on, when I asked about the
project; he didn’t give me an answer
and clapped his hands twice, then 3
men came in with sticks and broke
down my stuff and things, one of these
men came to me earlier when I told you
that someone came to me about a
month ago and bought all Nu-Poz I
had, I believe that Dr. Stefan has
something to do with what happened
in Eurocorp & the metro station,
thought this might be a precious info
for both of you” “Shelton” thanked
“Koller” for the info and asked
“Konrad” what to do, “Konrad” took
him away and they spoke together in
private…“Shelton” thought that they
should inform “Boss”, “Konrad” asked
him about the “Cat” and he told
“Konrad” that they knew where she
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lived but she wasn’t there, in case she
appeared there again; he left some men
to watch the place if she came back for
her things or any other reason,
knowing where she lived made them
know her identity but she was
confirmed dead 10 years ago, which
means that her ID was fake, “Konrad”
told him not to bother himself with her
apartment; she wasn’t gonna go back
there again, “Konrad” decided to check
on doctor “Willy” and gather all
needed info about him and his life
and “Shelton” kept looking for the
“Cat”…

“Konrad” knew that “Willy”
disappeared for months and stopped
attending the university classes, his
wife travelled to “Hamburg” and lived
with her family because she saw that
he lost his mind when the “Tower”
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organization was shut down and all
his researches and work were taken by
the government and got placed in
“Eurocorp”, this made “Konrad”
decide to look for him among thugs, but
he had to appear there as
“Frankenstein”…“Konrad” found some
videos of “Willy” while he was
teaching some physics in the university,
he found the videos on the university’s
website on “Darknet”, his voice was
recorded and “Konrad” intended to use
“Willy’s” voice and face to find him, so
“Konrad” picked up a high altitude
and made the bird fly and search for
any matching voice or face around the
area, minutes later; the “Cat” appeared
behind “Konrad” and he felt her, she
tried to attack him but “Konrad”
avoided her and caught her from her
forearms and squeezed them which
pained her, she said “Is that your way
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of treating ladies?” “Konrad” told her
to stop fighting and maybe he’d let her
go and she agreed, then they started
talking and she told him some info
about “Willy” who wasn’t anywhere
around according to the bird’s scan, the
“Cat” confirmed “Willy’s” involvement
in the terrorist attacks and told
“Konrad” that he hired “Havoc” &
“Emile” specially to get the microchip
she stole from there, “Konrad” asked
her for the reason and she said “This
chip has the formula and the method
to evolve the Vocal Cord parasite to
affect anyone speaking in any language
except one language, according to
choice of course, this isn’t what the
parasite does in its natural state; after
the modification, it will be able to
force everyone to speak one language
and anyone speaking any other
language will die, logically the one
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language will be German; Willy’s
native language, there were also some
details about the Waffe X project and I
believe Eurocorp was gonna develop it
somehow, and some secrets behind
your super augs, probably to find any
weak spots to hit! Next to some extra
files about genetics and DNA, I know
nothing about these things!” “Konrad”
asked her “How did you know what’s
in the chip? It’s encrypted!” she told
him that the chip’s encryption wasn’t
working while the chip was in
“Eurocorp’s” mother-computer, the
encryption code works only when the
chip is placed in any other computer
outside, that was a security protocol
made by “Eurocorp” to keep their
secrets away from the “TF”, “Konrad”
asked “Who were you gonna sell the
chip to?” “Cat” replied “You’re so
harsh, you know that?” “Konrad”
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didn’t reply to her mocking, she said “I
wasn’t gonna sell it, I was gonna destroy
it” “Konrad” said “If you’re a heroin of
some sort; you could have destroyed the
chip while you’re there, not take it
with you and destroy it outside” “Cat”
said “You can’t destroy chips like that
there, they’ll find a way to copy the
info in another working chip, they got
methods to do anything, smart guy”
“Konrad” said “What makes you so
sure that they don’t have any other
copies of the chip’s info?” “Cat” replied
“I made sure of that before leaving,
that’s why I killed some guards to clear
the playground for myself” “Konrad”
didn’t reply to that and asked her
about “Willy’s” location and she told
him where he might be, she knew
where he was but she didn’t assure
“Konrad” that he was there because
“Konrad” was gonna ask her how did
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she knew, that time she knew where
“Willy” and his men were from
“Norman”, that’s why she went to find
“Konrad” to tell him, but “Norman”
told her to keep him and his men out of
the picture…

“Konrad” went to the location “Cat”
gave him, he didn’t trust her and
actually he was expecting an ambush,
but he saw some men there and noticed
that they were armed with light
weapons, “Konrad” sent the bird to
find “Willy” and to send schematics of
the place to his way-finder Radar
system, “Willy” was confirmed there
and detailed schematics arrived his
system, “Konrad” thought about it for a
moment then he intended to get in by
lethal force; depending on the martial
laws which allows any law
enforcement to act as they want
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without waiting for official
orders…The bird’s scanner showed
“Emile” and other “Augs” in place, it
was the abandoned metro station,
“Konrad” sent to “Shelton” and asked
him to join him as fast as he could and
“Shelton” confirmed, “Konrad” moved
in and killed the armed guards
silently and disabled the cameras and
wireless comms by his hacker, then he
used his special car’s heavy guns and
blew the front gate; he had to do this to
create a diversion to get some of them
out, this act attracted “Emile’s”
attention and he went out with his
men to check out what’s happening,
they saw the car but “Konrad” wasn’t
in it, one of “Emile’s” men came with a
“SAM” rocket launcher and shot the
car but it didn’t even move, in their
amazement; “Konrad” sneaked in and
attacked 2 more human thugs with his
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blades, they didn’t see him because he
was using his transparent cloaked
system which made him invisible to
the “Augs” in front of the car outside,
he killed one of the human thugs and
sent the other to sleep, then the car
started shooting at “Emile” and his
friends, they took cover and started
shooting back thinking that it was an
official force or a “Public Eye” patrol
unit attacking them, using the thermal
visionmade “Konrad” able to locate all
the thugs inside the place; “Willy” &
“Havoc” were there too but they
couldn’t contact anyone outside, there
were 8 men with “Willy” next to an
“Aug” and “Havoc”, one of the men was
“Oliver” and he seemed afraid, he met
“Konrad” before and knew how
dangerous he was, he wasn’t sure that it
was “Konrad” yet; but he had doubts,
then “Konrad” cut the power off
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remotely, “Willy” pulled “Havoc” and
told her that they should leave, then
the firing started and “Konrad” was
enough fast to take them all down
without much firing, he tossed his
shield and hit 3 men and the “Aug”
was one of them; then he shot 4 men
with his pistols and the last thug tried
to attack “Konrad” hand-to-hand and
pushed him but he didn’t even move,
then “Konrad” said “Super kick” then
he hit the thug with his leg and sent
him away for a long distance, “Emile”
and his men saw “Willy” & “Havoc” in
a truck far away so they moved there,
the car’s fire hit some of them but most
of themmade it to that truck, “Konrad”
knew that and went out fast and rode
the car and set it on the chase mode,
“Shelton” arrived and saw the thugs
speeding away, he asked “Konrad”
where he was and “Konrad” didn’t
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have to reply; he used a short cut and
drove through a wall with his car and
started following them, “Shelton” saw
him and reported this to all “Public
Eye” units to help “Konrad”, that time;
curfew was in effect and cars chasing
was gonna be easier and checkpoints
were armed and got kill orders if
anything odd happened…After a long
chase, “Konrad” shot the truck with a
device that hit the truck with an “EMP”
pulse; destroying its systems and frying
the battery and forcing them to stop,
“Emile” and his men got a common
augmentation which was a transparent
cloak system, they made themselves
disappear, this put “Havoc” and any
human thug with them in a delicate
situation, the “Public Eye”
surrounded the truck and arrested
them, “Shelton” took “Konrad” away;
he didn’t wanna leave but “Shelton”
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told him that “Boss” won’t be happy if
she knew that “Konrad” & “Shelton”
were working out of the system’s orders,
“Konrad” went with him away…The
thugs were caught, then suddenly the
“Augs” appeared and killed all the
officers and freed “Willy” & “Havoc”
and anyone else caught then went
away through the sewer tunnels, what
happened was reported and “Konrad”
got mad and drove back to the location,
but there was nothing left but
destruction and corpses, one of the
officers got his head and helmet
penetrated by laser beam, it was
“Emile’s” augmented eye, “Konrad”
knew that there were “Augs” with the
thugs but they were cloaked, “Konrad”
& “Shelton” took their cars and
left…[Rose, Jenny & Hylaria] heard
what happened and “Rose” knew that
a war was gonna happen, “Jenny”
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asked “Why?” “Rose” replied “Because
I know my son very well, he’s a copy of
the man we loved decades ago, he’s
nowadays Frankenstein monster”
“Hylaria” said “If he’s like the man we
loved, then there’s nothing wrong, but
if he’s like the monster we loved, then
he needs help” she was referring to the
twins “Frank”, “Raiden” told her why
the twin killed the father in the past
and she considered the twin a monster;
as well as “Dr. Frank” who ordered the
twin to shoot his brother, that time she
didn’t know that “Jenny” knew the
truth from “Dr. Frank” & the twin
“Frank”, and “Jenny” didn’t know
that “Hylaria” knew the truth from
“Raiden”…In “Kikaitoshi”, the Triad
boss who helped “Hylaria” to go to
“Berlin” had something special for
“Willy”, they used to deal in spare
parts and components illegally, “Willy”
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was waiting for that ‘thing’ since the
metro station’s explosion, it was an
“Aug”; heavily augmented and
without a memory, “Willy” asked for
“Koller’s” help earlier because of that
but when “Koller” refused; he had to
use someone’s help but no one could be
trusted in the “HS”, so he looked for
help in “China” and found it with the
Triads, the “Aug” was built in “China”
and transported in a casket to “Minsk”
using a private funeral jet; then the
casket would be transported by the
international train to “Prague” and
“Emile’s” friends were gonna take it
from there and manage a way to move
it into “Germany”…That “Aug” was a
surprise to “Konrad”, like a female
version of the “Frankenstein” monster,
she was his former doctor and
girlfriend, “Mila”…The Triads and
“Willy” thought that she was as strong
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and powerful as “Konrad” but in fact;
“Konrad” had something inside him
different than all regular humans and
later someone noticed that…

In the “Parallel Dimension”,
“Undertaker” became the “Reaper”
and had all dark powers necessary to
rule the dimension and Hell too, that
time there was nothing strong enough
to stop him, no “Satan”, no “Quan Chi”,
nothing, “Sindel” felt “Undertaker”
and the “Reaper’s” power in him, she
realized that she’d never be able to go
back to the “Parallel Dimension”
again so she tried to guarantee that
“Undertaker” wouldn’t be able to pass
from the “Parallel Dimension” to
Earth, this was helpful and
“Undertaker” was terribly mad and
angry, his anger was enough to be felt
by sorcerers in Earth realm too,
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“Rumple” felt that and feared that
“Death War” was up to
something…After locking the “Parallel
Dimension”, “Sindel” started thinking
about ruling someplace around the
world, the only place she saw easy to
control was “China” as a homeland to
her and her people and
demons…“Naomi” could contact
“Sindel” via dark magic, she was
shocked to hear from “Naomi”, but
“Naomi” was planning for something
big; so she wanted to guarantee
“Sindel’s” cooperation or no
interference, “Sindel” was curious to
know her plan but “Naomi” was
careful and didn’t tell her anything
that time, “Naomi” was planning for
something big and this plan affected
humanity’s future…
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“Undertaker” couldn’t use the
passage between the “Parallel
Dimension” & Earth, so he had to find
another way, the only obvious way was
Hell, he successfully went to Hell and
found a way from there to Earth realm
hardly, in Hell; he took about 2
decades there to find a way to cross to
Earth, time in Hell was unlike on
Earth and that variety wasn’t constant;
in that case, 2 decades there equaled
23 days on Earth…When “Undertaker”
appeared on Earth; he had several
targets to take down, “Sindel” was on
top of them; then “Victor” and all
“Frank’s” family members left, but
when he appeared on Earth; he
appeared in “Detroit”, there was thick
fog and he felt that there was something
around but he didn’t care and
teleported away, days later he knew
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about the “Orphans” so he changed his
course, he decided to eliminate
“Frank’s” kids first, “Undertaker’s”
existence on Earth was gonna lead to a
new war and “Victor’s” help was gonna
be needed by the “Orphans”…It’s gonna
be a battle to death between the
existing ‘Gods Among Men’ and the
ironic thing about this is that all of
them were from the same family, the
“Isaac” family…By that time, “Konrad”
was told that his father died by “Rose”,
he was upset and asked to see his
father’s body but “Rose” couldn’t reply
to that because it was complicated and
“Konrad” didn’t believe in magic
much, he loved his father more than
any of his siblings; enough to make a
memorial tombstone and a design of
“Frank’s” last suit in his underground
hideout with the old mask design, he
decided to walk in the same road his
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father walked into decades ago, the
road of “Frankenstein”, “Hida” was
with “Konrad” and told him that he’d
be a hero like his father, “I’m not a
champion and certainly I’m no hero,
I’m my father’s image in this world, I
Frankenstein” “Konrad” said…

The guy with the hammer who
appeared to “Raiden” earlier came to
“Raiden” but that time He was in
another form, the guy with the
hammer seemed worried and on a
hurry and said “The Grim Reaper
made his way to Earth realm and has
serious intentions to hunt Anhur and
Hylaria’s kids and family, I think it’s
time for me to appear again!” “Raiden”
was in the form of the “Norse” major
God named “Odin”[6], He replied “You
are not as strong as you used to be, the
Ragnarok weakened you and killed all
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the mighty others, you can’t stop the
Reaper on your own now, go down to
Earth and use some help from Anhur &
Sobek” the guy with the hammer was
“Thor”[6], he never trusted “Victor” and
considered him the real reason behind
every disaster on Earth, but “Odin”
told him that “Victor” did everything
for a reason and everything he did
among history; happened because God
wanted these things to happen, “Thor”
suggested to use “Hylaria” but God told
him that she wasn’t qualified to face
that kind of evil; but she’d be helpful
against “Sindel”, so “Odin” told “Thor”
to go to Earth and start hunting the
“Reaper” using “Victor’s” help, there
was no other choice but WAR…
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{The Nexus}

The “TF” had a new director,
“Hector Miller”, as a former “SAS”
agent in the far past; he believed in
team work more than solo missions, he
wasn’t ok with “Konrad” working
alone especially while hunting
mercenary “Augs”, “Miller” visited
“Konrad” in his house, “Ronda”
opened for him and informed “Konrad”
& “Hida” that there was a visitor for
him; she didn’t know him and he
didn’t tell “Ronda” anything about his
identity or the visit’s purpose, “Konrad”
saw him through cameras and
identified him, he welcomed “Miller”
and they spoke for a long time about
“Havoc” & “Emile”, “Konrad” told
“Miller” that he was working it out
with “Shelton” & “Boss” but “Miller”
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refused that saying “You can’t hunt
Emile Sandoval on your own, he’s been
a ghost since he became an Aug, I had
an info from my contacts in Czechia
that Emile is dealing with a dangerous
mercenary there; probably an Aug like
him, we don’t know who he is but we
know that Emile is getting funds from
him and maybe more necessary help,
can you tell me what’s your progress
since Eurocorp and the metro station
incident till now agent?” “Konrad”
replied “I attacked their hideout and 5
thugs are now in custody; one of them is
an Aug, I found out what they are after
and I knew what they stole from
Eurocorp, in fact; I knew something else
you won’t like” “Miller” asked for it
and “Konrad” continued “I had an
info from an outsider that the Public
Eye is compromised and someone is
leaking intel to the Augs, warning and
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informing them with all the Public
Eye’s moves and attacking techniques”
“Miller” asked for evidence and
“Konrad” mentioned several events
when the “Augs” nearly knew the
“Public Eye’s” moves before happening
and the “Augs’” preparations against
the official forces weapons and
surveillance, next to their ability to
stay off the grid for months, “Miller”
thought about it for a moment then he
said “Alright look, based on everything
you said now; I’ll gathering some
special agents for this case and I’ll
prepare a secret unit of trusted people,
the government demanded me to arrest
Emile and his gang within 2 weeks
and I’m not intending to fail, I need you
and Shelton in my crew” “Konrad”
didn’t reply, “Miller” continued
“Listen, these Augs are heavily
augmented and they seem to work for
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an organization well funded and
equipped, their strikes are like
thunder in power and they disappear
like oxygen in air, you’ll never know
what’s hitting you and you will never
put a hand on anyone important,
you’ll need a team” “Konrad” didn’t
reply but he agreed to work with
“Miller’s” team, “Miller” handed
“Konrad” a flash drive with his team’s
info and data, he was gonna need to
know who he was gonna work with;
but he found out that the team wasn’t
ready, there were others to be added
from different places around the “HS”,
“Miller” left and “Hida” spoke to
“Konrad” about her worries, she was
afraid of losing him but he seemed
determined to catch these
thugs…“Jessie” called “Konrad” and
asked to meet him privately, he went to
her and she seemed pale and worried,
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she knew who was “Havoc” and “Jessie”
told him who she was, “Konrad” got
shocked and dealt with her to keep that
a secret, “Jessie” might get imprisoned
if someone knew that “Havoc” was her
mother, she asked “Miller” to add her
to “Konrad’s” team but he refused; for
some reason he didn’t trust her,
“Konrad” promised her that he’d talk
to “Miller” about her…

“Shelton” caught the “Cat” after a
long chase and it was known to
“Norman” that she fall, he called
“Rose” and asked her to intervene but
she told him that no one of her
relations would get a burglar out of
prison; specially because “Cat” was in
the “TF’s” custody, “Norman” said “I
didn’t mean any official help, you can
use your super friends! You owe me”
she understood and looked at “Jenny”
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& “Hylaria” and couldn’t say no…The
“Cat” was kept in the “Public Eye’s”
highly secured cells for one night till
the “TF” send a transporting truck with
an escort next morning, “Shelton” told
“Konrad” and he went to talk to “Cat”
as “Frankenstein”, he thought that she
knows more than what she told him
earlier, they spoke for a while and “Cat”
said “Emile got a new Aug with him,
she seems stronger than him and all
the other Augs, her augs seem to be a
combination between China and East
Europe; nothing from here, but I know
nothing about her name or any other
info about her” “Konrad” said “So,
Emile is working with the Triads
obviously, I don’t think the Chinese
government has anything to do with
this, what do you know about his
relationship with the Augs from
Czechia?” she replied “I don’t know a
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thing about that, but I know the Augs’
boss in Prague, he’s a ruthless sectarian
Aug, I don’t know much about him but
I remember one day some thugs
mentioned his name as Marchenko!”,
“Konrad” asked her about those thugs’
location and she told him, he left her
and went to those thugs and intended
to make them tell him more about that
Aug, “Marchenko”, on his way; “Miller”
called him and told him to come to
“Miller’s” office in “TF” headquarters,
“Konrad” confirmed and called
“Shelton” and told him to make sure of
the “Cat’s” info by interrogating the
thugs she mentioned earlier and sent
him the thugs’ location, “Cat” was
sitting next to a window in a well
secured cell with bullet proof glass, but
suddenly and out of nowhere; the “Cat”
was shot but the bullet hit her
shoulder, the officers noticed but they
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got shocked to see her shot inside the
maximum secured cell, “Konrad” was
informed and he drove back to where
she was kept fast, once he saw her and
the bullet; he said “A smart bullet!!
This means that the shooter had no
clear shot, probably he shot her from
another neighborhood, but how did he
know that she was sitting here; unless
he was watching her and waiting for
the best shot, Emile”, he saw that it was
“Emile” but he wasn’t involved, it was
someone else “Konrad” never expected,
“Cat” fainted and was taken to “Berlin
General” medical center…This made
“Miller” say “I think I know someone
who can help us with smart sniper
rifles and smart bullets, come to my
office and I’ll introduce you to your
team; it’s time for all of you to start
working together, by the way; the
team’s code name is The Nexus”
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“Konrad” liked the team’s code
name…“Jenny” and “Norman’s” men
knewwhat happened and the news fall
on “Norman” like thunder and said
with anger “MARCHENKO”, no one
knew what he said and who was that
guy he mentioned, but “Norman” knew
“Marchenko” long time ago but kept
avoiding him and his business, that
wasn’t enough obviously…“Shelton”
spoke to those thugs “Cat” mentioned
and they told him some useless info
about “Marchenko”; that he was an
“Aug” and a gang boss and a mercenary
somewhere in “Prague” and had deals
with the Triads and other gangs in
“France” & “Spain”, but that talking
didn’t happen peacefully; “Shelton”
had to pull these info from them using
the hard way, being an “Aug” helped
him very much…“Norman” had
someone inside the “TF” as a spy, she
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used to be a runner like him and his
men but she was added to the “TF”
recently and “Miller” added her to the
“Nexus”, he knew that she was
“Norman’s” eye in the “TF” and that’s
why he wanted her close to him,
because the government ordered
“Miller” to hunt the runners too, the
spy’s name was “Cassie”…

“Thor” met “Victor” in “Cairo” and
knowing that the “Reaper” was on
Earth made “Victor” worried, both
Gods discussed what to do and how to
find the “Reaper”, “Victor” saw him
with his eye and got shocked to see that
he was “Undertaker”, it was a huge
shock to “Victor” and he knew that the
“Orphans” were gonna be
“Undertaker’s” first targets, so he sent to
“Rumple” fast; knowing that a new
war was gonna outbreak soon…This
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time, the war wasn’t gonna be for
territory invasion or because of
misunderstandings between leaders, it
will be a war for the sake of human
existence…That time, “Naomi” could
make her own crystal ball; but it
wasn’t a ball, it was a simple ancient
hand mirror but she could turn it to be
her eye around the world; like
“Rumple’s” crystal ball and “Victor’s”
eye of sight…While “Thor” & “Victor”
were talking; she was watching and
listening them using her mirror and
heard their conversation and knew
that “Undertaker” was alive, she was
thrilled but she didn’t know that he
wasn’t the same man who committed
suicide in 2016…
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“Miller’s” crew were waiting
“Konrad” at “Miller’s” office and
“Konrad” arrived and saw them, he
was masked and “Miller” told him that
they could be trusted with his secret
identity, they were [Sniper Skull, Jing,
Gaston, Anna & Micheal], “Cassie”
wasn’t with them because “Miller”
added her just to catch “Norman” and
his gang, so she couldn’t be trusted with
“Konrad’s” identity, “Sniper Skull”
worked on the smart bullet which hit
the “Cat” and figured out the shooter’s
location but the agents found nothing
there leading to the shooter or his
identity, he was very careful to clean
the area and not to leave any trace
behind…“Konrad” spoke to “Miller” “Is
that all you’ve got? You said that I need
a team! I can’t see any team around,
they’re humans and we’re gonna face a
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team of Augs, your men won’t stand a
chance in a face to face fight” “Miller”
asked with anger “Then what do you
think we should do? Your mutant
father is dead and your siblings are
wanted and nobody will agree to hire
them again; supposing that they’ll
agree to help and we both know that
this will never happen, so what do you
think agent?” “Konrad” was shocked
that “Miller” knew too much about
him, it wasn’t normal because [Henley,
Rose & Boss] worked so hard for years to
keep “Konrad’s” life a secret, but
“Miller” checked the “TF’s” archives
very well and found a lot of classified
info, he was also “Boss’s” elder brother
and he could know every secret she had;
even if she didn’t want him to know,
his love for her made him cover on her
a lot and that coverage had a price at
the end of the line, “Konrad” replied to
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his question “Give me 3 days, I know
someone who can help” “Miller” said
“You got only 2, agent, and keep me in
the loop, now I don’t have to tell you
that no one should know about this
private unit, not even your mother,
understood?” “Konrad” confirmed…

“Hylaria” went somewhere
abandoned and asked to see God, after
a while; God’s voice came to her and
asked for her request, she asked about
“Frank’s” soul; both of them, if their
souls were in peace or not, God didn’t
reply for a while then “Thor” appeared
and told her “Frank’s” situation, he
said “The twin’s soul was taken by the
Reaper, not by Him, which means that
your lover’s soul is sent to the
Dimension of Lost Souls, if he was bad
here; then he’ll be a demon there, if he
was good here; then he’ll be trapped
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there forever as a punishment for using
a demonic artifact, the Gate of the
Dead, the father tried to be good; but
his weak soul drove him to the devil’s
road but don’t worry about him, God
will be merciful with him; just for
your sake” “Hylaria” said “I appreciate
God’s generosity with the father, but
there must be something I can do for the
twin, tell me what it takes to make him
RIP” “Thor” took a minute then he
took her to “Odin” and he looked at
“Odin” and said “Father, You know
what’s in my mind, what do You
think?” “Odin” replied “Sindel and
her demons can wait, Hylaria is ready
to know” “Hylaria” didn’t understand
what they were talking about but
“Odin” told her a way to save her lover
and to release all the trapped souls in
that dimension, it was a 2 man job and
no one was more qualified than a true
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lover & a true hater fusing their powers
together for the greater good…The true
lover was obviously “Hylaria” but the
true hater was a surprise and there had
to be a strong motivation to force
him/her to take the job…On “Mars”,
humans could travel there and
established a small city, there were
aliens living side by side with the
humans there, one day; an “Aug” came
to someone managing a wrestling club
with a guitar box and placed it on the
disk in front of the big guy, he opened
the box and there were 2 test tubes and
a cane, one of the tubes had a human
cartilage bone and some hair and there
was a sticker on it with “R-3000”; the
other one had blood sample and there
was a sticker on it with “R-X”, but the
cane was the surprise; it was “Rumple’s”
crow cane which had the magical
power of the “Soul” stone, who could
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possibly acquire this thing and what
will he do with it?? And what are these
samples in the tubes? Decades later;
someone knew but it was too late to stop
anything that time…
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{Album}

(Zmey Gorynych statue in Russia)

(The Markenstein Empire’s emblem)
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(The HS emblem)

(Longmen Grottoes in China)
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(Victor’s lance)

(Rose’s golden spear)
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(Naomi’s black sword)

(Konrad’s Eadon Green Zaclat)
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(Konrad’s missions car)

(Konrad’s special jet)
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(Konrad’s special bike)

(Konrad’s ‘bird’ drone)
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(Hylaria’s cloak)

(The race car Hylaria used during
the Triads’ race)
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(The humans’ robots in the HS)

(Frank’s limo when he was in
Spain)
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(Khyan’s sword)

(Konrad’s 10mm handgun)
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(Konrad’s combat rifle)

(The Pharaoh’s flag)
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(The HS flag)

(The Markenstein Empire flag)
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{Abbreviations}

1] Darknet: The new wireless
connection around the globe instead of
the Internet
2] Major Gods: The Orphans
3] TF27: Task Force 27

TF: Task Force
4] War: Referring to WWII
5] Storm: Referring to the terrorists’
chaos
6] Odin: The major God in the “Norse”
mythology, he pursues knowledge
throughout the living worlds and
bestowed among humanity the runic
alphabet

Thor: The humanity protector and
God of Thunder
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{Notes}

1. This is the 8th part of the
“Markenstein Legend”, to follow up
with this part’s events; the past 7 parts
must be read…
2. All parts of the Legend were written
by one Author: Mark M. Isaac…
3. All mentioned names and events
have no existence in real life and all
‘future’ events are from the Author’s
imagination…
4. All mentioned events involving God
or the devil are from the Author’s
imagination, no known religious or
historic documents about the “Grim
Reaper” or the “Parallel Dimension”
or the “Dimension of Lost Souls”…
5. The novels are all published on the
official Facebook page; “Novels from
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Nowhere”, and on the official websites:
(1) www.markisaac010.webs.com
(2) www.magdymark187.wixsite.com/
markenstein010
6. Any similarity in names from the
real life has nothing to do with the
novel or the Author, because all names
were improvised and made up, nothing
intentional…
7. Historic places and sites have no
magic or monsters, all magic, monsters
and secret chambers are myths…
8. The fact that God is Ra, Zeus, Odin,
Raiden or any other major God from
old civilizations isn’t a documented
info, it’s the Author’s personal point of
view; that all civilizations knew God
in their own way and they named Him
in their own languages & cultures…

Written by:

Mark M. Isaac
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